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Abstract

The coiice])! of Intelligent Tians])()i tation Systems (ITS) })resents new
R<k:D (“liallenges for the transportation and ICT sectors and is cnr1‘ently receiving c'onsiderable interest from the research conimmiity.
The primary ol)jec‘tive of ITS is the creation of advanced road traffic
systems for im])roved traffic- safety, efficienc'y, and travelling c-omfort.
Basic vehicle and roadside infrastrnctnre (collaboration allows for an
increase in efliciency and safc'ty and accts as the fonndation for an ex
tensive service set to achicwe tlic’se ITS goals. Applications such as
jonriK'y i)laniiiiig, aiitomatic tolling and emergency warnings, among
others, are envisaged in a system which can potentially reform mod
ern trans])ortation. Enabling cooperation among ITS entities to the
d(-'gr(:^e envisioned rcxjiiires a persistent, stable and reliable miderlying
commimications service.

Coinmnnications is therefore the nervons

system of the cooperative vehicular environment and it is widely acce])t(xl that the ITS comnmnication solution is a heterogeneons mix
of comirlementary coimnimication technologies for nbicpiitons connec
tivity.
Taking into account the wide array of coimnimication tcxclmologies
and plethora of iirojiosed apjilications, this thesis addresses one of the
major and largely unexplored challenges facing the ITS research coni
mmiity in relation to service and (coimimnication management (SCM),
whereby the nnderlying coimimnications capaliility is exjiloited to as
sure satisfactory operation of deployed ITS aiiplications. A generic
SCM framework, which is directly apjilicable to the ISO Continiions,
Air Interface for Long and Medimn range (CALM) stack is presented.

Tliis framework is c()in])ose(l of crosslayer ])rocesses, working to en
sure that the oj^erational service requirements of ITS applications are
fulhlled for any given travel conditions. Provision of such fnnctionality is Irased on user and ai)plication i)reference, as well as nndeiiying
communication network i)erforniance. Here, a coni])lete SCM solu
tion is ju’oposed under an “Always Satisfactorily Connected” (ASC)
objective; two ])rol)ing teclmicines are examined to assess the ])erforniaiK-e of the candidate comiimnication networks and a diverse range
of selection ])olicies are considered based on random, sini})le matcTing
and Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) based decisions. In addition, a
standard indicative measure to analyse the effectiveness of any current
and future SCM scheme is introduced.
The performance of the pro])osed SCM schemes is evaluated using
CALMNet, a comprcdiensive network-c'entric simnlation environment
for CALM-based coo])erativ(' vehicular systems. The highway envi
ronment is simnlated and in all scenarios, traflic conditions ranging
from free flow to stwere congestion are exi)erienced. Results high
light the inii)act of different monitoring techniques on the selection
of an a]q)ropriate (‘oniimmication interface and highlights the vary
ing decisions made by the random, simple matching and GRA-based
selection a])i)roaches under ASC and ABC objectives. ASC performs
consistently well, adapting to changing conditions in the VANET en
vironment with minor im]:)act on the performance quality.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Intelligent Transportation: An Overview

Over the last (l('ea(i(\ the issue of road safety has taken i)roiiiiiieiiee in modern
transi)ortatioii policy, with both the automotive industry and government au
thorities recognising the ikhhI for improved safety and efhcieiic'y in onr transport
network. A(X‘ording to the World Health Organisation (WHO), road traffic fatal
ities are the eighth leading cause of deaths worldwide, with 1.24 million people
killed in 2010 [2]. These figures i)rompted the UN General Assembly to declare
a Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011-2020 [3]. In addition to safety, mod
ern day traiis]3ortatioii also has other concerns. Based on Irish census figures
from 2011, it is rei)orted that 2.7 million people coinmnte from home each day,
spending on average 266 minntes travelling each week [4]. High commnter rates
lead to inflated congestion levels which have a direct impact on fuel coiisnmption
and C()2 emissions. A recent study carried out by the Texas A&M Transporta
tion Institute re])orted that traffic congestion cost Americans $121 Inllion in time
and fuel in 2011 for examj)le [5]. The business case for innovation in the sector
by key stakeholders is obvious and can j^otentially lead to reform in social, eco
nomic and environmental domains. With advances in technology and mechanics
evolving at a rapid i)ace, focus has shifted towards a more intelligent and fully
connected transportation service to more seriously address safety, efficiency and
environmental concerns.
Intelligent Transi)ortation Systems (ITS) involve the application of ICT to
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road transport infrastructure and operations with the specihc goals of improved
safety and traffic efficiency. ITS has existed in various forms over the last 3
decades; variable message signs highlighting serious traffic problems, static* driver
navigation systems and traffic c.ontrol at various junctions for example. While ef
fective, such systems operate antonomously and in most cases are based on static
or possibly out of date information. The next steps in the evolution and enhancenient of these early systems involves the direct connnunication and cooperation
among individnal vehicles and between vehicles and roadside infrastructure. Such
a coo]:)erative transi)ort environment has the ability to dynamically adapt in real
time; detailed information about current traffic conditions, incidents and haz
ards will be availal)le for the entire network. Cooj)erative systems can reduce
the time sjxmt cinening, sc^arching for i)arking and stop-and-go driving in heavy
trahic, thcn-eby reducing fuel consnnii)tion and ini})roving air (|uality. In Europe,
work on coojxnative transi)ortation systems bc^gan under the Enroi)ean Franic'work Programme for Rc'search and Tc'chnology Dcwelo])nient where a plethora
of large proj(x*ts including CVIS [6], COOPERS [7] and SAFESPOT [8] have
bc'en funded to assc'ss the technical fc'asibility and provide innovative solutions.
The Department of Transport in the Unitc'd States are also heavily investing in
ITS R&D, with a strategic })lan to demonstrate that transformation of the transj)ortation systcmi is possible and to form a cohesive a])proach to achieving this
vision of a connected trans])ortation environment[9]. In Ja])an, several j^rojects
have successfully been de])loyed for ])ublic use offering dynamic route guidance,
electronic toll payment and safe driving support services[l()]. These successes are
reinforcing the effectiveness and further i)otential of ITS, promoting and further
RkD.

With such a large research effort and varying })roposed solutions, the need
for standardisation for all aspects of cooj)erative vehicular systems has been
recognised. Bodies including the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE), International Standards Organisation (ISO), European Committee for
Standardisation (CEN), and European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI), in cooperation with Original Equii)nient Manufacturers (OEMs) and re
search consortia are currently working on harmonised standard sets to ensure
global system interoperability.
CEN TC278 was the first formal standardisation effort for ITS. Founded in
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1992, this currently consists of 10 active working groups which address a nninber
of issues ranging from software architectures to electronic toll collection [1], Work
carried out by CEN TC278 was the basis for global ITS standards specified by
the ISO TC2()4. This international standards body has 12 active working groups,
many of which overlap with those in CEN TC278. Close coo])eration between
both l)odies ensure alignment in the creation of ncx-essary standards for coopera
tive ITS. This overlap is illustratcxl in Figure 1.1 and a detailed descrii)tion of all
working groups can be foniid in [II]. In ])arallel to this, the ETSI is also working
on standards develo])ment for the coo])erative veliicnlar sc^enario. ETSI TC ITS
has 5 working groups, the sco])e of which is ontlined in Figure 1.2. Strong collab
oration with the (*ar maimfactnrer founded Car2Car Comimmicatioii Consortinm
(C2CCC) whose i)rimary conc'ca’ii is active safety, the ETSI TC ITS focuses on a
small subset vcdiiclc’-safety-cxmtric scenario is snpportcxl by strong scx-nrity })rovisions. Ill the US, the IEEE is also working on a global ITS standard; the 802.11])
groii]) have (Wcdojicnl a short range commmiication link to facilitate dirc’ct coniic^ctivity bchwcxm vehicle's for a Vc'hicnlar Ad-hoc Network (VANET). The 1009
standard sjiecihes the network management services and some safety aj)})hcations
also [12].
The design and im])lenientation of a coni])lete cooperative ITS solution is an
evolutionary ])rocess both technically and legislatively. Among the major to})ics
of investigation in the broad range of cxiojierative vehicular systems are:
• ITS Services
Achieving goals of cooperative ITS involves the i)rovision of in-car services
to assist drivers for safer, cleaner and more efficient journeys. Safety-based
a])phcatioiis range from collision avoidance and hazard warnings to incident
management. Traffic moiiitoring and control applications include traffic
jam j)reventioii, lane change assistance, speed management and dynamic
routing services with the aim of improving traffic flow and road usage. The
])otential for ITS services stretches beyond the sco])e of safety and traffic
management however with both OEMs and commercial content ])roviders
recognising the economic benefits of the connected car. Cooperative ITS
gives OEMs the o])portnnity to stay connected with customers; remote
monitoring of vehicles i)rodnces vehicle health rej)orts, ensuring customers
l)ro-actively schedule maintenanc-e. Content ])roviders such as Si)otify and
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CEN/TC 278 WGs

ISO/TC204 WGs

(Ardutectw^)

- WG13 (Architecture)

(Database Technology)
iWG4 (Automatic Vehicle &
___ Equipment identifkation)
IB WGS (Fee and Toll Collection)
i^\WG7 (General Fleet Management
i^Pr^'nd Commerdal/Freight Operations)
^RreS (PubKc Transport)
WG9 (Integrated Transport Inform.,
____ Managenwnt and Control)
(Traveller inform. Systems)
|WG14 (Vehicle/Roadway Warning and
^Control Systems)
WBKSuGZ

- WG12 (Automatic Vehicle &
Equipment identification)
- WGl (Electronic Fee Coilection)

WG3 (Public Transport)
WGS (Road Traffic Data)
- WG4 (Traffic and Traveller Inform.)

B

^S^|6i(CALM)
IBH^SS^Nomadk: Devices)
WG14 (After Theft Systems for the
I
Recovery of Stolen Vehicles)
WGlS^SafeticCal)
O

I

tS (Cooperative SysteVte)?^^^'

WG16 (Cooperative Systems)

Figure 1.1: Overlapping WGs between CEN/TC278 and ISO TC 204 [1]
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Security
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Figure 1.2: ETSI TC ITS \Wrking Groups
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Facel)0()k are already brokering deals with OEMs for integration of their
IH'odnets inside the vehicle [13; 14; 15; 16]. In terms of standardisation,
WGl of the ETSI TC ITS is dedicated solely on ITS applications [17; 18],
while the IEEE 1609 [12] s])ecifies some safety api)hcations for VANETs.
Provision of the j)rojected coo])erative services relies on a complete and
stable nnderlying system.
• Coimmmication
Cooperative transi)ortation systems are based on an information sharing
])aradigm. The imderlying coimmmication solution which facilitates the
exchange of information among vehicles and vehicles and roadside infrastrnctnre therefore is a crucial consideration in the design of a (‘omj^lete
ITS scenario. The commnnication solution must ensure availability and
connectivity, flexibility and transparency and a number of solutions have
been i)roi)osed[12; 19; 20; 21; 22]. Standardisation and research activities
are strongly snpporti'd by the US, European and Japanese national governnients. In the USA the R&U activities are mainly contributing to the
standardisation of the IEEE 1609 protocol suite. In EU the results of such
activities contribute to the ETSI TC ITS WG 2 and ISO TC2()4 \VG16
standardization. In .Jaiian such research and develo])nient activities feed
into ISO standardisation, via the ISO TC 204 committee of Jai)an. One of
the common factors associated with the standardization activities in these
regions is that the IEEE 802.lip technology is targeted to be the common
V2V data link technology used for traffic safety applications.
• Privac:y and Security
The sharing of information among vehicles and vehicles and roadside infrastrnctnre brings with it major privacy and security considerations. Informa
tion exchange must be secure, trustworthy and comply with the regional
j)rivacy and data ])rotection laws. Ensnring that ITS applications are inininne to the wide range of security threats requires the development of
security architectures and trust models [10; 23; 24; 25]. This is the primary
focus of WG5 of the ETSU TC ITS.
• Ma])S, Location Positioning
Today, GPS is a matnre technology and basic navigation systems have been
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ill existence for many years. For cooperative ITS however, where accurate
location referencing, relative distance between vehicles and dynamic updat
ing of maps is required, GPS alone is insufficient. The solution will involve
the fusion of data from miiltiiile and diverse sources to create a local dy
namic map (LDM) which is mnlti-dimensional and content-rich [8; 10; 26].
• Software Architectures
The trans])ort industry is a fragmented one with many car mamifacturers working with an array of i)ro])rietary architectures and services. For
cooperative vehicular systems to fimction universally, an implementation
independent architecture is necessary. Interoperability is key for ensuring a
servi(;e-rich ITS eiiviromnent and the best way to ensure this is the use of an
ojieii i^latforni with well defined APIs for content jHoviders [13; 14; 27; 28].
\\'G13 in CEN TC278 and W'Gl of ISO TC2()4 are currently working closely
on siiecihcation of a standardised software architecture for ITS.
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Motivation

The ITS coimiiimity are working towards a full-scale system solution for the
j)rovision of value-added services, all of whi(‘h are fundamentally based on the
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastriictnre (V2I) information exchange
j)aradigni, (Figure 1.3). Consequently, coinmunications is the nervous system of
ITS; persistent sharing of information among vehicles or between vehicles and
roadside infrastructure is integral in achieving ITS goals. Bodies including the
IEEE [12], ISO [20], ETSI [22] and C2CCC [19] are working on i)roposals for a
communication solution to facilitate the envisaged ITS operational capabilities
where a diverse si)ectruni of applications, including safety, traffic and fleet con
trol, and infotainment are supported. The IEEE 802.lip protocol, also known
as Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE), will provide dedicated
short range connnunications between vehicles or vehicle and roadside infrastruc
ture and is regarded as the predominant technology to facilitate this interaction.
The dei)loyment of WAVE alone however will not meet all ITS expectations when
considering the assorted range of coo])erative services projected by various in
dustrial })layers, including the C2CCC and ETSI [19] [17] [18]; the deployment
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of a VANET based solution in isolation cannot guarantee sufficient ITS service
support, particularly in a sparse network or low VANET eqnipnient penetra
tion. The use of roadside infrastrnctnre, placed interinittently on transportation
links can be introduced to sni)i)ort the V2V coininnnication system. Roadside
units (RSUs) can act as regional data stores and commnnication gateways to
infrastrnctnre based services, thereby extending the commnnication coverage of
VANETs in s])arse traffic conditions. This hybrid coinmunications architecture
j)rovides the advantage of enhanced coverage against cost of the RSUs deployed.
The initial installation cost of RSUs is i)otentially in'ohibitive however, limiting
the scale of their dei)loyment in the global transportation network. Therefore,
a third commnnications o})tion using existing cellnlar systems to facilitate infor
mation delivery within the transi)ortation network is considered. Using cellnlar
networks in isolation for tlu' ])rovision of all i)rojec:ted ITS servic;es would signif
icantly increase the network load to levels beyond which the system (tan handle
and would recpiire a nxlesign of the entire scu'vice providers network at significant
cost. Consid(Ting only cellnlar networks for the ('xchange of a])i)hcation data
incnrs nnfavonrable monetary costs on users. The advantages of seamk'ss cover
age at no additional installation costs should not be overlooked when considering
the nnderlying commnnications solution however. The integration of VANET
and cellnlar mobile commnnications systems can ensure continnons coverage for
the successful realisation of ITS goals. Such is the belief in the ITS research
commimity, inclnding the ISO TC2()4 WGIG, who propose CALM, a Commn
nications Access for Land Mobiles, a complete high si)(?ed ITS commnnication
sc^lntion using a heterogeneous mix of new and existing complementary media,
enabling V2V and V2I commnnication modes providing terrestrial, regional and
short range coimcxdivity alternatives. Such an ITS coininnnication solution is
illustrated in Figure 1.3.
The reality of vehicle and roadside infrastrnctnre coo])eration and the promise
of a ubiquitous commnnicatioiis snlisystem advances the aspirations and expecta
tions of a])])lication developers. Collaborative transportation networks offer large
scope for service deployment; while the ])rimary focus is on safety and traffic
management, the nbicpiitons coimmmications platform can be leveraged to allow
(ximmercial and localiscxl services also. Wdth the ever increasing dominance of the
mobile ap]) market, OEMs and content jiixn-iders are now looking towards forged
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Figure 1.3: ITS Vision
l)artnerships in an effort to broaden and solidify their cnstonier base [15: 16]; the
extension of the aj)]) market to inside the vehicle has the i)otential to impact
j)urchase decisions, reinforce brand loyalty and increase download revenue for the
key stakeholders. In parallel with the ISO and IEEE coimmmication standardi
sation efforts therefore, organisations such as the Enroj^ean Teleconmmnications
Standards Institute (ETSI) and the Car to Car Communications Consortium
(C2CCC), as well as a large number of funded research projects and commer
cial content ])roviders have identified i)otential api)lication and service concepts
[6: 7; 13: 14; 17; 18].
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When exaniiiiiiig the evirreiit RfcD output for cooperative ITS, two iiiiportant
observations are ai)parent:
• Success is heavily (ie])eiKieiit on the coiiiniuiiicatioii network
• Large sco})e for ai)i)hcation (ieveloj^nient
Hence, a substantial i^roportion of all research activity is focused in these fields.
Acce])table servi(*e oi)eration is also an iin})ortant concern in the cooi)erative
vehicular environinent with a heterogeneous, inulti-inode underlying coniinunications solution however. Cooperative ITS is rooted in the rich service ])latforin
conc('i)t, ofi'ering a truly diverse mixture of services, all operating in ])arallel. Here,
the focns is not solely centred on end-nser-oriented applications with an infras
tructure i)ush based dissemination architecture; macliine-to-machine ai)plications
and peer-to-i)eer based dissemination services are integral to any conii)etent ITS
solution, enabling vehicles to cooi)erate with (wh other and roadside infrastruc
ture. Correct o])eration and satisfactory performance of ])rojected cooperative
services must be ensurc'd. This is the critic:al system recjuirenient; the relevant
stakeholders must deliver a system in which c'.ollaboration tak(\s plac;e in a timely,
efficient and contextually accurate manner. Thus, management of the nnderlying cominnnications j)latforni and in ])articular the selection of the dissemination
medium will i)lay a central role in the efficient provision of ITS services. This
consideration leads to one further observation:
• Little effort or attention on fulfilment of the ITS critical requirement to
ensure that collaboration takes place in a timely, efficient and contextually
accurate manner
In current studies relating to ITS solutions, the problem of how best to transmit
data relating to different applications is not adecpiately identified or addressed.
Given an eiivironment such as that presentcxi in Figure 1.3, it is possible that
at any one time there are niultii)le and diverse transmission options available.
Selection of an ina])pro])riate network interface for data transmission can result in
unsatisfactory i)erformance in terms of user service requirements and constraints,
having i^otentially fatal consequences in the vehicular eiivironment. Identification
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of the most ap})roi)riate transmissioii strategy therefore becomes a fimdameiitally
im]K)rtaiit element of any ITS commimication solution and directly impacts the
perceived system i)erforniance. Here, the ultimate challenge is to ]:)roi)erly sjiecify
the conmnniication recpiirements of projected ITS applications and derive the
corresj)onding transmission strategy based on these, taking into account user
l)references and current environmental context. The primary research objective
of this thesis addresses the issue of Service and Cominimication Management
(SCM) in cooperative vehicular networks whereby the underlying coimmmications
capability is sufficiently ex])loitod to assure satisfactory o])eration of deployed ITS
ap])hcations.

1.4

Contributions

The primary contribution of tlu^ work j)resented in this thesis is outlined as fol
lows:
Service and Connnunication Management: a conii)lete solution for ser
vice and commmiication inanagement in cooi)erative vehicular systems. SCM is
CALM coni])hant and its modnlar design ensures a flexible system which can
easily adaj)! to include additional services and coinmimication technologies. The
SCM solution incor])orates a number of individual components including:
Selection Objectives: this thesis pro])Oses an “Always Satisfactorily Con
nected” (ASC) objective for the selection of an ai)propriate dissemination
technology. In contrast with an “Always Best Connected” (ABC) api)roach,
here the ‘Test” solution is defined as that candidate which most closely
satisfies user preference and the operational requirements of the requesting
services rather than that which maximises these.
Condition Monitoring: two teclmicines to monitor and report on the
current quality of each connnunication interface are examined. Constant
probing takes into consideration the general performance of each candidate
network over time, while dynamic probing reports on the performance of
the direct commimic-ation ])ath between source and destination endi)oints.
The effects and overheads of both are examined in Cha])ter 5.
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Service Differentiation: the proposed SCM solution defines three cate
gories of service for the cooperative vehicular environnient. Safety services
encompass a variety of a]rphcations necessary for improved safety and traffic
management. Subscriber service's include a number of commercial and infor
mational services to which a traveller can subscribe. Personalised services
enconi])ass a])i)lications which cater for individual traveller requirements.
Medium Selection: the ])rimary task of the SCM framework is in deter
mining the most suitable carrier network for transmission of the coopera
tive service data. This thesis i)roi)oses policy based mediinii selection using
a Multi-Attribute Decision Making technicjue (MADM) known as GreyRelational Analysis (GRA) for the ranking of candidate networks. Random
selection and simple inatching bascal ranking are also examined and c'cmipared with the i)ro})os(xl GRA ap])roach.
CALMiiet (CALM-based Comprehensive Network-centric simulation
environment): in ordc'r to i)rovide a nnilistic environment for simulating vcdiicic^to-vehicle (V2V) and vehiclc'-to-infrastrnctiire (V21) connmniication, the CALMnet siimilation environnient was develojxal in conjunction with the work presented
within this thesis. Cremating a realistic test-bed for Intelligent Transiiortation
Systems (ITS) is a difficult and comiilex task that recpiires inqilementing the
nc'cessary ekmients that include acenrate modelling of radio propagation, vehi
cle mobility and networking with IEEE8()2.11i), IEEE1609 and UMTS standards
(Chaj)ter 4). The CALMiicd simulator was used for the evaluation of the work
jiresented as part of this thesis (Chajiter 5) and is only complete simnlation tool
for CALM-based systems and one of the few which models coo])erative vehicu
lar systems at microscoiiic granularity. Satisfaction Index: this is a standard
indicative measure jiroposed to assess the degree to which user preference and
service ojierational recjuirenients are achieved. It is used extensively throughout
this thesis to determine the effectiveness of tested decision algorithms.
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The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows:
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Cha])ter 2 ])rovi(les an overview of the ITS (Uininiiiiicatioii solution, out
lining the challenges and re(;[uiieinents of the cooperative vehicular envi
ronment. A taxonomy of network selection solutions proposed for hetero
geneous network environments is presented, highlighting the steps required
for complete solution design.
Chai)ter 3 provides an overview of the ISO CALM coniimniication solution,
with specific emi)hasis on the system architecture and its managenient en
tity. The proposed SCM framework for cooi)erative vehicnlar systems is
outlined and the complete solution design is presented based on the i)arameters outlined in Chaj)ter 2. This includes details of two condition mon
itoring techniques and GRA-based selection method to achieve the ASC
objective.
Cha])ter 4 introducc's the CALAInet simulation environment, a comi)rehensive network-centric simulation enviromnent for CALM-based cooperative
vehicular systems. Using the OPNET modeler simulation tool, a number of
elements uec('ssary for accurate emulatioii of the conii)lex cooperative vehic
ular network are identified and addressed. Imi)ortant are^is of consideration
include vehicle mobility, communicatious channel behaviour, a])plication de
sign sets and On Board Unit (OBU) device modelling to accurately simulate
the envisaged ITS concept.
Chai)ter 5 presents theoretical analysis and experimental computer simula
tion results for tlu' j^roposed set of SCM schemes, where a number of driving
and roadside infrastructure conditions are considered.
Cha])ter 6 j^rovides a snnnnary of the conclusions that can be deduced from
the work })resented and ])rovides future directions that this research can
take.
A])})endix A presents the ex])eriniental computer simulation results for the
pro])osed SCM framework for the urban environment where intermittent
driving conditions are experieiu'ed and V2V coimnimication conditions are
more variable due to the presence of tall buildings.
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Ai)j)eii(lix B provides further insight into the jHoposed GRA-based can
didate ranking procedure. Here, a sample set of the individual selection
decisions are ])resented showing how the SCM deterinines the most suitable
candidate based on the information rej^orted by the condition monitoring
module and for different loading scenarios.
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Chapter 2
Communication Management in
the Cooperative Vehicular
Network: Challenges and
Solutions
2.1

Introduction

This chai)ter describes the high level ITS coiiiiiiiiiiicatioii architecture and dis
cusses the leading standards laiidsca])e in relation to this. The ISO CALM stan
dard for contiiinons conininiiicatioii in the (X)operative vehicular enviroinneiit is
I)reseiited as the inaiiageinent asi)ects related to the i)roi)osed SCM framework
are outlined. The problem of SCM for the ITS domain is a relatively new research
topic which is not largely addressed in the literature. Therefore, a com])reheiisive overview of network selection solutions for general purpose heterogeneous
network eiivironments is also carried out.
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2.2

The Cooperative ITS Communication Ar
chitecture

Tlie ]3riinarv o])jective of ITS is the creation of advanced road traffic systems for
improved traffic safety, efficiency, and travelling comfort. Achieving these goals
requires collaboration between vehicle, roadside and control (centre subsystems.
The underlying coiiimimication architecture is therefore a crucial consideration in
the design of a complete ITS scenario. While the low-level details and implemen
tation scenarios of ITS comniimication architectures may vary in different regions
[29], the fnndamental conce})t of V2V and V2I coimmmication is ai)parent with
a geaieral high-level architecture following that illustrated in Figure 2.1. This
architecdnre allows both for direct vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) as well as vehicleto-infrastnictiire (V21) conimnnication modes or a combination of these in the
transmission of ITS api)lication data from source to destination node(s). Here,
three subsystems c;an be identified:
Vehicle Subsystem

Vehicles mo ('(|nii)i)ed with on board units (OBU) which provide wireless
network connectivity. Multiple vehicle's c:an form a vehicular ad-hoc ad hoc
network (VANET) which facilitates direct comimmications among vehicle's
in a hilly distributed manner (V2V). In erases where no direct connection
exists, dedicated VANET routing jirotocols allow multi-hop communication,
whereby data is forwarek'd from one vehicle to another, until it reaches the
destination. Vehiede OBUs can also have a direct connection to the public
internet through a cellular interface for example.
Roadside Infrastructure Subsystem

This etonsists of Roadside Units (RSU), stationery nodes placed in the road
network. RSU nodes are members of the mobile vehicle network and ex
tend the conmiimicaticjii range of the VANET. Typically, RSUs are con
nected with the central subsystem via the public internet and therefore act
as gateways for OBUs who iiec'd to access the public internet or central
subsystem (V2I). The roadside infrastructure can also act as a local data
store which c'aii gather and report on geographically relevant information
for vehicles and traffic c-ontrol servers etc. RSUs are therefore ty])ically
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Figure 2.1: Cooperative ITS System
e(juii)i)ed with at least two communication interfaces; one wireless which is
a member of the VANET and a connection to the wired network backbone.
Central Subsystem
This is where the systems backbone infrastructure is contained and consists
of traffic c:oiitrol centres (TCC), a})phcatioii and content servers, map and
positioning systems, MobilelP/NEMO Home Agents (HA) etc. Entities in
the central sul)systeni are accessible through the i)ublic internet and interact
with OBUs and RSUs.
In this thesis, the term V2I is used to denote the eiid-to-eiid commuiiicatioii
between a vehicle and central subsystem device, while V2R represents scenarios
where the source and destination nodes are an OBU/RSU pair.
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Figure 2.2: FFS eoiniiiuiiicatioii reference architecture as si)ecifi(Hl l)y the ISO and
ETSI
Design of tlie coinininiicatioiis architecture for tlie cooperative vehicular eiivironiiieiit has l)eeii t lu' focus of Euroi)eaii and iiiteriiational standardisation bodies,
most notably the ISO [20: 30], IEEE [12], ETSI [22]and the car-industry based
C2CCC [19]. Work on standardising a communication architecture for the ITS
scenario began in the ETSI in 2007 and was basexi on work already com])leted
by the ISO TC204, a solution which incorporated the IEEE 1609 and 802.lip
s])ecifications. Both the ETSI and ISO worked in close collaboration, converting
the ISO CALM standard to a Euro])ean Norms (EN) and developing the neces
sary test suites for coiiformance and intero])erability testing. Therefore, the ETSI
ITS architecture is regarded as a sub-set of functionalities of the ISO CALM ar
chitecture. While the ISO CALM aims at defining an open, fully operational
framework, the ETSI ITS architecture, with influence from the C2CCC, aims at
having an interoi)erable basic set of functionalities enabling secure vehicle-safetycentric iinplementation [31]. Both architectures are almost identical however,
specifying six functional components which map directly to the OSI model as
illustrated in Figure 2.2
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The coinniiinicatioiis technologies used to facilitate V2V and V2I coiniminication in the coo})erative vehicular environinent and inanagenient of these will
play a vital role in the efficiency and effectiveness of ITS applications and is
considered one of the i)riinary concerns in ITS research. Continuous coininunication aiiiong vehicles and l)etween vehicles and roadside infrastructure is vital;
the predoniinant and widely accepted solution is a heterogeneous mix of coinniiniication technologies, each with differing range and capabilities (Figure 1.3).
The next section describes the ISO CALM standard which is the internationally
recognised ITS commiinications framework and enconi])asses that si)ecified hy the
ETSI, IEEE, IETF and C2CCC to jn-ovide one unified solution.

2.2.1

Communications Access for Land Mobiles (CALM)

CALM is a ])rotocol suite developed by the ISO TC 204/Working Group 16 which
s])ec4fies a set of wireless communication protocols and air interfaces for a vari
ety of commnnication scenarios si)anning mnltii)le modes of connnnnications and
multiple methods of transmissions on Intelligent Transi)ortation System (ITS)
[30]. CALM combines comjdementary communication technologies, allowing ve
hicles to use the best combination of the commimications technologies that are
locally available at any one time. The CWLM architecture is based on an IPv6
convergence layer which handles routing, network mobility (NEMO) and media
independent handover (MIH); it decon})les ai)plications from the comimmication
infrastructure and is fully compatible with internet services. New, existing and
future (X)nimmiications technologies can be sn])ported for V2V and V2I and cur
rently include the following:
• CALM InfraRed (IR) - offers very high data rates and a lightweight, compar
atively inexpensive, beacon infrastructure, with relatively high directional
ity. Already used for tolling systems, this will provide V2V coimmmication
and directed comimmication to infrastructure facilities such as traffic signals
etc.
• CALM Millimetre (MM) - offers the possibility of high directionality and
very high data rates.

V2V and V2R communications in the millimetre

wave band can jirovide an excellent short-range path for data exchange to
siijiport safety a])plications.
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• CALM M5 - this is the IEEE802.1 Ip and IEEE1609 family of standards, also
known as Wdreless Access for Vehicular Environnients(WAVE). One control
channel (CCH) and six service channels (SCH) each of lOMHz are defined
in the 5.9GHz frequency band. The CCH periodically broadcasts beacon
messages called W^ve Service Advertisements (WSA) every lOOins. The
CCH also sni)ports fast non-IP transmission of short, high i)riority messages.
These are known as wave short messages (WSM) and are j^rimarily used for
safety data dissemination. The SCH is used for non-safety related data.
• Cellular - 3G systems and beyond ])rovide ubiquitous coverage almost world
wide and can be utilised to j)rovide wide area coverage in the cooperative
ITS environment.
• Satellite - Satellite connnnnications are i)rovided globally, and therefore a
useful technology for CALM to j)rovide global reach for ITS.
• Wireless Broadband - WiMax for exani])le. Envisaged for use in the urban
scenario or in areas where wired broadband installation is not })ossible to
provide V2I and roadside to infrastructure connnnnication modes.
CALM is designed to ensure that different classes and ty])es of api)lications,
sn])})orted by the necessary facilities and network and transport protocols, can
be mapped to a range of access technologies. Wdiile the general reference archi
tecture upon which CALM is based is illustrated Eigiire 2.2, the CALM specific
implementation of this is j)resented in Figure 2.3. The functionality provided at
each of the layers is now described, with si)ecific emphasis on the management
entity where the j^roposed SCM framework lies.
Application Layer
In CALM, a})plications are defined as being CALM-aware, non CALMaware and CALM FAST. CALM-aware applications are designed specifi
cally for the CALM environment and have built in inanagement Service
Access Points (SAP) which provide a common basis for transaction be
tween between the facilities layer and the u])i)er api)lication layers. Non
CALM-aware ai)plications do not have a built-in SAP and must therefore
connnnnicate with the lower layers via a convergence sublayer. CALM also
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specdfies a FAST service; envisioned for safety messaging, this is closely
based on the IEEE16()9 standard for non-IP based single or N-hop broad
cast services.
Facilities Layer

Also known as the CALM service layer, this handles application snj)port,
information support and session snj^port similar to fimctionality provided
by the ai)i)lication, j^resentation and session layers of the OSI model. One
of the main tasks here is to rei)ort the requesting application requirements
to the CALM Manageme'iit Entity (CME) and monitor the ongoing cpiality
of every coinmmiication session to decide if a handover is recpiired.
Networking & Transport Layer

This is directly related to the network and trans])ort layer of the OSI model,
with some extensions. Multiple network j^rotocols can be snp])ort('d and
a number of modes have been defined which inchide IPvG with mobility
sui)port, GeoNetworking and the iioii-ip CALM EAST iwotocol. Each net
working protocx)! may be coniK'cted to a specific dedicated ITS transport
])rotocol or may c:onnect to an already existing transi)ort ])rotocol such as
TCP and UDP.
Access Technologies Layer

This consists of the i)hysical layer and data link layer of the connected conimnnication interface's (Cl). An adaptation layer is also specified to ensure
sni)i)ort for legacy communication technologies which do not have a bnilt-in
SAP.
Security

This module (X)ntains the functionality required to ensure secure data ex
change in the cooi)erative vehicular environment. This includes firewall
and intrusion management, authentication, authorisation and profile man
agement and key and c'ertificate management. Hardware security modules
and a security information base are also specified here.
Management

The CALM management functionality enables a flexible, adaptable and
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extensible coiniiiuiiications system.

Within the CME, three managerial

bodies are dehned:
- CALM Interface Management Entity (IME): determines and records
the availa1)ihty and status of each commmiication interface (Cl) at any
given time. The interface manager will know all active interfaces and
their cai)abihties and rej^orts to the CALM manager on the channel
(|nahty of each available medinm. It is also charged with s])ectrnm
management where nniltiple interfaces using the same frecpiencies may
interfere with eacli other.
- CALM Network Management Entity (NME): res])onsible for perform
ing the handover ])rocess enabling migration of application sessions to
alternative media as dictated by the CALM a])plication manager.
- C’ALM Managimient Entity (CME): nltimately res])onsible for ensur
ing ap})hcation transmission recinirements are met. The CALM man
ager stores the user iireference data in relation to the ITS ai)j)hcations
and interacts with tlu’ interface inanager in an effort to determine the
most transmission suitable medium. Once the “best” interface has
been resolvi'd, the CALM manager instincts the network manager to
establish a connection.
The CALM conce])t centres on the i^rinciple of making the “best” use of the
resources available at any given time. One jierfecd connnunication technology
which can cater for every ap])lication requirement does not exist; the choice of
connnunication bearer should always be optimised with respect to the require
ments posed by the service and enviroiiment [19].

While this is a statement

common to all articles relating to ISO CALM, no strategy for determining the
“best” interface is jiroposed.
The issue of heterogeneous network management has been studied compre
hensively in recent years, with most emphasis on the integration of cellular tech
nologies and WLAN with cellular networks. While the vehicular network solution
combines both ad-hoc and infrastructure based connnunication modes and inte
gration on a larger scale than that previously i)roposed, the subject of communi
cations managenient in terms of selection of the best alternative given multiple
........
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Figure 2.3: CALM architecture
candidate networks reuiaiiis. The following section highlights research efforts in
the area of access network selection in heterogeneous network enviroiiineiits.

2.3

Network Selection in Heterogeneous Net
works: An Overview

The i>riiiiary goal of any network iiiaiiageineiit entity is to ensure that end user
requirements are satisfied. Heterogeneous wireless networks comprise different
commniiicatioii technologies each with differing transmission characteristics and
l)eiietration rates. In areas with overlai)i)ing radio access network coverage, some
form of network selection fimc^tioiiality is recpiired to determine which interface
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is best suited for data traiisinissioii, thus eiiabling users to be “always best con
nected” as tliey move throughout the heterogeneous eiiviroiinieiit. Selection of an
iiia])j)ropriate network interface or dissemination strategy for data transmission
can result in unsatisfactory performance in terms of user service requirements and
constraints. Choosing the most suitable network technology and communications
mode from a number of candidates is a multifaceted task enconii)assing a wide
array of influential factors.
Network selection involves the implementation of some decision-making j)olicy within the multi-access environment and can take pla(‘e on terminal power
up, new service nHjuest or as i)art of the handover ])rocedure as the user moves
throughout the coverage area. Generally sjieaking, network selection i)ohc*ies can
be classihc'd as fixed or objective based [32]. Fixed selection policies designate
one network as the default transmission medium for each ai)i)hcation and never
deviate from this; such an aj)})roach is too rigid in a dynamically varying VANET
radio environment however. Objective-based policies, in contrast, choose the best
network in terms of meeting a certain design obje(ttive(s), an' flexible and can
more easily co])e with changing prt'h'iences or system conditions. Design of such
a network selecdion solution involves four key c:onsiderations:
1. Selection Objectives
Definition of the “best” network is a core task and drives the solution design
j)rocess. Therefore, the objectives of the selection system must be cdearly de
fined; will the preferred solution be that which maximises profits, minimises
monetary cost or power consunn)tion, optimises QoS, or a combination of
these, for example. Typically, the overall objective is multi-dimensional
and s])ecific to the system operating eiivironment. Resolution of the overall
system objectives will identify the criteria integral to the decision making
process and im])inge on decision factor significance.
2. Parameter Significance
Network selection is often a trade off between multiple factors in order to
achieve the cited objectives. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the relative
significance of the decision criteria; each should be assigned a weighting
value ])roj)ortional to the magnitude it endows on the decision. Parameter
weighting can be fixed or dynamically adjusted in relation to the situational
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context, can be set 1^ user, applic:atioii or system designer and in some cases
utilises fuzzy logic or analytic hierarchy process (AHP) techniques.
3. Condition Monitoring
The network selection policy generally relies on a number of static and dy
namically changing metric's. A good selection module should ensure that
information regarding current conditions is suitably accurate. This recpiires
an information gathering process where all })arameter values can be (piantihed and is fnndamentally dependent on the selection deployment strategy.
The use of network-assisted selection solutions for exam])le, is one api)roach
for data monitoring, whik' niac*hine learning and user rating pro])agation
(i.e. gossij)ing) teclmicines have also been j)ro})osed.
4. Candidate Ranking
Once the rekwant information has been gathered, all candidates iiinst be
ranked in ndation to their ability to meet the identified selection objectives.
This is achieved through sinii)le fixed j)olicies or more complex techni(ines
eni])k)ying fuzzy logic theory, cost and utility functions, game theory, or
other niiilti-attribute decision making (MADM) teclmicines inchiding GRA,
TOPSIS, and ELECTRE.
Network selection dei)loyment strategies can be broadly classified into networkcontrolkxl, user-controlled and network-assisted decisions (Eignre 2.4). Networkcontrolkxi selection is a centralised ap])roach whereby the chosen inedinm is dic
tated by the network o])erator. User-controlled selection is a distributed solution
which pushes the decision making responsibility to the user terminal. Networkassisted selection decisions combine elements of these where the network infrastrnctnre provides information necessary for the user terminal to make an informed
selection decision. Due to its centralised architecture, network-controlled selec
tion is considered infeasible for deployment in the ITS problem space where end
nodes act independently and may not have infrastrnctnre connections installed.
Therefore, studies where selection of the preferred dissemination network is man
aged solely by a centralised network entity are not examined here. Many different
user-controlled and net work-assisted ai)i)roaches are api)arent throughout the lit
erature, all with varying goals and overall focus. Eew studies i)ro])ose a complete
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network selection solution however; most eoneentrate their efforts on the ranking
of eandidates for a given ohjective/parameter set. Others i)laee more emphasis on
parametfu' signiheance and condition monitoring aspects. The SCM framework
})resented in this thesis is one of the few studies to ])ropose a coinj^lete solution
which addresses all four of the design requirements outlined above. The following
review aims to provide a balanced snmmary of work carried out within the scojje
of network selection in heterogeneous wireless environments.

2.3.1

Selection Objectives

Throughout the literature the network selection problem is primarily charac
terised as a ranking procedure whereby trade-offs are evaluated and viable can
didate solutions are determined, ffowever, ranking sinii)ly assesses all criteria
bas(Hl on their inii)ortance and measures the oveu’all suitability of each candidate
in achieving the design goal, i.e. getting as close to “best” as possible. The de
sign of a network selection solution therefore, is centred on the selection objective
which dehnes the characderistics of the ideal solution.
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Wliile the chosen ])araineters may vary, the primary objective of all network
selection solutions involves ensuring the a])plication QoS. In [33], the “best” can
didate is defined as that which maximises the radio link bitrate in an integrated
WCDMA/WTAN environment. Consecjuently, the signal quality of each network
is the only parameter considered in the selection decision. In [34], the link speed,
])ower, range and cost of each candidate is examined in selecting a network to
su])port applications.
Often, the objective is multi-dimensional and involves a trade-off between a
numl)er of i)arameters. Commonly, the dehnition of the ideal scenario is that
which provides the oihimal i)erforniance at the lowest i)Ossible cost [35].

In

[36; 37; 38], the chosen network is that which can deliver maxiinmn QoS with minimmn power dissipation on a mobile device. Both (^oS and user cost juefereiice
constraints an' considered in [39]. The objective here is to maximise the users coiismner sur])his (CS) which is dehned as the differeu(;e between the amount a user
is willing to })ay and the j)rice being charged by each candidate network/o})erator.
In [40], th(' goal is to match the user n'cpiests to the relevant network based on
its velocity, QoS de'inands (loss, delay, jitter), bandwidth, and ])rice reciuirements.
Load balancing is also an inii)ortant selection facttor in [41] where user satisfaction
and QoS provision are also considered. Similarly in [42], the primary concern is in
balancing network load among candidates and minimising the i)ing-j)ong effect.
Identifying the selection objectives also dictates the relevant input parameters
to the decision algorithm and can include:
• Network Parameters: these include SNR, delay, BER, })acket loss, band
width, load, retransmission rate, received signal strength (RSS), link ca])ac-

ity
• Application Parameters: bandwidth, throughput, latency, loss, jitter,
security
• User Preferences : cost, preferred oi)erator, j)referred network, power
consum])tion, security
The concei)t of “Always Best Connected” (ABC) is the overriding theme when
evaluating the objectives of various selection schemes throughout the literature.
The goal of ABC is to select the o])timal candidate and de})ending on the context
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of each input j)araineter, will favor that which the inaxiniises or iniiiiinises the
criterion [43; 44; 45]. While relatively straightforward to implement, ABC-based
selection strategies are flawed. For every decision, candidates are compared with
each other based on the input criteria; this can lead to network overloading on
the highly ranked candidates with minor usage on those with lower rank. In
an application environment with heterogeneous operating requirements, this can
lead to a waste of resources whereby the chosen candidate far exceeds required
l)erforniance with little user-i)erceived improvement. Not all j)roposals follow this
ABC strategy however. In [46], Chen and Shn acce])t that the network with the
highest C^oS level is the best alternative. Their AAO policy however, is to select
the contender that has the lowest ini])rov(Hl QoS level when com])ared to that
achieved by the cuirrently serving network. The goal here is to ensure that the
mobile terminal chooses th(' most suitable network instead of the best possible
one, thereby obtaining a balance between i)erforniance and resource usage. The
j)]()])os(h1

SCM framework is based on a similar conce])t to ensure that users are
“Always Satisfactorily Connected” (ASC) in relation to their ai)phcation reciihre-

nients in a high user (hmsity vehicular enviromnent. ASC is presented in detail
in Chaj^ter 3.

2.3.2

Parameter Significance

Network selection in luderogeneons service and network environments is a mul
tidimensional objective set incor])orating user and api)hcation preferences and
requirements. The decision therefore can be considered a trade-off between a
mnnber of input criteria in order to meet these objectives. Defining/identifying
the significance of each criterion in the overall decision is vitally imi)ortant and
heavily inhiiences the decision outcome [47; 48; 49]; repeatedly thronghoiit the
literature multiple decision schemes are defined l)y simply changing the ])aranieter
weightings [37; 50; 51]. In [50] for exani])le, two selection strategies, namely the
Traffic-Based Network Selection (TBNS) and Received Signal strength-based Net
work Selection (RSNS) approaches are ])roposed. The function used in ranking of
candidates for both schemes is identical; the only difference is in the weightings
a])i)hed to the decision inputs. For TBNS, the network utilisation ])aranieter is
considered the only imi)ortant factor, ])roni])ting a shift in the selection objective
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towards load balancing. The oi)])osite is true for RSNS, whereby the RSS from
each candidate is given a weighting of 1, ensuring that the network with the best
signal quality is chosen.
The signihcance of selection ])araineters can be fixed and determined man
ually by the system designer or can be based on the users preference, defined
service categories or experimental results. In [37], users specify the signihcance
of the decision criteria for a given situation (e.g. home/ofhce environment) and
ai)i)h(!ation set, thereby identifying multiple dehnitions of “best” for a given sce
nario or service. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used to calculate the
weightings of the (‘onsidered C^oS i)aranieters in [49]. Here, extensive simulation
analysis is carried out, studying the relationshi]) l)etween each parameter on the
overall C^oS achicwed. The strength of each relationshi]) is evahiated using AHP
and the hnal weights are calculated. Two aj)j)roaches for i)aranieter weighting are
taken in [51]; the signihcance of each decisive factor can be determined through
a user snbscri])tion })rohle or service classihcation. Gold, silver and bronze user
l)rohles are dehiuMl whos(' ('X])ec-tatious and considerations dih'er; gold users jtlace
high inij)ortance on C^oS while bronze subscribers are i)rimarily concerned with
monetary cost. Silver users pla(‘(' eciual inii)ort ance on l)oth cost and QoS, search
ing for a balance between theses Similarly, the service Itased weighting method
identihes the QoS ])rohle of VoIP, streaming and WWW ai)i)lications, outlining
the signihcance of each parameter in satisfying their requirements. A similar ap
proach is ai)])arent in [52] where the weighting relationshij)s between the input
})aranieters are dehned by each application ty})e and user mobility j)rohle. The
o})timuni weighting values for all criteria are calculated offline in [41]. Here, ge
netic algorithms are used to determine the signihcance of user satisfaction, QoS
})rovision and load balancing objectives. In [46], the signihcance of each input
parameter is dehned by the re(]uesting ai)phcations.
While the majority of schemes assume static parameter weighting apj)roaches
whereby the signihcance of each ])aranieter does not change, some propose to
dynamically ada])t the criteria importance to rehect the situational context. In
[53], a network selection method using adaptive i)arameter weighting is itresented.
Here the authors i)ropose an automated ai)i)roach for dynamically determining
])aranieter inii)ortance in the selection j)rocess. TRUST is based on the i)reniise
that network selection is triggered by a hnite list of events and the pro])osed
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weighting acljustineiit centres on this fact. Identifying apriori what i)aranieters
are affected by the occurrence of different events in the system and offline us
ing the AHP eigenvector method to estaljlish the importance of these events for
the network selection process, an overall weighting matrix can be constructed.
The final weighting value of the relevant parameters for the given system state is
therefore u])dated based on the events currently observed at the terminal. In [43],
historical information stored by the network-based Radio Resource Agent (RRA)
is used to dynamically adjust the inii)ortance of each parameter in calculation of
the overall cost associated with eac:h contending network. Previously acctejited
(^oS levels and newly requested requirements for similar sessions are comj)ared to
determine the inij)ortance of each i)arameter value for the (!urrent selection deci
sion. Weighting adjustment is inde})endent and uni(pie for each decision criteria.
The dehnition of the parameter significance has a serious inq^act on the se
lection of a candidate as is acknowh'dgo'd throughout the literature. Many so
lutions assume conij)lete user control over the weighting of both technical and
subjective parameters [37; 48: 54; 55: 50]. This approach is i)robleniatic; users
can easily si)ecify their preference in relation to subjective i)aranieters such as
cost and choice of network oi)erator etc. Si)ecifying the signihcance of tech
nical parameters such as loss, dcday, bandwidth and signal strength etc. will be
more challenging. AHP is a ])opular mc'thod for calculating parameter weightings
[48; 57; 58; 59; 60; 61; 62]. It does have some draw backs however; inconsisten
cies in the judgement matrix rcxiuire redc^sign of the i)airwise comparison matrix
[63]. A summary of ap])roac:hes used to determine i)arameter significance is illus
trated in Figure 2.5. Fixed weighting is static and is not suitable for a system
which su])ports a het(U()gen(X)us mix of ai)plications; likewise, dynamic weighting
schemes such as those ])resented in [43; 53] demand a large amount of study and
experiment prior to de])loynient or require network assistance. A lightweight solu
tion where diverse ai)])lication sets can be supported and which can dynamically
adapt to user i)references is recpiired. The i)roj)osed SCM framework addresses
this rcxiuirement, through service differentiation; each service category has a fixed
weighting rule with respect to application delay and loss requirements. The over
all significance relationship between ai)i)lication requirements and user subjective
parameters is a dynamic one which ada])ts to the individual user’s ineference. A
full descri])tion of this approach is presented in Section 3.4 in Chapter 3.
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2.3.3

Condition Monitoring

Since candidate ranking is fniidanientally dei)eiideiit on the cinality of the c:ontext
iiiforinatioii regarding current network conditions, the (inantification of ])aranieters which reflect this is a cornerstone in any network selection strategy; the
authors in [64] recognise this also, noting that (context iiiforinatioii regarding cur
rent system conditions is an integral ])art of decision process and enhances the
selection precision. Wdiile many studies jiropose conii:)rehensive selection ])ohcies using advanced and in some cases coinjilex ranking methods however, few
consider the problem of dynamic metric quantihcation [65]; in fact, a majority
of ])ro})osals sini})ly assume this information to be available. The following sec
tion gives a brief review of network selection solutions which consider condition
monitoring techniques.
User-controlled selecdion strategies offer complete autonomy vdiereby the end
terminal is solely resi)onsible for monitoring/estimating dynamic input decision
factors which rei^resent current network and environmental conditions. Such in
formation can be garnered in a variety of ways using cooperation, sliding average
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schemes, protocol enhancements or prediction based on ])ast performance.
A selection scheme based on user collaboration in integrated cellular/WLAN
network eiivironments is i)roi)osed in [66]. Word of Month (WoM) empowers user
terminal agents to share service exi)erienc«s for the available access networks.
These agents monitor all of their data transactions and rate the performance of
the access network used using any number of indicative measurements. Hence,
user terminals build a service ex])erience rating table which they exchange with
each other in an ad-hoc fashion. In determining the most suitable candidate net
work, all ratings for each candidate are examined l)ased on the i)aranieters deemed
relevant for the reciuesting ai)plication. User agents can choose conservatively,
whereby the candidate with the highest grading is chosen, or probabilistically,
whereby the re])utation grading information determines the j)robability of selec
tion, adding an elemient of randomness and ensuring that a candidate network
does not become overloaded and hence suffer from ’bad-mouthing’ as a result.
Further extensions to this study inii)rove the WoM scheme [67], minimising the
effect of false information being injc'cb'd into terminal agent rating tables and
allowing candidate APs to bribe users for a better rating.
In [39], user-centric network selection is introduced where networks are eval
uated based on the time to transfer information and the cost to do so. Here, a
rate prediction algorithm is used to (estimate the exi)ect(Hl transfer rates on offer
in the available access networks. Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)
extensions are implemented which enable the upi)er layer aj)])lications to monitor
delay and jitter QoS statistics on eacL available path in [68]. Delay is calculated
using an exponential weighted moving average; the jitter is computed using RTP
recommendations. This information is made available to the application which
can choose the candidate which best suits its requirements. In [47], the bind
ing update (BU) and binding acknowledgement (BA) messaging procedure of the
multihomed mobile IP i)rotocol (MIP) are exploited in calculation of RTT and
jitter metrics. Calculation of the Relative Network Load uses a sliding history
window wherel)y previously experienced RTT and jitter values are included in
the current s(;oring of each candidate.
A network selection decision is only as good as the information it has to
work with; stale or inaccurate information can lead to inapi)ropriate selections.
Net work-assisted strategies leverage the advantages of network-controlled selec-
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tioii; ac'curate information is inonitoreci and i)rovided by the network infrastruc
ture, ensuring that all user terminals have the necessary information in choosing
the appro])riate access network.
A j)arameter estimation method is pro])osed in [65] for a 4G always best con
nected (ABC) network scenario. Here, a nmtiially controlled selection j^rocediire
is pro])osed whereby APs and NodeBs act as data acquisition and processing units
(DAPU) which broadcast information relating to network performance measures.
A bootstrap method is used at the DAPU to estimate the jH'obability distributions
of each })aranieter offline using an emi^irical data set. On the mobile terminal
side, a sequential Bayesian method then determines the estimated value and its
probability of exce^eding the relevant threshold. The network with the highest
l)robability is then chosen.
A similar architecture for adecjuate service delivery in heterogeneous wireless
systems is i)ro])osed in [69]. Focusing si)ecihcally on an automated and intelli
gent network selection solution, a network assisted ap])roach is proposed. This is
facilitated through the introduction of Data Collection Node (DCN) and Service
Announcenient Node (SAN) entities based in the network infrastructure. The
DCN is resi^onsible for the monitoring and rei)orting of network conditions in
cluding bandwidth, delay, loss and availability characteristics. The SAN informs
end nodes about the services available/supported in the heterogeneous environ
ment and can also ])rovide })rice plans and additional oj)erational details of each
candidate network. All gathennl information is relayed to the end user and the
best candidate network is chosen based on the locally conhgured selection policy.
In [43], a Network User Agent (NUA) is used to filter the list of candidates and is
tasked with determining which can support the selected service. The NUA then
(queries the bandwidth, cost and coverage information from those which have been
deemed suitable and reports this to the user agent, which makes the selection.
In an effort to estimate the network load, Wang et al implement a performance
agent which collects information on current bandwidth usage at each base sta
tion in [55]. These measurements are periodically broadcast in each cell ensuring
mobile terminals have the most uj) to date information to carry out the network
selection decision. Another network-assisted scheme is proposed in [46]. Here,
an infrastructure-l)ased Location Service Server (LSS) i)rovides information re
garding the coverage area, bandwidth and latency measurements of the available
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networks. Base stations (inery the LSS for ii]) to date information and report the
])erformalice of nearby networks to mobile terminals leased on their current loca
tion. The mobile terminal then uses this information, to compute the suitability
of the candidate networks. The use of a bulletin board for allowing access to net
work information is projiosed in [70]. Here, each network has a network ojierator
entity (NetOjis) which monitors overall network jierformance. Each NetOps unit
lieriodically jiosts nj)-to-date information regarding network conditions on the
bulletin board in the form of ])robability density distrilnitions. Once posted, the
information is freely available to all mobile terminals when iierforniing selection
decisions.
In [71], a user- and network-assisted ai)proac-h for network selection liased on
the conce])t of the Mean ()])inion Score (MOS) is jiroposed. A technique called
j)sendo-snbjective (jnality assessment (PSQA) is used to measure the (juality of
exi)erience ])erceiv(Hl by users to assist the terminal-centric network selection.
Using a range of scenarios, the measured ai)phcation ])erforniance and that i)erceived by the ns('r are used as training ini)nt for a random neural network (RNN).
Once trained, the RNN can cominite a MOS for any ])ossible value of i)erformance
l)aranieters. Access })oints monitor the jx'rforniance of each ongoing session and
re])ort tlK' MOS to requesting clients.
Using fuzzy theory, the absence of up-to-date information for network selec:tion is dealt with in [72]. A triangular fuzzy number function is used to estiniate/])r(xiict the missing attribute values based on their last known reliable
measures. Here, it is assumed that the correlation between the iiq)nt parameters
has been established based on ])rior observation of the networks; using this, an
estimate of the missing iiqiiit data can be computed. A confidence level attribute
is also list'd to indicate the accuracy of the estimated performance which aids the
accuracy of the selection ])rocedure.
A siimmary of a])proaches to condition monitoring is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
\Mhle it is deemed outside the scope of some studies and simply not considered
by others, any comprehensive solution for network selection must consider the
accurate reporting of dynamic criteria which influence the decision making pro
cess. The a]:)proach taken to such monitoring is dependent on the deployment
strategy; network-assisted schemes place acconnting responsibility on the network
o])erator. While this ajiiiroach may be feasible for the cellular, satellite and wire-
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Figure 2.6: A l)ieak(lowii of ai)])i()a( lies to condition nionitoring
less hroadhand eoiinniniieation technologies, it is not a suitable solution for the
VANET environnient. User-controlled s('l(a-tion requires more diverse methods
to accurately estimate the' decision factor states. Api)roaches such as the Mean
Opinion Sc()re(M()S) and Word of Month (MbM) are highly subjective and are
therefore not accurately reliable; one users o])inion/score can differ greatly from
another. The concept of trust also becomes an issue here; decisions are based
solely on information received from other vehicles and reciuires the study and
inqdementation of trust models etc. The (luality of comimmication on each Cl
can also be estimated by extension of the underlying MIP commimication proto
col. BU messages are sent at irregular intervals and cannot provide an accurate
and iip-to date rei)orts. Taking this conce])t into consideration, the i)roposed
SCM framework follows a user-controlled selection strategy and considers two
nionitoring techniciues. In both api)roaches, vehicles transmit probe messages
and calculate the quality of the comimmication link based on these. These are
described fully in Section 3.5 in Chapter 3.

2.3.4

Candidate Ranking

The selection of a preferred solution from a set of candidates requires extensive
evaluation of contenders; the ultimate goal is to determine which alternative most
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closely matches the definition of “best” in terms of its ability to meet the selec
tion objectives. In an effort to accomplish this, many ranking approaches have
been pro])osed, which utilise fixed or simple matching policies, cost- or iitilityfnnctions, nmlti-attribnte decision making (MADM) or fuzzy/evolutionary theory
techniques.
2.3.4.1

Policy Based Selection

Simj)le matching and single-objective selection i)ohcies which model a network en
gineer’s intnition and experiences have been jHoposed. In [73], a simple fixed connecttivity policy is eni])loyed whereby each radio technology is mannally assigned
a set ])riority value and the candidate network with the highest priority value is
chosen. Whik' such an apj)roach is easily conhgnred however, it lacks the ability
to adai)t to diverse conditions or heterogeneous application traffic. Yihnaz et
al examine limitii)le selection jxdicies in [33] for an integrated WCDMA/WLAN
('iivironment. Considering only the signal (inality, a fixed ’WLAN if coverage’
])olicy is shown to work well in situations wlu'ie the WLAN hots])ot is free from
congestion and cai)able of ])roviding a high level of throughiint, however hots])ot
overloading occurs while other technologies have few clients. The se(*ond algo
rithm ada])ts the ])olic;y threshold value in an attenii)t. to balan(*e the load on
candidate networks, while the third selects the WLAN until the inaxininm possi
ble system load has been reached. The final ai)})roach uses both signal (inality and
system load measures to estimate the achievable bit rate on each access network.
In [74], three simi)le selection policies are examined for a heterogeneous network
environment comprising UMTS and GER AN radio access. Considering voice and
WWW services for users that are deemed either indoors or outdoors, the appro
priate radio interface is selected, dictated lyy the configured policy rules. The
service-based i)olicy dictates which access network should be selected for voice
calls and which for \\A\'W data, while the location-based policy states the tecTnology of choice based on user position. A final layered policy combines both
location- and service-based selection and s])ecifies the selection order of both
technologies for all input circiimstances. Here, the selection is hard coded in the
system; the best interface is explicitly identified by the system designers under
all service and user location scenarios. A decision making a})i)roach called the
Prioritis(xl Soft Constraint Satisfaction (PSCS) is described in [34]. Basically a
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simple iiiatcliiiig techiii(iiie, users define the range of values tliat they consider to
be desirable, acceptable and nnaccei)table for a list of input criteria. Link speed,
power, range and cost are each assigned a ])riority setting based on the users
specified ])reference. PSCS uses a negotiation concept to determine the most
suitable access network; if no candidate can fulfil all user requirements, the lower
priority criteria are conii)roniised. A binary tree is used to re])resent a hierarchi
cal ordering of the criteria as defined by the user; the highest j^riority criterion is
the root node of the tree and the other lower ])riority inputs form the subseciuent
nodes. PSCS traverses the tree in a depth first manner, discounting those net
works that do not meet the desired reciuirements. If multiple networks are found
suitable, the one which maximises the highest priority criterion is selected. In
[36], a power and ])erfornianc(' manager (PPM) atteni})ts to choose the network
which supj)orts the recinired a])phcation C^oS and minimises ])ower dissipation on
a mobile devicv. When an ap])hc‘ation starts on the mobile terminal (MT), the
PPM pre-sele(‘ts the network interfaces whose average through])ut is greater than
the recinired data rate of the ai)])hc'ation, ensuring that the C^oS recinirements of
the aj^plication are met. All i)n'-sel('cted networks are then examined to deter
mine their connnnnication i)ower dissi])ation and their RAM power consumption.
The network that offcn’s the highest i)ower saving is then chosen.
While they an' relatively easy and straightforward to configure, a major con
cern with such simplex i)ohcies is their inability to adapt to varying reciuirements,
ctonditions and ac'cess tc'C'hnologies. Neither are they scalable. The complexity of
simple i)olicy-l)asecl ranking grows exponentially with an inc;rease in the number
of inputs; all possil)le c:c)nil)inations of ini)ut parameter values must be addressed.
Also, results in [33] slicm' that no one hxed policy attains the best performance in
different scenarios, highlighting the ncx'd for flexible and adai)tive network selec
tion solutions. Hence, systems with a multidimensional objective set to support
applications and users with diverse QoS requirements and preferences,such as
those exi)eriencc'ci in the ITS scenario, are better served using some more sophis
ticated selection techniciues. While policy based selection is not a suitable as a
standalone solution in a CALM-based ITS environment, it can be used to conil)lement more advanced ranking scheme's; in [52; 56; 75] a fixed selection policy is
usc'd to si)ecify the chosen access technology under certain c-onditions and deter
mines if/when the MADM ranking proc'C'dnre is initialised. This hybrid approach
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has the advantage of retaining network engineer intnition while also being able
to scale well with the addition of new aj)plications or access technologies. The
SCM franiework ])roposed in this thesis uses such an approach whereby a fixed
policy dictates that all safety application data is broadcast on the WAVE CCH.
This is further descril^ed in Chai)ter 3.
2.3.4.2

Utility- and Cost-based Selection

Tlie concej)ts of cost and utility are widely used in the network selection i)roblein
space. Utility fnnctions offer a ineasnre of benefit or satisfaction and ai'e used to
evaluate the in])iit decision metrics and t he overall fitness of c:andidate networks.
Here the selection i)oli(;y is to maximise the overall utility value. Utilities are
ty])ically computed following a Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) or I\lnltij)licative Exi)onential Weighting (MEW) ap])roach; while SA\\' calculates the weighted
Slim of normalised decision facdor values, MEW, conversely, calculates the total
ranking value as a jirodnct of the weighting jiowered criteria. SAW is simple and
easy to imd(Tstand and implenK'iit and in the literature the most poiinlar rank
ing teclmicine. Since it is basexl on the weighted product of normalised iiaranieter
values, the MEW ranking approach conij^letely discomits candidates where any
zero normalised value is j)resent, regardless of this parameters importance to the
overall dec'ision. Cost fnnctions compute a cost value for each alternative which
represents the levy associated with selecting each candidate. The cost function
apiiroach is based on a jiolicy of minimising the levy value; the access network
with the lowest overall cost is deemed the network that can best satisfy the sys
tem objectives c:onsidering the chosen input criteria. Both a])proaches can also
be used to evaluate inj^nt ])aranieters; the value associated with each criterion
is quantified using an iiq^nt specific utility/cost function, normalising their value
and thus enal)hng direct comj)arison of metrics. An overall cost/ntility is then
computed for each alternative; in many cases, MADM ranking procedures are
exploited for this task.
SAW-based utility fimctions are used extensively throughout the literature as
I)art of the candidate ranking j^rocess [35; 46; 54; 76; 77; 78]. In [77], Hasswa et al
})resent high-level vertical handoff decision function (VHDF). A Q value is defined
as a comparable measure of the network quality offered by each candidate. This
value evaluates the contending networks suitability and is a sinii)le additive
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weighting of the identified factors. The candidate which maximises the Q value
is considered the ‘Test”. In [76], the overall score is calculated for each candi
date network using the SAW ranking utility considering application QoS, user
expense j^refereiK^es, link cai)acity and ])ower consmnption parameters. In [35],
the SAW utility is used to calculate UcPerf and UcCost values for each candidate
based on the ap])lication jjerformance requirements and user preferences respec
tively. Using these values, the ])erformance-cost ratio, PCR, is determined. The
network which scores the inaxiimim PCR value is deemed the optimal solution
to the network selection problem. A user controlled Intelligent Access Selection
(IAS) algorithm for tlu' oi)timal alkx^ation of user scu’vices to an access network
is pro})os('d in [54]. Here, SAW is used to determine the oi)timal access selection
strategy for the reejnired services at tlu^ nxjnirc'd (piality kwel. Candidates that
a])i)ear in the us('rs network j)rcTcTence listing c'arn a bonus utility ])oints, inqnoving their cliancx' of sek'ction and the chosen network is the one which maximises
the ovcwall utility value.
In [79], candidate ranking using a weighted ])rodu(‘t (WP) utility is })ropos('d
which ensures that any nedwork with a zero valued weighted criterion is remcjved
from candidacy. That which maximisc's the final utility value is decmied the best
solution.
Cost functions are also widely stiidi(Hl [43; 50; 52; 80]. In [43] a (X)st fimction
based a])proach to the always bc'st coimecdcxl ambition is i)resented. Parameter
values are normalised bascxl on their own nnicine power function and the overall
cost is determined l)y a weighted sum of these power fnnetions. The network
which is then calculated to have the lowc'st overall cost is selected. In [80], a cost
fimction is uscid to measure the benefit obtained by handing off to a particular
network. Each candidate technology is scored based on a mnltijilicative rela
tionship (MEW) between network elimination factor and a QoS factor for each
nser-reqnested service. The network elimination factor rejiresents the ability of
the network in (jnestion to snpjiort the QoS constraints for a jiarticular service
and whose value increases with the inability of the network to snp})ort such con
straints. The QoS factor is the weighted sum (SAW) cost function of the key
network })erformance indicators for each service.
In [55], Wang et al use a cost fnnedion to identify the best candidate con
sidering available liandwidth, jirice and power coiisnmjition. Since unlike power
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coiisiiiiiptioii and cost, the bandwidth is based on a liigher-the-better rating, a
log-basexl utility for the reciprocal bandwidth is used for norinalisation. Using
SAW to deterniine eack (candidates overall cost, the policy here is to choose the
contender with the lowest overall cost value.
In [50]. Here, a cost-fiinction-based network selection (CFNS) strategy is pro
posed where the policy is to inaxiinise the overall cost value. Considering current
network utilisation and received signal strength (RSS) parameters, a weighteci
(cost function is (k^signed whereby the network with lower traffic load and stronger
RSS is (leeiiKxi most suitable. This iHomotes load balancing among candidates,
ensuring good service (luality for all users.
Normalisation of the in])ut criteria is a key task in the ranking proc(^ss and
enables direct c()ni})arison of i)aranieters which user varying scales. Throughout
the literature, this norniahsation is carri(Hl out using sets of utility functions
[35; 39: 42; 68; 79].
Nk'twork selection with the goal of load balancing and i)ing-i)()ng effect niinimisation is the subject of study in [42]. Utility functions are dehiuHl for sej)arate
api)hcati()n classc's wher(4)y the QoS relat(al parameters are used to rank can
didates. The utility vahu' as well as axxtess delay and ])rice feed into a ranking
algorithm which calculates a final score for all networks. To i)revent overloading
of one candidate and hence eradicate the i)ing-])ong ('ffect, the network is ran
domly chosen; the calculated rank determines a network’s probability of selection
thus ensuring that no one network is fl(JO(led with access ixxpu^sts.
Focusing specifically on non-real-time service suj^port, a user-centric network
selection solution for heterogeneous wireless networks is presented in [39]. The
users consumer surjdus (CS) is defined as the difference between the amount a user
expects to pay and the price being charged by each candidate network/o])erator.
A linear piece-wise utility function is used to calculate the trade-off between a
users time and budget limitations and specifies how users expect the cost to
decrease with increased delay. The network with the highest predicted CS is
selected as the ()})timuni network for the data transaction. A similar strategy
based on application utility is propos(^(l in [68]. The proposed utility function
statically ma])s a value to each ])erforniance characteristic so the network which
can i)r()vi(le the best QoS for the media ap])licati()n achieves the highest utility
value. A second utility function inc()ri)orating the users preference in relation to
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cost aims to maximise user surplus, here defined as the difference between the
performance utility and cost.
Throughout the literature, evaluation of candidate networks using utility and
cost functions is a i)()i)ular ai)i)roach. SAW is a simple calculation which sums
the score of each ini)ut i)aranieter with resi)ect to their relative importance on
the overall decision. MEW calculates the inoduce of the weighted i)ower criteria
score. Neither api)roaches evaluate the candidates in relation to the required
solution however. To achieve the ASC objective pro})osed as })art of the SCM
framework in this thesis, comparison of all candidates against the ideally required
solution is necessary. The next section examines well known MADM techniciues
which consider this.
2.3.4.3

GRA, TOPSIS and ELECTRE

A large body of work is evident which api)hes well known MADM techniciues
such as SAW, MEW and AHP to solve the network sekx;tion luoblem. Other approachc^s using Grc'y Relational Analysis (GRA), Tcxfmiciue for Ordcn- Prcdercnice
by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) and Elimination and Choice Translating
R('ality (ELECTRE) are also apparent however. GRA evaluates the contenders
bascxl on the Grew Relational Grade (GRG) which rei)resents the closeness to
the ideal solution. TOPSIS calculatc's the Euclidean distance betwc'en each al
ternative and the ideal and worst scenarios; that which is the farthest from the
worst and closest to the optimal is deemed the best. ELECTRE is based on the
conceik of outranking and performs pair-wise comparison of alternatives for each
decision attribute to determine the concordance and discordance attribute set;
that which maximises the concordance and minimises the discordance is deemed
most suitable [81] [82].
A network selection technique using AHP and GRA is presented in [44]. AHP
determines the i)riority of the input parameters based on the user preference
and GRA then attempts to find a solution which is as close as possible to the
ideal situation. The (piality of any selection is represented by the grey relational
coefficient (GRG). The network which earns the highest GRC value is deemed to
be the alternative that best fills the requirements.
Candidate ranking founded on niultii)le criteria decision making problem is
carried out in [59]. AHP is utilised in determining the significance of the decision
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factors. Using vague sets, the input criteria are deterniined to ])e acceptable, not
acce])table or neutral for each alternative given the upper and lower bounds on
dissatisfaction and satisfaction res])ectively that the decision maker can accept.
The l)est alternative is that which computes the best satisfaction level over all of
the inputs. In cases where ninltii^le candidates are deemed the best, that which
minimises the dissatisfaction level is chosen.
In [83], a network selection decision algorithm using an imi)roved TOPSIS
MADIM technique is i)resented.

Here, an iterative TOPSIS network selection

strategy is i)ropos(xl. Following each TOPSIS ranking iteration, the lowest rated
network is removed until the most suited alternative has been confirmed. Here,
the authors snj)i)ose that the number of available alternatives at any one time is
small enough to ensure this iterative i)rocess is efficient in determining the most
effective alternative. Similarly, network selection using a modified ELECTRE
MADjM method is examined in [84]. Here, Bari et al. state that standard ELEC
TRE cannot provide a complete ranking since it assumes a monotonic attribute
utility. Introdncing tin' GRA conce])t of a refereiu-e parameter set, the input
criteria are normalised based on their similarity to an ideal scenario. Considering
cost, bandwidth, loss rates, delay, jitter and network utilisation and assiiming
user })refereiKte weightings two approaches to determine access network rankings
are described. The first involves the computation of an aggregate doniinance
matrix based on concordanc'e and discordance threshold values. This may not
allow conii)lete ranking however since the thresholds are arbitrarily chosen. The
second ap])roach calculates the net concordance and discordance indices; these
measure the level of doniinance or weakness of each alternative when compared
to the entire contender set. That which can maximise the average concordance
discordance indices is the network of choice.
2.3.4.4

Fuzzy Logic, Machine Learning and Game Theory

Some apjiroaches in the literature projiose proactive network selection through
the use of inachine learning to consider ])ast experiences in the decision jirocess.
Fuzzy logic theory is coinmonly ajiiilied in the network selection prolilem space;
leveraging its ability to handle linguistic and numeric input it is jiroposed as
a comjilete solution and used for injmt parameter grading. The aiiplication of
game theory is also evident whereliy the selection jirocess is a game which evolves
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towards an oi)tinial solution.
User- and network-specific candidate ranking schemes are presented in [70],
This is a two stej) process; using fuzzy logic, a network-specific rank,

is

calculated considering ail network attributes with equal weighting. Snet then acts
as one of the inputs to the user-specific ranking module which considers user
requirements and deterniiims the final rank value for each candidate using an
Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). While this fuzzy logic
based aj)])roach can work with imprecise information and enable system designers
to more easily and intuitively S])ecify relationships among different inputs, it is not
a very scalable a])i)roach; the number of fuzzy rules increases exponentially with
the number of inputs. This problem is addrt'ssecl in [41]. Here, four fuzzy logic
controllers working in })arallel give each radio artctess technology an initial scoring
based on carefully designed membershii) funct ions. The criteria weightings along
with the fuzzy out])Uts are j)assed to the simple niulti-attril)ute rating tfx-hni(iue
(SMART) and the hnal costings for each alternative are calcnilated. This is a
com})utationally intensive api)roach however, requiring one fuzzy logic controller
for each ini)ut parameP'r.
A fuzzy logic sek'ction solution is also i)roposed in [48]. Here, the degree
of satisfaction of each fuzzy membership function objective for each criterion is
established. Using AHP, the j)riorities of each decision j)aranieter are then calcu
lated and coupled with the corresi)onding fuzzy membership value, the candidate
with the maximum minimum weighted fuzzy criterion value is deemed the most
suitable network. Each element of the fuzzy membership set is weighting i)owered
and the hnal ranking of each alternative is taken to l)e the ininimum of these.
Therefore, only the weakest input ])arameter is considered in the overall selection.
A knowledge-based approach to network selection is outlined in [85]. Con
sidering i^ast decisions as well as the user i)reference, application requirements
and current network conditions, the l)est network is chosen. Here, the authors
assert that recording all decisions facilitates learning, leading to rehnement of
the solution set and nxluces the size of the prol)lem, therefore speeding up the
decision ])ro(tess. A simi)le scheme whereby the selection ])rocedure estimates the
conditional ])robabihtic's of the considered network performance i)arameters based
on i)ast observed conditions. The hnal i^riority value cT each access technology
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conil)iiies the estimated performance ])robability and an appro])riateness value
calculated using traditional MADM techniques. The highest priority network is
deemed the best choice. Results indicate that the proposed knowledge-based deci
sion is suiterior to simple utility-based legacy selection schemes in terms of system
stability; while legacy selection schemes consider only current conditions and are
therefore highly sensitive to network performance fluctuations.

The proi)osed

knowledge-based technique is not affected by short term network performance
osc;illations, however this suggests that the solution would be slow to adapt to
longer term changes in the network conditions. This may l)e an issue for cooper
ative ITS where {connectivity conditions can change as users travel from highways
with a high density of RSUs to rural areas where no roadside infrastructure is
available for (^xamj)le.
A game th(X)ry sek'ction solution is proi)osed whereby users conij)ete with each
other to acccess network resource's is prf'sented in [8(1]. Based on a concave utility
consiekning the proportion of users and available cai)acity in each candidate iiedwork and the i)rice associatc'd with tlu'se, two scdection algorithms are presented.
In the (woliitionary game approach, users in a i)opulation calculate the payoff as
sociated with each solution. A centralised (controller recceives i)ayoff information
from all users and rei)orts the average })ayoff for each po])ulation. The solution
is found when all users in the same grouj) receive identical i)ayoff. Arriving at a
final solution (equilibrium) involves a number of iterations, allowing a solution to
evolve. The reinforcement learning algorithm is a decentralised api)roach to the
problem whereby users in the j)opnlation learn and adapt the selection decision
inde})endently using a C^-learning teclmicpie. As ex])ected, results show that the
centralised approach reaches ecpiilibrium faster than the reinforcement learning
method
In [40] the network selecction i)roblem for a heterogeneous wireless network is
assumed to be a matching game. Both users and network are players and rate each
others based on a set of satisfacction functions. These utility functions score the
individual ])arameters following a larger-the-better or smaller-the-better concept.
Therefore, users have a satisfacction vector which lists all candidates in order of
l)referen(ce. Likewise, networks rate users in a similar fashion. The matching
game involves users trying to establish a connection on the i)referred network
and the networks only accepting rcxpiests from the preferred users.
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As suininarised in Figure 2.7 is clear that there are many options when ranking
candidates; simple i)olicy-based selection in isolation is not scalable or adequate
for the CALM scenario where diverse technologies and service sets operate. The
addition of service ty})es and availal)le access networks adds layers of comj^lexity
to the selection policy configuration, which must be updates manually, and cannot
dynaniically adapt to changing network conditions. Policy can be useful to force
selection of a })referred candidate in certain scenarios when used in conjunction
with MADM ranking techniques however. The use of a SAW utility for multi
criteria decision has a number of limitations; here, it is possible that a solution
which cannot satisfy the most important requirements is chosen. Also, while the
network with the highest utility is considered the best in relation to the param
eters and their weightings, it may not be the most adeciuate choice. MEW also
has its drawbacks; most notably, network with a zero value criterion will result
in a zero utility score, regardless of this criterions inqiortance in relation to tlie
sekxhion. The standard TOPSIS ai)proach has been ])roven to suffer from rank
ing abnormalities whereby the addition/removal of a non-optimal alternative (tan
affect the overall candidate ranking [83]. In [87], the authors compare numerous
MADM techni(|ues in an attempt to determine their suitability in addressing the
network selecttion problem. Noting that network selection is a complex problem
whic'h reciuires a combination of non-monotonic and monotonic utilities for differ
ent attributes, the j^erformance (ff GRA, TOPSIS and ELECTRE are coni])ar(xl.
Here, GRA is deemed the most suitable MADM approach for selection of the most
adecpiate network, comparing all candidates with the applicable reference values.
For this reason, candidate ranking in the proposed SCM framework to ensure
the ASC objective is carried out using a hybrid policy-baseM GRA approach. A
hxed })ohcy dictates that time critical safety application data is transmitted ewer
the WAVE CCH while all other apjffication recpiests initiate the GRA ranking
procedure. This is described fully in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.7: A breakdown of ai)])roaelies to candidate ranking

2.4

Communication Management in Coopera
tive Vehicular Environments

All ineinhers of the ITS research eoininnnity agree that for ubiquitous cover
age, a heterogeneons mix of technologies is necessary in the nnderlying connnnnications })latforin. Many architectural solutions have been ])ro])osed, utilising
diverse technology sets to fulfill the V2V and V2I commnnication paradigms
[21; 88; 89; 90; 91; 92]. One of the overriding themes of such architectures cites
the need for effective resolution of the desired transport carrier for each data
exchange.
The area of network selection in general purpose heterogeneons wireless net
works is a long established research topic and so a large volnine of work ex
ists.

Conversely, c:oo])erative vehiciilar networks are a relatively new concept

with a new highly dynamic ad-hoc commimication environment to be consid
ered. Previously, none of the solutions proposed consider the network selection
j)robleni for an integrated i)eer-to-])eer and infrastrnctnre based connnnnications
scenario on which ITS commnnication architectures are founded. This hetero
geneons mix of comimmication modes creates an additional dimension to the
selection decision. Contending solutions may now contain a mix of technolo-
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gies/coiiiiiiiiiiicatioii inodes to reach the desired destination; it is then possible
to knit together ninlti])le technologies as a viable candidate for selection. The
following section outlines studies which attempt to address the network selection
problem for the coo])erative vehicular netw'orking environment.
Dhar et al jiropose a context aware algorithm for vertical handover in the
GALAl vehicular environment where WLAN, UMTS and WiMax technologies
are available [45; 62]. With the goal of achieving an “Always Best Connected”
objective, AHP is used to determine the relative significance of hve parameters.
A context re])ository stores network, user, terminal and service information for
each alternative in the form of received signal strength, vehicle velocity, data rate,
initial connection setu]) delay and cost. The RSS and velocity are deemed the
most important decision ])aranieters given their (lynamic nature; the remaining
])aranieters have a lesser impact on the final outcome since they are assumed to
have static states. The suitability of each candidate for streaming and conversa
tional api^lications is assessed using the TOPSIS MADM teclmicpie and analysis
shows the sekxdions made as a function of velocity. While this study is one of few
dealing with the conce])t of network selection for the vehicular eiivironment, there
are some drawbacks. As discussed in [83; 87], TOPSIS is not a suitable MADM
technicjue for network selection and as highlight(Hl in [93], AHP is the worst i)erforming MADM te(*hni(iue in terms of coni])utational com])lexity and incurred
delay. The V2V communication scenario is not considered and no j^acket-level
simulation studies are i)erformed to assess the C^oS afforded to the a])i)lications.
In terms of condition monitoring, while the RSS will indicate the availability of
the network, it does not give any indication of the quality of the connectivity.
Zelinka et al. j)ro])ose an adaptive communications control system for the
CALM environment [94; 95]. Here, the measured parameters for each candidate
are processed by a Kalman filter which separates noisy data and allows for pre
diction of near-future values. The decision i)rocess is based on these ‘random’
parameters and deterministic ones such as cost etc. contained within vector x.
Classification of the best candidate network is based on a training procedure
and requires relevant training data which consists of a line of training vectors
and the associated selections. This training data is based on measurements for
packet loss, delay and signal-to-noise ratio obtained from experiments on GSM,
EDGE, GPRS, WTMax, WiFi access networks. Training is a continuous process
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and overall the pro])osed solution is very CPU intensive. No evaluation of the
proposed solution is carric'd out and therefore conclusions cannot be drawn on
the performance of this a])])roach in relation to the CPU overhead and applica
tion satisfaction. Also, the addition of a new technology would recpiire extensive
empirical experiment and generation of new training data sets.
In [96], a flexible connectivity iiiaiiagement scheme for vehicular communica
tion networks is introdncexl. Here, it is stated that for scenarios where both V2V
and V2I commimication modes are ])ossible, the selection of one can have a strong
impact on the cpiality of the connmmication in terms of delay, packet losses and
bandwidth. In light of this, a dynamic mode selection algorithm is develoi)ed.
The lioj) count and the geogra})hic'al distance between source and destination
nodes acts as the decision metrics for the selection process; this information is
re])orted by the i)osition bas('d ad-hoc routing protocol, PBRV. Evaluation of the
V2R and V2V dissemination strategies is carried out using the Weighted Distanc(' and Hoj) Count (W'DHC) function which utilises the SAW i)rocednre in
calculating the cost of each alternative. TIk' available c;oniimniication mode with
the smallest WDHC value is chosen as the ojjtimal comnnmication jjatli. Once a
connection has been established, the hop count and distanc;e values are continu
ally (X)llected and monitored. Changeover to an alternate coimmmications mode
(V2V or V2R) is carried out if the absolute difference between the WDHC values
for each mode exceeds a ])re-defined threshold. This work is one of few to address
the ])robleni of commmiication mode selection in a vehicular setting however its
effectiveness in the target application space is unverified. Criteria encompassing
a])i)hcation requirements and user i)references are not considered. In a fast mov
ing, (giickly changing vehicular network with a diverse range of services, selection
based sinq^ly on network topology information cannot sufficiently su])port all ITS
ap})lications.
A V2V and V2I communication scenario is also considered in [97]. Focus
ing i)riniarily on efficient vertical handover in the cooperative vehicular network
environment, VANET Backup Coimmmication (VANBA) is proposed. This is a
simple i^olicy based approach whereby the VANET is defined as the default net
work for all application data while the cellular network is the secondary access
niedinm for data traffic. The cpiality of each connection is monitored periodically
and if the de^stination becomes unreachable, handover to the secondary network
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takes place. The main drawback of this hxed-policy solution is that the appli
cation QoS is not considered in the selection; nor are ITS-related api)lications
considered. A simple matching approach to selection of the transmission network
is proj)osed as part of the MYCAREVENT architecture proposed in [98]. Appli
cation recinirements are coni])ared with the conditions on the available candidate
networks. Those which can fulfil the ai)j)hcation rec|nirements are listed in a Op
eration Rule Table wlmre the candidate with the highest user-given priority is
selected. Fixch-])olicy based selection of the carrier network is outlined in [99].
Considering only V2I-l)ascHl ai)i)lic!ations, an asymmetric c-ommnnication service
(licdates that all ni)hnk recpiests for data are sent over the cellular network while
the nxpiestcxl data is transmittcHl to the vehicle using the VANET c-onnection. A
scx:ond ])roc;(Hlnre is also dehncxl wlmre the V2V cx)nnectic)n the default c:onnnnnictation network for all data; ctelhilar technology is only selectc'd when this is not
available.
A user-c;entric network selcxdion strategy for vehic:nlar networks is presentc'd
in [47] as j)art of a cc)ni])lc'te solution to mobility iiiaiiagement in highly mobile
network eiivironments. A weightc’d C'ost funchion for selechion of the api)roi)riate acxtess network c'xainining the pric:e, ])ower consnmption and load associated
with each c-andidate ncdwork is ihoj^oschI. A metric called the Rxdative Network
Load (RNL) which rei)resents the cjuahty of c'ach ac-.cess network is defined. The
RNL value is based on the weightcxl sum of the average round tri]) time (RTT)
and RTT jitter measiirenients and gives an indication of the cxxngestion levels on
eactli network. The price, power consumption and RNL metrics are normalized
on a logarithmic; scale and the final cost of each solution is cietermined using
the SAW teclmicine. Analysis is carried out for a network providing WLAN and
WiMax radio tecdmologies demonstrate how the cost function ])aranieters and
their weightings affect the decision. While designed specifically for the vehicu
lar environment, this approach considers V2I coniimmication only and the V2V
coiimimiication scenario is not analysed.
In [92] a framework for network selection in a CALM-based enviromnent is
l)roposeci. With an ABC objective to guarantee application QoS, four generic
service categories are defined and the relevant QoS parameters and candidate
networks associated with each are s])ecihed.

Streaming services have specific

throngh])nt and jitter re(|nirenients, while messaging services have packet loss
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and availability constraints. Interactive services have strict jitter and round trip
time requirements and download services specify tliroiiglipnt and packet loss con
straints. Since it is also based on CALM-based systems, the framework proposed
here is close in design to the SCM framework {)resented in Chapter 3 of this thesis
and is implemented as part of the CALM NME. A complete network selection
solution is not dehned however; Chantaksinopas et al assume that the real-time
network ])erformance values are always available and do not propose any methods
to determine this. TIk' authors simply recommeiid a MADM or fuzzy algorithm
for candidate ranking but do not implement these. Additionally, the i)roposed
service classes are generic and focus more heavily consumer-based services such
as large volume downloads, instant messaging and video streaming etc. with less
attention on the safety and traffic management api)lications on which coo})erative
ITS is motivated.

2.5

Conclusion

Cooi)erative vehicular ai)phcations re(|uire ubiquitous connectivity and continu
ous commuuications and oi)erate in V2V and V2I connnunication modes. This
cha})ter has ]Hesented a review of the ISO CALM architecture as the widely ac;cepted connnunication solution in the cooperative vehicular environment. This is
a coni])lete high speed ITS communication solution using a heterogeneous mix of
new and existing comi)lementary media, ])roviding terrestrial, regional and short
range connectivity alternatives. A subset of the technologies currently supported
by the CALM stack were outlined and a detailed description of the CALM man
agement entity was presented.
The network selection ])roblem for heterogeneous wireless communication en
vironments has gained a high volume of research attention.

The design of a

complete solution involves definition of selection objectives and associated pa
rameter weightings, design of a condition monitoring aj^proach to report on can
didate })erformance and a ranking procedure to assess each candidate for a given
objective. The most widely used objective is to ensure requesting user applica
tions are “Always Best Connected”. This ensures that the candidate which can
maximise/niinimise the QoS i)aranieters is considered the best. Common input
])aranieters include network load, bandwidth, signal strength, latency and loss.
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user cost j)iefeieiices and aj)i)licatioii QoS requireiiients such as delay, loss, and
Paranieter weightings are designed to influence the overall decision to achieve the
cited objective and can be static or dynaniically defined by user preference, sys
tem designer, user profile, a])i)hc:ation category or using AHP. Responsil)ihty for
condition monitoring can he with the user terminal, where word of month, mean
opinion scores have been ])roj)osed. Candidate ranking evaluates each candidate
in relation to the selection objective(s). Fixed i)ohcies are not scalable as the
number of candidate networks increases and a majority of j)ro])osed solutions use
MADM te(‘hni(iues such as SAW, MEW, GRA, 1X)PS1S and ELECTRE.
While it is widely recognised that the proi)osed ITS communication architectiii'es re(iuire some form of network selection fuiictioiiahty, no studies currently
offer a coni])lete solution which addresses all design tasks; instead most focus
candidate ranking for a given j)aram('ter set.

The next chaj^ter i)resents the

l)ro])os(Hl Service and Communication Management (SCM) Framework, a com])lete and flc'xible solution for th(' selection of an adeciuate ac:cess network for
satisfactory oi)(uation of projectc'd ITS a})i)hcations. Here, two connnunic'ation
interfaces arc' assumed. UMTS i)ro\’ides a wide area c;ellular connection facili
tating V21 connnunication while 802.llj) WAVE is em])loyed for V2V and V2R
connectivitv.
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Chapter 3
Service and Communication
Management in Cooperative
Vehicular Networks
3.1

Introduction

The Service and Coiniiiuiiicatioii Maiiageiiieiit Franiework (SCM) for Coopera
tive Vehicular Networks presented in this tliesis is a suite of erosslayer processes
working in conjnnction with the ISO TC2()4 WG16 CALM inanageinent entity
to satisfy the oj)crational recinirenients of coo])erative services while taking into
consideration the preferences of users in relation to their willingness to pay for
services. The key features of this framework are:
Selection objectives: this thesis proposes an ‘'Always Satisfactorily Con
nected” (ASC) objective for the selection of an a})propriate network over
which the re(|iiestion ai)])lication data can be transmitted. In contrast with
an “Always Best Connected” (ABC) approach, here the ideal solution is
defined as that network which most closely satisfies user j)reference and the
operational recinirenients of the recinesting services rather than that which
maximises these.
Service Differentiation: the pro])osed SCM solution defines three cate
gories of service for the cooperative vehicular environment. Safety services
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eiicoiiij^ass a variety of ai)])licati()iis necessary for inijjroved safety and traffic
inanageinent. Subscriber services include a number of commercial and infor
mational services to which a traveller can subscribe. Personalised services
enconi])ass a])])lications which cater for individual traveller requirements.
Condition monitoring: two techniques to monitor and re])ort on the
current quality of each commimication interface are examined. Constant
probing takes into consideration the general performance of each candidate
network over time. Dynamic probing reports on the performance of the
direct coiiinmnication i)ath between source and destination end])oints.
Candidate ranking and selection: the primary task of the SCM frame
work is in determining the most suitable c:arrier network for transmission
of the cooperative service data considering all of the available candidates.
This thesis jmqioses policy based nuHlinm selection using a Multi-Attribute
Decision Making tec*hni(ine (MADM) known as Grey-Relational Analysis
(GRA) for the ranking of candidate networks.
Candidate ranking and selection: the primary task of the SCM frame
work is in deterniining the most suitable carrier network for transmission
of the c:oo])erative service data considering all of the available candidates.
This thesis jirojioses policy based medium sekxdion using a Multi-Attribute
Decision Making tec-lmiqne (MADM) known as Grey-Relational Analysis
(GRA) for the ranking of candidate networks.

3.2

SCM Framework

The jiroposed framework for service and conmmnication management in
coojierative vehicular systems is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Designed for deidoyment in the management })lane of a CALM-based commimication environnient, the framework is modular and media independent, allowing flex
ible reconhguration to adapt to changing service and network landscapes.
The selection policy and candidate ranking module is a component of the
CALM ap])lication manager and determines which commimication interface
(Cl) will be chosen to carry the ai)])lication data. This acts as the interface
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between the up])er a])i)licatioii layers and the lower layer network-specific
technologies. The inodnle has three in])nts; cooperative applications spe(;ify their o])erational requirements and user preferences must be taken into
consideration. Information regarding the cairrent quality of commnnication
on each availalde Cl is also an input recinirement for the candidate ranking
l)rocediire. Determining this is the role of the condition monitoring mod
ule in the CALM interface manager. Once the most suitable dissemination
iiKHlinm has been identified by the ranking algorithm, the application data
is sent to the network manager which interfaces with lower layers and han
dles the necessary data transmission.

As discussed in 2.2.1, the ISO TC204 \VG16 CALM standard consists of
a heterogeneoiis mix of new and existing conij)lenientary coimnmiication
network technologies, enabling V2V and V2I coiiimnnication modes pro
viding terrestrial, regional and short range connectivity alternatives. While
the i)ro})os('d SCM framework can opca’atc' with any number of nnderlying
CIs, in this study, two commnnications technologies are considered that
ensure V2V and V2I commnnications. Wide area cellular networks are cur
rently th(' (lominant te(-hnology in facilitating V2I connectivity [100]. Here,
UMl’S is chosen to ]:)rovide this wide area connection to the l)ackbone net
work infrastrnctnre. Sin(*e it is the de facho technology for dedicated short
to medinin range V2V and V2R connectivity, IEEE 802.lip WAVE is also
eni])loyed.

3.3

Selection Objectives

The selection objectives descril)e what is considered the “best” solution for
any decision. Reflecting on those network selection solutions reviewed in
the previous chapter, it is evident that “Always Best Connected” (ABC)
is the dominant paradigm when defining the “best” alternative. Here, the
candidate which maximises the criteria requirements [43; 44; 45] is always
chosen, without regard to the requesting a{)phcations requirements. Refer
ring to the candidates in Table 3.1 and considering a requesting aj^plication
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Figure 3.1: The proixtsed SCM franiework for CALM-hased system
whic'li tolerates a maximum delay of hOOms, the ABC objective will ensure
that Network A is always selectfxl. This ABC-based selection a})proach
may often result in additional resourct' consumption for little improvement
in the user perctuved cpiality of exi)erience (C^oE) [46] and can lead-to over
loading of one candidate. In t he vehicular eiivironment the ABC paradigm
will result in all coo])erative applications, regardless of their requirements,
choosing the highest performing candidate network. As the load on this net
work increases and measured performance degrades, ABC selects the new
“best” candidate, which can eventually lead to a ping-pong effect. Con
sidering a high penetration ratio of vehicle OBUs and the current planned
rollout of high speed 4G cellular networks, an ABC based objective for the
cooperative ITS scenario could cause serious performance issues for mobile
o])erators. Resolving the definition of “best” for the cooperative vehicular
environment therefore ])roni])ts a shift towards the “Always Satisfactorily
Connected” (ASC) concept pro])osed in this thesis; emphasis is now placed
on ensuring that services and users are adequately supported in terms of
their o})erational constraints and personal ])references. The goal here is to
ensure that the mobile terminal chooses the most suitable network instead
of the best i)ossible one, therelyy obtaining a balance between performance
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Network A
Network B

Reported Delay
lOOiiis
4()0iiis

Table 3.1: Exanii)le network delay i)erforinance
and resource usage.

The “l)est” is defined as that candidate that most

closely satisfies user preference and the operational requirements of the re(liiesting services in the densely subscribed transport network; no advantage
is gained from maximising these. This ASC objective sliai)es the design of
the candidate ranking i)rocedine in terms of the criteria examined and how
candidates are assessed.
Based on the ASC o))jective, l)oth service'- and user- relate'd criteria inte
gral to the decision making process can be identified for the cooperative
vehicular scenario. Ap})lication requirements define the minimnm level of
service necessary to ensure satisfactory operation. It is imj)ortant then'fore to consider the context of the data when defining the dedsion criteria.
In vehicular networks, ap})lication data has s])atio-teni])oral properties; all
information has a finite lifetime and is tyihcally only relevant to specific ge
ographic: areas. Rc'liability also has c'levated inii)ortance in the ITS scenario;
the loss of information can have considerable consecinences, particularly for
safety related api)lications. Basc'd on these observations, this thesis i)rol)oses ai)i)lication requirements which si)ecify data lifetime and reliability
constraints. Data lifetime defines the time after which the a])])lication data
becomes stale and is of no relevance to the receiver. It is expressed in
S('c:onds. Reliability describes the tolerance of each deployed cooperative
ap])hcation with res])ect to data delivery. This can be related inversely to
the data loss percentage on the coimmmication network.
Dei)loynient of in-vehicle cooi)erative ap])lications will most likely be coml)arable to the current smart phone market where each vendor has propriety
applications i)re-installed on mannfactnred devices. This is already evident
in the antoniotive industry with OEMs coupling embedded systems with
])oj)iilar third party a])ps[15; 16] on one platform. These embedded systems
will focus heavily on safety and vehicle health, applications which users
cannot override or disable. Third i)arty apps will ])e controlled by users
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however. In line with current telecom and automotive market trends, this
thesis assumes an in-car environment with a high degree of user-control
where the vehicle owners configuration preferences control their connected
car experience. Here, user preference in relation to cost is taken into con
sideration and will dictate the ])riority of in-car api)lications. In the SCM
framework, users specify their willingness to pay (WTP) in relation to the
offered ITS services. This rei)resents the trade-off between the cost of nmning an application and the data lifetinie/reliability re^qnirenients and the
selection ])olicy and ranking strategy must strive to satisfy this. The WTP
can rej^resent user j)referenc,e in monetary terms or as a percentage of the
users data i)lan for cellular connectivity and defines the maxiimmi cost a
user is willing to incur for any service set. This is discussed in detail in
section 4.6

3.4

Parameter Significance

As discuissed in the previous s{'ction, selection of a suitable transmission
inedinm for api)lication data in the cooperative vehicular network involves
a trade-off between ap])hcation reciuirements and user i)reference factors in
order to achieve the ASC objective. This thesis considers a user-centric
model whereby satisfying/obeying the users cited i)reference is the main
l)riority.

Here, the WTP determines the Degree of Significance of cost

{DoScost)
ai)i)lication {DoSapp) recinirement parameters in relation to
the selection and ranking of candidates. The relationship between DoS and
the WTP is outlined in equation 3.1.

Here, the selection algorithm for

users with a high willingness to pay is more concerned with the o])eration
of the aj)phcation. For users who have a low WTP, cost is deemed the most
significant factor. The trade-off between application requirements and cost
is variable and customised to meet user i)references, ensuring a flexible SCM
solution for the cooperative vehicular enviromnent.

DoSapp = ^VTP
DoScost = 1 ~ WTP
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While the DoS dehiies the breakdown of the cost/ap])hcatioii trade-off, the
importance of data lifetime and reliability in relation to tlie cooperative
ai)phcation requirements must also be identified. In the SCM framework,
this is carried ont through servi(;e differentiation.

3.4.1

Service Differentiation

Within the aj)i)hcation recinirements, the trade-off in importance between
data lifetime and reliability must be defined. As previously discussed in
Chapter 1, there is wide sco])e for ai)phcation develoi)nient in the connectedcar, pronii)ting ninch discussion between anto mannfactiirers (OEMs), con
tent providers and funded RAD projc'ct consortia. As a result, there are
nnlimited and varying j)roposals for cooj)erative vehicnlar a})])hcations [6;
7; 13; 14; 15; IG; 17; 18; 101]. While these ai)})hcations have individnal o})(national nHinirements with sp('C‘ific data lifetime and reliability demands,
many have common goals in relation to the priority of these. In the SCM
framework, ai)i)lications are grouped in ndation to their operational recpiirenient constraints. As discussed in Chapter 2, Chantaksinopas et al proi)ose
four service categories for the vehicnlar environment [92]. These are heav
ily bas('d on the UMTS C^oS classes defined by the 3GPP and are geared
towards commercial ai)phcations for ITS. Here, three categories of cooper
ative services are defined, taking the i)otential ai)plication sets in the ITS
si)ace into consideration. These are generic classes into which all projected
coo])erative a])phcations can be categorised and are based on broadcast,
multicast and nnicast commnnication. The weighting afforded to data life
time (uJd) and reliability (cj/) constraints are defined whereby:
uj(i

uJ I

—

1

The magnitude of each weighting value is defined by service category.

0/

(3.2)
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3.4.1.1

Safety Services

This category encompasses a variety of applications necessary for improved
safety and traffic management. Sncli services include collision, hazard and
emergency vehicle approach warnings, as well as information regarding dy
namic speed limits, lane usage and traffic light state notification etc. Appli
cations in this service category have very strict si)atioteniporal proi)erties;
data has a short lifetime and is relevant only at a local geogra})hic level.
Reliability is also critical. In this category, information is generally trans
mitted via broadcast commmii(*ation at j)re-deterniined frequencies. All
vehicles in the neighbourhood of the transmitter must receive at least one
(‘opy of the safety data within its maxiimnn lifetime. For safety services
therefore, data lifetime and reliability are (xpially weighted.
3.4.1.2

Subscriber Services

Subscriber services include a nninber of commercial and informational servic;es to which a traveller can subscribe. Drivers may wish to receive in
formation regarding the traffic state on their chosen route to a i)articnlar
destination, or connect with the lead vehicle in a j)latoon driving scenario
for exani])le. Here, location-based commercial advertising and in-vehicle
limitiniedia streaming are also envisaged as subscriber based services where
travellers ex])ress interest in receiving certain update information.

This

category comprises of an information imsh based model where notification
data is delivered to subscribed users; tenqioral and reliability constraints
are more relaxed than those defined for the safety service. Applications in
the suliscriber service category give higher jiriority to the data lifetime con
straint and can tolerate small decreases in reliability. Here, uJd{s) >uji{s).
3.4.1.3

Personalised Services

The personalised service category encompasses applications which cater for
individual traveller requirements. Transaction based services such as ])arking sjiace reservation and teniiiorary bus lane usage, as well as route })lanning ap})lications and commercial vehicle agent systems are within the remit
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of i)ersoiialise(l services. This class of services has strict requireineiits re
lating to relialhlity, accepting no less than 100%; this requirement must he
ensured even if at the expense of data lifetime. The relationshij) between
reliability and data lifetime in this category is such that (jJd{p) <^i{p)Calculation of the overall importance of the input criteria in relation to
the candidate ranking is two-tiered; the DoS specifies the tradeoff between
the cost and application reciuirements. Service differentiation then dictates
the relative importance of the data lifetime and reliability constraints. The
weighting matrix for data lifetime, reliability and cost is presented in equa
tion 3.3.
{uj(i * DoS(ippiUJi ^ DoSfjpp, DoSf^Qgf^

3.5

(3.3)

Condition Monitoring

Candidate ranking and selection involves com])arison of the measured per
formance of eacli Cl with the required level of servicte of requesting api)hcations. Decisions are therefore fnndanientally dependent on the quality
of the context information regarding current network conditions; the quan
tification of i)arameters which reflect this is a cornerstone in any network
selection strategy. A set of quality of c:ommunication indicators must be
identihed and relate directly to a])i)hcation data lifetime and reliability re(luirenients. Two (jiiality of communication indicators are defined:
Network Latency
The data lifetime requirement of cooi)erative ITS applications defines
the inaximum time frame within which data is considered fresh and
therefore valid. This can be directly related to the network latency
indicator which measures the time delay experienced on each Cl.
Packet Loss
Reliability, /?, is an inq)ortant requirement for cooperative applica
tions, identifying their tolerance with respect to data losses. There
fore, reliability is directly comparable with the i)acket loss statistics.
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Floss

Cl where

n = i- p,loss

(3.4)

Ill the cooperative ITS eiiviroiiineiit, vehicles will act aiitonoinously and
are solely responsible for inoiiitoriiig/estiiiiatiiig these clyiiaiiiic input de
cision factors which rei)resent current network condition. Two approaches
to candidate condition inonitoring to estimate the current Cl performance
conditions with res])ect to network latency and packet loss commimication
(inality indicators within the SCM framework are considered. Both technicpies follow a user-controlled dei)loyment strateg}^ and use the Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) to calculate and report on every CIs
latency and loss.

3.5.1

Constant Probing

Constant jirohing calculates and n'ports on the general })erforniance of each
candidate network over time. This is based on the CVIS imiilemented aj)proach [6] whereby the vehicles Home Agent (HA) is periodically j)olled
every tint seconds using ICMP Echo Recpiest messages. In this study, it is
assumed that the route o])tiniisation (RO) is not used and all data traffic
is tunnelled between the HA and the vehicles mobile router (MR). On suc
cessful recei])t of an ICMP Echo Response message from the HA, the round
trij) time delay, rtt^ is calculated. ICMP requests that do not receive corresi)onding rei)hes within time timeout const
considered lost. Both rtt and
Floss measnrenients are recorded for every ICMP request and the reported
l)erforniance indicator values are calculated using a weighted sliding window
analysis outlined in equation 3.5, in accordance with the CVIS implemen
tation. Here, the most recently measured values have the largest influence
on the overall })erforniance indicator value and short lapses in performance
negatively impact the overall reported value by a factor of n.
qi{t) * ri F qi{t — 1) * [n — 1) + .... + qi{t — 7? -f 1)
7? * (77 — 1)

UO

(3.5)
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where
11
—
t

=

(ji =

the sliding window size
the time interval at which a sj^ecific (}i is measured
the (inality indicator value. This represents the measured lit
when calculating delay and Pioss when calculating loss

In instances where an echo rejily is not received witliin timeoutconst , the lit
assumes a value of apiilication infinity; this is the maxinmm data lifetime
of the recinesting apj^lications })his 1 second. In all other cases, the rii is
the measured value.

3.5.2

Dynamic Probing

Dynamic jnohing calculates and reiiorts on the instantaneous performance
of the end-to-end (ETE) coinmnnication path between source and destina
tion nodes in the highly varying VANET ('iiviroiiment. This apiiroach also
uses ICMP Echo Recpiest messages, however this iiolling is aiieriodic and
is only initiated with every new service recpiest. K echo recjnests are gen
erated and sent to the intend('d destination of the requesting aiiplication.
On successful r(X‘eii)t of an ICMP Echo Rc'sj^onse message from this de
vice, lit, is calculated. RcHpiests that do not recxdve corresjionding rejilies
within time timeouidyn
considered lost. Both rti and Pioss measnrenients are re(X)rded for all K ICMP recpiests and the rej^orted performance
indicator values are calculated using a simple average (expiation 3.6). Since
the ICMP messages are sent consecutively once an ai)i)hcaticm has been
received, simple average is adecpiate for the calculation.
qi(t) + qi{t - 1) + .... + qi{t - K1)

3.6

(3.G)

Candidate Ranking & Selection

The role of the selection pc^licy and candidate ranking module in the SCM
framework is to determine the most suitable Cl for ap})lication data trans
mission. This selection ])rocess is a combination of a fixed selection policy
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and adai)tive candidate ranking i)rocess.
As discussed in Chapter 2, fixed selection j^olicies model network engineer
intuition and ex])eriences in the selection of an appropriate transmission
medium. Wliile straightforward to design and implement in small scenarios
where there is a limited mix of a])plications and coinmnnication technolo
gies, used in isolation this is not a scalable ai)proach for SCM in coojrerative
vehicular networks. In a CALM-based heterogeneous network environment,
this api)roach is not scalable; the addition of available access networks adds
layers of compk'xity to the selection i)olicy configuration and cannot dynam
ically ada])t to changing network conditions. The knowledge and ex])ertise
of the system engineers should not be ignored however when designing a
selection aj^proacT. This thesis ])ro])oses a hyl)rid api)roach which coniloines
both simpk' j)ohcy based selection, where network and software engineer
intuition can be (‘onhgured, in conjunction with with more adai)tive and
scalabk' candidate ranking teclmiciues.
As described in section 2.2.1, the WAVE CCH is a non-ip channel designed
for fast dissemination of high-j)riority messages. This is ideal for safety
services where information is broadcast and has strict tenij^oral recjuirenients. Therefore, the following selection policy is i)roi)osed for the SCM
framework:
1: function CHOOSECI(SERVICE)

2:

if service == safety then

3:

choose WAVE_CCH

4:

5:
6:

else

rank_candidates(service, ai)p_req, wtp)
end if

7: end function

When the requesting application is in the safety service category, the WAVE
CCH is chosen and the candidate ranking procedure determines the most
suitable Cl for subscriber and personalised service categories. This study
examines two ranking approaches which are now described.
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3.6.1

GRA-based Candidate Ranking

\Mthin the SCM framework Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) is the ap
proach used to rank candidates based on the ASC objective. A well-known
MADM technique, GRA is used across many disciplines and measures the
strength of the relationslhi) between data sequences [102]. As discussed in
Cha])ter 2, GRA is deemed the most snital)le MADM apj^roach for selection
of the most adecinate network [87]. Here, candidates are scored based on
their “c'loseness’ to the ideal scenario as a whole and not just on their abil
ity to satisfy cost and application requirements. ELECTRE, and TOPSIS
MADM mechanisms also i)erform distance basenl ranking, however, GRA
has been demonstrated to be the most suitable for network selection, justi
fying the reason for its use in the SCM framework [87].
In GRA, the set of criteria {A'l, A-2...A’n} for each of the candidate alterna
tives {;?•], ;r2...;r,„} is re])resented by the decision matrix, D

;ri(A’])

.ri(A’2]

j:2(A’i)

.T2(A:2]

X\[ hrj

..

.T2(Ay;

D=

(3.7)
• • • ‘^77! (^'?()

.r,„(A |)

A reference sohition, .Tq, is also dehiu'd, to which all the candidates are
compared. D is then normalised, becoming 17, typically following a largerthe-better, smaller-the-better or nominal-is-best normalisation policy. The
reference sohition .Tq is also normalised, giving Xq with the maxiimnn nor
malised value of 1 for each criteria, k.

D' =

x\{ki)

:rj(A'2)

...

x\{kn)

X2{ki)

x'2(k2)

...

x'^ikr,)

•<7(^’l)

(3.8)

•••

The Grey Relational Grade (GRG), ?/, used to describe the similarity be
tween each c:andidate network jy, and Xq, is then computed using the fol-
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lowing:

nm - y. UJl,

(3.9)

*

i=l

where
11

=

mimher of decision criteria

LUf;

=

weighting afforded to criteria k according to equation (3.3)

= I

- •'^;(^’) I

‘^max

niax(L^j)

‘^wiri

inni(Z\,)

The GRG identihes the distance from the reference solution and therefore
the alternative achieving the highest GRG score is deemed the most suitable
candidate.
Determining a suitable transmission alternative for the GRA-basexl SCM is
a three stage jirocess involving tlu' following tasks:
1. Dehnition of reference solution,

j\)

2. Criti'iia Normalisation
3. GRG calculation
The design of a GRA-based candidate ranking scheme for the proi)osed
SCI\I is outlined in the following sections.

3.6.1.1

Defining the reference solution

The reference solution, Xq, rejiresents the ideal solution with which all can
didates

Xi

are compared. The SCM selection objective follows the ASC

l)rinciple; the ideal solution is that which most closely matches the ])arameter requirements. With criteria set {A’/,/Cc},

xq

is taken to be the

maximiim data lifetime and ininiinmn reliability required by the requesting
a])phcation and maximum cost user is willing to incur (equation 3.10). Xq
is dehned dynamically with every c:onmiunication request from iij^per layer
ITS ai)phcations, providing a flexible SCM solution which can cater for a
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diverse mix of newly dejrloyed and existing ITS services. Referring to Fig
ure 3.1, definition of the reference solution for each application request is
dependent on the in])nts to the candidate ranking module in the CME.
Xo =

3.6.1.2

{■To((/)>-'^o(0.-To(c)}

(3.10)

Criteria Normalisation

Normalisation facilitates the conii)arison between dissimilar variables; val
ues measured on different scales are adjusted to a common scale. For the
set of criteria {Av/, A’/, Ay}, data lifetime is exinessed in seconds, reliability
is a percentage value and cost can Ire meiisured in data jrlan or nurnetary
units. Normalisation is therefore necessary when assessing these iiiirnt pa
rameters. Since the objective of the candidate ranking is to ensure the ASC
objective, here th(' normalised value is a measnre of the degree of fnlhlment
of the ITS service re(|nirenients and user cost preference by the network
characteristics and is calcnlated using a set of utility fnnctions. The crite
ria are normalised with resjrect to the reference solution, .Tq, defined in the
jrrevions st'ction. For the data lifetime and reliability a])])lication require
ments, each service class dehnes its own set of utility fmictions to normalise
the nnderlying candidate network performance metrics.
Safety
Safety services are of the highest priority in the ITS enviromnent; these
ap])hcations broadcast information at frc'qnency /g^fg^y and have strict
tem])oral reqnirements. Network delay and loss statistics reportcxl by the
condition monitoring inodnle are normalised for safety services using the
utility fnnctions in (3.11) and (3.12) respectively. Safety applications have
a hard np})er limit on the lifetime of data {xo{d)); therefore, any network
delay value satisfying this requirement is normalised to 1. Applications in
this service set recinire 100% reliability; this means that all vehicles in the
neighbourhood of the transmitter should receive at least one safety broad
cast message within its lifetime. The loss characteristics of each candidate
network are therefore normalised with rc^s])ect to the frecinency, /g^fe^y,
which the data is broadcast. Figure 3.2a illustrates the loss utility curves
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for safety services for different values of

Assuining a data lifetime

of 5()0ms, Figure 3.2b plots the utility function used to normalise the loss
l)erformaiK“e for safety services.
1 x^{d) <= Xo{d)
0

otherwise

(3.11)

Xj(/)
—

€

^safety*'’^safety

(3.12)

Subscriber
Referring to section 3.4.1.2, sul)scril)er services have longer data lifetimes
and are somewhat tolerant of fluctuations in reliability. Following the ASC
objective, equations (3.13) and (3.14) are designed to ensure that the high
est nornialis(Hl value is achieved by candidates which most closely match
the (literia recjnirenients for the nxiuesting subscriber application s])eciffed
in X(). For network delay, the maximnm value of 1 is achieved as the report(Hl delay value a])proaches X()(r/). For values excwding the maxinium
data lifetime, XQ{d), this exi)onentially decreases at a rate of
This is
illustrated in Figure 3.2d where a data lifetime of 10 seconds is assumed.
Candidates whose rei)orted losses are within the limits defined by Xq{1)
achieve a high normalised score, Ssnh{I). Losses that exceed this threshold
cause an exponential decrease in SsubiO according to the constant
This behaviour is demonstrated in Figure 3.2c for a subscriber application
which requires 95% reliability.
'

Xjid)

in(d)
sub

=

Xi{d,) <= Xo{d)

(3.13)

otherwise
Xi{l) <= Xo{l)

•c(/)

^sub

otherwise

(3.14)

Personalised
The i)ersonahsed service category is sensitive to fluctuations in network re
liability while the data lifetimes are bounded. The utility functions used to
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assess the ])erforiiiaiice of candidates in relation to aj)])lications in this cat
egory are outlined in equations 3.15 and 3.16. Network delay values falling
in the range [(),.ro(d)] achieve a utility score ai)proaching 1 as dictated by
the constant Tpej-f; exceeding these bounds results in an exponential decay
at a rate of

Tperi\

This is deinonstrated in Figure 3.2f with a defined data

lifetime of 10 seconds. Since zero losses can be tolerated for personalised
services, the re])orted loss rate ])erforniance of the candidates, 5pers(/), ex
ponentially decreases according to
Figure 3.2e.

Tpers-

This utility curve is presented in

{xQ(d)-Xj{d))*Tplrs^
=

<J

Xi(d)<=xa{d)

f’

^—(xi(d)—xo{d))*Tpcrs

(3.15)

otherwise
dc(l)

= p-(a:,(/)-Xo(/))*Tpers

(3.16)

Cost
As mentioned in section 3.3, the WTP dehnes the maxiimim cost a user
is willing to inc ur for any service set and can be expressed in monetary
terms or as a jx'rcentage of the users data ])lan. The performance of the
candidate networks in relation to the' cost parameter,
is normalised
according to ecpiation 3.17. Since the WAVE network has no associated
cost to the user this (and any other free alternative) will always achieve the
maximum score of 1. For candidate networks that exceed the maximum
desired cost, xo(c), defined lyy the user for each category of service, the
utility value exponentially decreases at a rate associated with the users
WTP value. Figure 3.3 demonstrates this where the WTP is 0.2 and the
decay constant, SF, is 100. Here, the x-axis can represent monetary values
or i)roj)ortions of the users data j)lan.
1
,(Xi(c)-Xo(c))*(l-wtp)*dol[^

Xi(c) <=

;ro(c)

otherwise

(3.17)
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Figure 3.2: Utility Functions for Norinalisatioii
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Cost Utility

Figure 3.3: Cost Utility Function for Nornialisatioii
3.6.1.3

GRG calculation

Once the nornialist'd decision matrix £/ has been comjtnted using the utility
functions defined in equations 3.11 - 3.17, the overall score for each can
didate is coinj)nted. The DoS weightings are included in this calculation
ensuring that the input i)araineters have the necessary imj)act on the overall
decision. This GRG score is determined tisiiig equation 3.9. Candidates are
ranked in order and the Xi achieving the highest GRG is deemed the most
suitable communication medium for ITS data dissemination according to
the ASC objective.

3.7

SCM - Parameter Configuration

To gauge the performance of any proposed strategies the cost of implementing/tnning these methods must be such that it does not outweigh the
beneficial effects of these strategies.

For the SCIVl framework proposed

in this thesis, a set of condition monitoring, ])aranieter significance and
normalisation j)aranieters are used to inii)lenient the complete network se
lection solution. Extensive simnlation was recpiired to tune these system
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parameters for the simulated vehi(;ular enviroiimeiit, which are specified in
Table 3.2 . These parameters values were used for both highway and urban
scenarios tested.
Parameter Value

Description
Parameter Significance

Wd{s)

0.55

the signihcance of the data lifetime parameter on the
selection of a suitable carrier for subscril)er services

iui{s)

0.45

the significance of the reliability parameter on the selec
tion of a suitable carrier for subscriber services

0.35

the signihc'ance of the data lifetime parameter on the
selec'tion of a suitable carrier for })ersonalised services

0.65

the signihcance of the reliability i)aranieter on the selec
tion of a suitable carrier for personalised services
Condition Monitoring

^inf

5s

time between echo reciuest message transmission to the

5s

HA for c:onstant probing
the maximum time si)ent waiting for an ICMP echo
reply before assmning a loss in the constant probing

window _siz('

10

scheme
the size of the sliding windcm^ for calculation of the net
work performance

K

4

the number of echo request messages sent to the desti
nation device in dynamic j)robing. This is the default
numl)er ping messages to test connectivity statistics by
network engineers

timeoutdyn

8s

the maximiun time spent waiting for an ICAIP echo
reply before assuming a loss in the dynamic probing
scheme
GRA Criteria Normalisation

'^safety

60

rate at which the loss utility decays for safety applica
tions

in{d)
sub

0.5

rate at which the utility value increases as the reported
delay value ap])roaches that required by the requesting
subscriber ai)plication
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^dc{d)
sub

0.25

decay constant for candidates whose reported delay per
formance exceeds the requesting siil)scriber application
re(jnirenients

in{l)
sub

25

rate at whi(‘h the utility value increases as the reported
loss value a])i)roaches that required ])y the requesting
snl)scriber ai)i)lication

in(d)
I pers

0.01

rate at which the utility value increases as the reported
delay value a])i)roaches that required by the requesting
l)ersonalised ajqdication

dc{d)
^pers

0.9

decay constant for candidates whose delay performance
excxH'ds the nxpiesting i)ersonahs(Hl application recpiire-

dr(l)
> pel's

25

in{l)
cost

100

ments
decay (X)nstant for candidates whose loss })erforniance
('xceeds the recjiiesting })ersonahsed ai)plication require
ments
the rate at which the utility value increases as the reporb'd c‘ost ai)proaclies the maxiimnn tolerated by the
user

Tal)le 3.2: SCM Framework Configuration Parameters

3.8

Conclusion

This chapter has described the Service and Communication Management
(SCM) framework for selecting suitable communication solutions for coop
erative vehicular systems. The proposed framework is compliant with the
ISO TC204 WG16 standard and ojDerates within the CALM management
entity, ensuring a flexible and adaj^tive system which can easily accommo
date future new technologies and ai)i)hcations. An ‘ 'Always Satisfactorily
Connected' (ASC) objective is proposed with the goal of satisfying the oper
ational requirements of cooperative services while taking into consideration
the j)references of users in relation to cost. This is in contrast to the more
commonly used “Always Best Connected‘(ABC) objective where the goal is
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to iiiaxiinise the perforinaiice ])araiiieters irrespective of the required values.
Section 3.4 discussed the Degree of significance {DoS) in relation to the ap
plication data lifetime and reliability requirements and the users willingness
to i)ay (WTP). Three services classes are defined into which all coopera
tive apj)lications are encompassed. This service differentiation dictates the
influence of the application requirements on the overall decision. Two apl)roaches to ascertaining the current communications quality conditions of
the available Cls are desciibed in section 3.5. Constant })robing polls the
NEMO Home Agent j^eriodically and calculates the Cl performance over
time. Dynamic ]:)robing tests the end-to-end (ETE) connection between
source and destination endpoints and is carried out on demand. A i)olicybased selection algorithm is introduced which dictates that safety related
information is transmitted over the WAVE CCH (section 3.G). Selection
of the disseniination medium for all other data traffic is carried out by the
ranking algorithm. A Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) a])i)roach for can
didate ranking is ])ro])osed. This scores candidates based on their distance
from the recjuiix'd solution.

Chapter 4
Modelling and Simulation of
Cooperative Vehicular
Networks
4.1

Introduction

Prior to coniiiiercial (le])loyiiieiit of any now technology, rigorous testing
iiinst he performed.

In eommimieation and computer network research,

sinmlation is the most i)ractical method of evalnation, allowing engineers
to test scenarios that might be difficult or exi)ensive to emulate using real
hardware and designers to test new protocols or changes to existing proto
cols in a controlled and reproducible environment. Currently, since neither
ITS infrastructure nor conmmnications cai)abilities exist in vehicles beyond
small scale ])rototypes, computer sinmlation is the only viable oi)tion in
evaluation of ])otential ITS solutions. The challenge of simiilating the ve
hicular network has multiple dimensions however; vehicle mobility is not
conii)letely random. The wireless channel behaviour is dependent on the
driving scenario. Applications demand service using previously non-existent
requirement i)aranieters. Since neither ITS infrastructure nor communica
tions currently exist, except for small scale })rototypes [28; 103; 104], simu
lation is the only economically vial)le and fast way to develoj) new i)rotocols
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for ITS.
This chapter presents CALMiiet, a comprehensive network-centric sinnilation environment for CALM-based cooi^erative vehicular systems. This is a
complex platform and includes the following elements which are necessary
to accurately rei)resent the cooperative ITS concept as envisaged by OEMs
content providers and standards bodies:
1. CALM modelling: the relevant features of the CALM ])rotocol stack
are implemented using the computer simulation tool OPNET [105] to
support V2V, V2R and V2I coinmnnications.
2. Realistic channel modelling: V2V channel model parameters were de
duced from em])irical ineasiirements recorded in urban and motorway
environments using on-board IEEE802.11p communication enabled
units.
3. Moblity modelling: realistic mobility })atterns are exj)orted from the
SUMO Iralhc simnlator [lOGj.
4. Ai)i)lication modelling: three servic(' (‘lasses are defined, taking the po
tential ai)phcation sets in the ITS si)ace into consideration. In total, six
apj)licati()ns are mod(41(Ml (nisuring both V2V and V2I commnnication
scenarios.

4.2

CALM Model

CALM facilitates V2V and V2I connnnnication modes and therefore it is
important to differentiate betwcxm the vehicle On-Board Unit (OBU) and
Roadside Unit (RSU) devices. Currently, CALMnet implements both ve
hicle and roadside device models which use a subset of the complementary
radio technologies identified in the CALM specification. These CALMnet
OBU and RSU nodes have differing recinirements and fnnctionahties, the
features and inii)lenientation details of which are outlined in the following
subsections.

4.2 CALM Model

4.2.1

Vehicle OBU Model

The fiiiKlaineiital purpose of ITS is to enable vehicle and infrastructure colla])oration with the goal of improving modern transportation. To achieve
this, vehicles must have the capability to conmmnicate with each other and
also require a connection to the infrastructure. This vehicle-to-infrastnictiire
coiiimimication can take ])lace directly or via roadside unit devices (V2R).
The coimmmications interfaces de])loyed for the multi-mode vehicle OBUs
as part of this work includes UMTS and IEEE802.il]) WAVE wireless i)rotocols. This offers a conii)rehensive CALM connnunications solution; the
wide scale availability of mobile cellular network technology i)rovides an
“always on” feature, facilitating directt connection to the backbone net
work infrast met lire. Alternatively, WAVE enii)owers vehicle-to-vehicle and
vehicle-to-roadside communications j)roviding higher sj)eed, regional and
local C'overage. The architecture of each simnlatc^d vehicle OBU is illus
trated in Figure 4.1a. The OBU coni])ris('s a number of c()nii)onents which
form three basic modules. Vehicles will run any nmnber of ITS services.
These interface with the CALM manager, indicating the nxpiired oj)erational constraints before sending data to lowcu’ networking layers. In the
vehicle OBU, three CIs are available for data transmission; the WAVE mod
ule provides both a Control CHannel (CCH) and Service CHannel (SCH),
while dissemination over a UMTS connection is also possible. Results of
l)erformance diagnostics carricM out on each Cl are recordcxl by the interface
manager and reported to the CALM manager which determines the most
adequate CL The Network manager interfaces with the TCP/IP process
which performs addressing and routing fimctions. The OPNET implemen
tation of the vehicle OBU is ])resented in Figure 4.2a. The module named
CALMmigr ])erfornis all of the CALM management functionality. It inter
faces directly with the u})per layer ITS a])j)lications and the WAVE CCH
unit. The CALMmigr also works with the i]) module to handle routing and
manage the Cl ])robing jirocedure.
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Figure 4.1; CALAI (:oiiii)liaiit architectiires of CALMiiet OBU and RSU devices

4.2.2

Roadside Unit Model

RSUs are stationary ohjecds i)lac:ed iiiterniittently along roadways and can
act as gateways to the infrastrnc4nre-l)as(Hl control centres and localised
data stores for gatluaiiig and broadcasting regional inforination. The sininlated RSU device architecture is i)reseiited in Figure 4.1b. The RSU node
model has four Cls. WAVE CCH and SCH permit connectivity with pass
ing vehicles, while both a UIMTS jHovides a wide-area cellular connection.
A wired connmmication option is also provided, linking the RSU with the
backbone iiifrastrnctnre where the Traffic Control Centres (TCC) and ap
plication and content servers are hosted. In CALMiiet, this is a IEEE 802.3
Ethernet connection. RSUs actively take jiart in the VANET routing jirocess and on the WAVE Cl, transmit with a higher power (23dBni) than
vehicles to provide a larger coverage zone. The OPNET implementation of
the RSU node is illustrated in Figure 4.2b.

4.2.3

Network Modelling

Due to resource, safety and feasibility constraints, the testing of the pro
posed ITS solutions are fimdamentally reliant on computer simulation. Simnlation allows the testing, evaluation and hne-tnning of protocols and al-
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Figure 4.2: OBU and RSU node model imjdementations in OPNET
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goritliiiis prior to prototype (leveloi)ment, (leploynient and testing in a real
system offering considerable cost savings to R&D departments worldwide.
It is also the most feasible api)roach for assessing the scalability of pro])osed systems. This is particularly true for research in the transportation
domain where potentially hmidreds of eqni])])ed vehicles would be required.
Many network simulators are available, including ns2 [107; 108] QUALNET
[109], OPNET [105], GlomoSim [110] and .JIST/SWANS [111] which allow
researchers to evaluate })ro])osed applications and protocols under different
o])erating conditions. These network simulators })rovide reliable models of
well known communication layer ])rotocols for numerous types of network
technologies; however none yet offer a conq)lete, standalone ITS simulation
solution. Because OPNET provides diverse statistics modules at different
levels and j)rovides free university licences with technical sui)])ort, it was
decided to use OPNET as network simulation tool.
The OPNET modeller simulation tool includes many wireless modules such
as 802.11 a/b/g/e, 802.15.4 and GSM/UMTS. The lEEE802.11i) si)ecifi(‘ation incorporating the WAVE stack has not been realised however. For
the i)uri)ose of evaluating and testing the CALM-based environment for
V2V and V2R, a model of the WAVE stack was develoj^ed. In the cur
rent WAVE implementation, each multi-channel unit supports one Control
Channel (CCH) and niulti])le Service Channels (SCHs). The WSMP i)rotocol is ini])lemented on the CCH to process WSA messages which are
periodically transmitted every 0.1s. Safety-related messages based on the
WSM format are also transmitted on the CCH. The CCH and SCH TimeSlot intervals are both 50ms in duration and the beginning of each channel
timeslot is marked by a guard interval of 5ms. WSA and WSM messages
are transmitted strictly in CCH TS over the CCH interface. IP data i)ackets are transmitted over the SCH interface. For routing, the position based
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing })rotocol (GPSR) is employed. Table
4.1 summarises the VANET model parameters at each relevant OSI layer.
OPNET i)rovides a complete UMTS system model and the standard con
figuration settings are used for station, NodeB, RNC, SGSN and GGSN
devices [112].

4.3 Channel Modelling

Type of network interface
802.lip WAVE, UMTS
OBU
802.lip WAVE, UMTS, 802.3
RSU
Physical Layer
Standard
802.11a
Band
5.9GHz
lOMHz
Bandwidth of cliannel
Data rate
6Mbps [113]
IxCCH, IxSCH
Channels
Link Layer
Protocol
802.lie MAC with Channel Coordination
C^oS
yes
Timeslots
yes
Network Layer
Network Protocol
WSMP, IPv4
WSA (416b)
Bea(;on messages
Beaconing interval
100ms
Routing protocol
GPSR
Table 4.1; Ojniet Node Model WAVE Parameters

4.3

Channel Modelling

As wireless signals traverse along the i)ath from a transmitter to a receiver,
they will be diffracted, scattered and absorl)ed by snrroimding obstacles
such as the terrain, treses, buildings, vehicles and i)eople. These obstacles
may cause a greater radio attenuation than free S])ace conditions, time
dispersion as the signals take imiltiple i)aths and frequency dis})ersion as
the transmitter and the receiver are in motion. These factors affect the
(inality of the signal at the receiving antenna and impact on whether the
signal will be correctly decoded.
Tyi)ically, wireless network sinmlators assume a generic ])ropagation model
for VANETs, siicT as Free Si)ace model or Two-Ray Ground reflection model
con])led with a shadowing model [114] which are inadequate to model real
world environments. These assmnptions lead to inaccnracies in recorded
l)erforniance metrics [115] sncT as reliability, end-to-end delay or coverage.
Selecting an a])i)ropriate propagation model is a critical factor for testing

4.3 Channel Modelling

higher layer protocols.
Several works have presented radio proj^agatioii measureineiits for V2V
coinniuiiicatioiis in real environinents [116; 117; 118] however the packet
loss ratio metric was ignored. This measnrement is a crucial parameter
for higher layer protocols as it establishes the probability that a packet is
received correctly without errors [119].
Channel modeling is a complex task and is not within the scope of this the
sis. The CALMiiet simnlator relies on an em})irically derived estimate for
])acket loss ratio as this is considered fnndaniental to the evaluation of ii])])er layer i)rotocols. Using IEEE8()2.11p-enabled j)rototype on-board units
(OBUs) develoi)ed as part of the EU FPG CVIS [6] inoject, ineasnrements
were ])erformed using two vehicles travelling at various si)eeds and distances
from each other in different scenarios. As channel characteristics differ in
diverse environments, ineasnrements weix' gathered in two distinct driving
environments.
— Highway: with two lanes in each direcdion and little or no snrronnding strnctnres, vehicles travelled up to 12()kni})h on the M8 motorway
between Cork and Fernioy in medinm busy traffic (estimated based on
time of day).
- Urban: city centre dense traffic scenario with between one and two
lanes in ea(“h direction; many junctions and traffic lights resulting in
intermittent driving i)eriods with rnaximnin sjieeds of 50kniph. The
urban environment was surrounded by high buildings and measured in
Cork city centre at peak time.
The test ])latforni consisted of a nnmber of software and hardware compo
nents [120]. Two c:ars were each equipped with a prototyjie CVIS OBU with
a Microwave Communication Module (MCM) containing teo M5 Atheros
AR5212 radio cards and a GPS (Global Positioning System) module. The
CVIS rooftoj) antenna included a GPS antenna, a collinear M5 antenna and
a patch M5 antenna. Each test lasted at least one hour with one car acting
as transmitter and the other as a receiver with varying inter-vehicle dis
tances and road traffic conditions in both LOS and NLOS commnnication
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Transmission Power
Receiver Sensitivity
Transmission Frequency
Beacon request generation interval
Data rate
Packet Delivery Ratio threshold

18dBm
-llOdBni
5.89GHz
lOOnis
6Mbps
70%

Table 4.2: Test System Parameters

states. During each test scenario, the vehicle acting as transmitter sends
beacon requests every lOOins to the other vehicle. A description of the test
system parameters is ])resented in Tal)le 4.2
The ])ro])os(xl channel model is develoj)ed for simulation of V2V conimunication. The core of the model is based on the Free S])ace model where log
normal shadowing is added. To obtain the pathloss and shadowing model
parameters from the enij)irical data, tlu' RSSI, j)acket loss and inter-v(4iicle
distance for each data set was coni})uted. Linear regression is then used
to estimate the pathloss ex])onents for the Free Si)ace ai)i)roach in different
environments (urban, highway). The i)acket loss statistics for the urban
and highway environments are shown in Figure 4.3 and it can be seen that
the maximum transmission distance is around 6()m for the urban scenario
and IGOiii for the highway scenario.

(a) PLlt for liigliway environment

(b) PLR for urban environments

Figure 4.3: Packet Loss Ratio
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4.4

Mobility Modelling

Another iiii})ortaiit ])araineter for VANET siimilatioiis is the iiioveinent j)atterii of vehieles which is often referre^d to as the mobility model. The mobil
ity model determines the location of nodes on the road tojiology over time
and this defines the network connectivity. The importance and effect of the
mobility model choice on the network ])rotocol performance has been shown
in [121], which imderpins the need for the use of an appropriate model in
vehicular network siimilation and evaluation.
Mobility models may be classified into four categories [122]:
1. Synthetic Models: based on mathematical models.
2. Snrvey-based Models: mobility i)atterns extracted from surveys that
contains statistics e.g. arrival times at work, hmch time, ])edestrian
dynamics and workday time-use such as meeting size, frequency, and
duration.
3. Trace-bas(Hl Models: mobility i)atterns generated from real mobility
traces.
4. Traffic Simulator-based Models: mobility i)atterns extracted from a
dedicated traffic simnlator (CORSIM [123], TRANSIMS [124], VISSIM
[125], SUMO [106]).
The open source Sinmlation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) vO.ll package
was selected as the road traffic simulator employed to generate realistic
microscoi)ic; vehicular mobility patterns. SUMO allows high performance
siimilatioiis of huge networks with roads consisting of multiple lanes, as
well as of intra-junction traffic on these roads, either using simjile right-ofway rules or traffic lights. Vehicle tyj^es are freely configurable with each
vehicle following statically assigned routes, dynamically generated routes,
or driving ac:cording to a configured timetable.
SUMO suiiports niai)s from NavTech-Files that are stored in the ArcView
database format, iiiajis from other simulation suppliers such as PTV (VIS
SIM, VISUM) and TIGER nia})s. It can also support the importing of road
networks from Oi)enStreetMap (OSM) [126]. OiienStreetMap is a jiroject
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wliose aim is to caeate and {)i()vide free geographic data such as street maps
to users. The maps are created using data from portable GPS devices,
aerial ])hotograi)hy, local knowledge or other free sources that contain rich
information sets which are used l)y SUMO in conhgiiring the simulated road
network and therefore dictating vehicle mobility rules. Such information in
cludes the j)resence of traffic lights, the miinber of lanes present, the type
of street, (e.g. i)edestriam highway etc), local s])eed limits etc.
A i)owerfnl tool for realistic mobility simnlation, SUMO allows comi)lete
coiihgiiration flexibility. Mnltii)le vehicle classes with diverse characteris
tics can be defined to follow different })re-defined or random routes and
realistic driver l)ehavionr re])resentation is inherent. Vehicles obey traffic
signals, can change lanes and i)erforni overtaking. Likewise, lanes can be
r(*stricted to allow only certain traffic tyi)es, e.g. bus lanes etc, enabling
realistic simulation of vehicle movement in the siimilated scenario. Dur
ing SUMO simulation runs, each vehicles mobility trace data is loggxxl and
filed offliiK'. Tlu'se generatcxl trace hies an' ini])orted to the CALMnet en
vironment where the mobility manager model handles vehicle movement.
Here, })osition uixlates ha])j)en on demand. Each vehicle’s current ])osition
is calculated only when such information is required, minimising the models
reliaiK'e on interrupt mechanisms and therefore resulting in more efficient
simulation runs.
Stei)s involved in generating a realistic mobility model to import into the
OPNET environment are shown in Figure 4.4.

An ‘area of interest’ is

sek'cted for simulation in the 0])en Street Map [126] web page (4.4a) and
exi)orted in XML format to the ma]) editor JOSM [127] (4.4b) where the
inaj) can be editt'd. The map is then imported to SUMO (4.4c) where traffic
is generated and the mobility trace is ex])orted to a text hie, which includes
the vehicle position and sj^eed in intervals of Is. The mobility model hie
is read by OPNET and a niol)ihty pattern is assigned to individual nodes
(4.4(1).
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(d) OPNET

Figure 4.4: Mol)ility Modelling

4.4.1

Highway Environment

The highway environment is represented by a real lOkni stretch of highway
between Cork and Ferinoy. There are 3 lanes in each direction. A gap of
4ni se])arates the opposing directions and the width of each lane is 3m. The
traffic model contains dynamically moving vehicles in each lane with speeds
varying up to a maximum of 12()kmph. The proposed SCM framework is
tested in both free flow and congested scenarios. Congestion is modelled
through the presence of a toll plaza where vehicle speed is capped at 50kmph
causing queues to form.

4.4.2

Urban Environment

The url)an eiivironment is re])resented by a real road network in Cork city
with an area of 5()()m x 500ni. The traffic model contains dynamically niov-
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iiig vehicles with varying speeds restricted to a niaxiiiiuin speed of SOkiiiph.
Four bus routes are configured; buses stop at a niiinber of designated set
down areas within the scenario for approximately 20 seconds before re
accelerating. The scenario incdndes })eriods of free flow and congestion con
ditions under which the ])roposed SCM frame work is examined in A})pendix
A.

4.5

Application Modelling

In the SCkl framework i)roposed in this thesis, applications are categorised
into three servicte classes. These are generic, categories within which indi
vidual aj)i)lication sixx-ifications can be defined. In the simulation scenario,
six distinct aj)i)hcations are defined based on various i)roposals in the liter
ature and both V2V and V2I data exchanges are ensured. Safety services
have the highest demands with short data lifetimes and inaximnm relia
bility. Snbsc;ril)er and personalised servic:es requirements are slightly more
relaxed with long('r data lifetimes and in some cases tolerance for small
losses. Since safety and traffic management are the primary motivations
for cooi)erative vehicular system im])leni('ntation, a range of api)lications in
this category have already been designed [128]. Specific requirements for
ai){)lications in the subscriber and personalised classes have not yet been
defined however. In an effort to model the i)otential applications in these
categories, values for data lifetime and reliability have been estimated to
reflect the ])rojected ])erforniance requirements. The aj)])lications modelled
in CALMiiet and used in SCM evaluation include:
Safety
* Hazard Warning', this application aims to ensure traveller safety
in ])otentially dangerous situations. Examples include warnings
of collisions, roadworks, traffic and road conditions etc. Warning
messages are broadcast at a frequency of lOHz and have a lifetime
of lOOnis [128].
* Flexible Lane Change: a traffic management application designed
to aid drivers when changing lanes.
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broadcasts, sent at a rate of IHz and the inaxiininn lifetime of the
data is 5()0nis [128].
Subscriber
* T7'affi.c update service (TUS) : an infrastructure based subscription
service wliich enables travellers to subscribe for traffic updates for
a specihc route or geographic region. Notifications are generated
at the traffic control centre (TCC) aperiodically and are consid
ered stale information after 3()seconds. The interarrival time of
notifications is exponentially distributed with mean 180 seconds
and losses of 5% can be tolerated.
* Platoon,-, a V2V subscriber service whereby vehicles travelling in
convoy can subscribe’ to receive notifications from the lead mem
ber regarding route changes and pit sto])s etc. This a])plication
reeinires 08% reliability in terms of notification delivery where the
data lifetime is 15 seconds. The time between notifications is ex
ponentially distributed with a mean of 45 seconds.
Personalised
* Parking space reservation [101]: an ai)i)lication which allows a
driver to reserve a ])arking space at their destination site and in
volves direct conimmiication between the vehicle and the appli
cation and content servers etc. located in the backbone of the
network. A number of exchanges take i)lace; a request for park
ing initiates at the vehicle and a resi)onse listing possible driver
options is returned. Further comnmnication between vehicle and
infrastrnctnre involves finalisation and confirmation of reservation
details. The data in each exchange is assumed to have a lifetime
of lOseconds and 100% reliability is required for the application
to operate successfully.
* V2V-hased Service Commercial Vehicle Agent System (CVAS)[129]
: this a])phcation involves coimmmication and negotiation between
vehicle software agents in their attenij^t to achieve a common goal.
A sinii)le scenario with an ultimate goal of finding the lowest cost
provider for i)etrol is modelled. Customer agents seek out fellow
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Application
Hazard warning
Flexible lane change

Communication
Beast
Beast

Frequency
lOHz
IHz

Data Lifetime
lOOnis
5()0nis

Reliabilty
1.0
1.0

Platoon
TUS

V2V
V2I

exp(45)s
exp(180)s

15s
30s

0.98
0.95

CVAS
Parking reservation

V2V
V2I

15
10

1.0
1.0

-

-

Table 4.3; Application si)ecificatioiis

Safety
Subscriber
Personalised

Data Lifetime,W'f/
0.5
0.55
0.35

Reliability, ?/’,■
0.5
0.45
0.G5

Table 4.4: Data liL'time and reliability weightings for each service category
customer agents with similar lu'eds j)rior to a])i)roaching a vendor
agent for negotiation. Agents exchange mnltii)le messages with
eac;h other to (dect a leader and build trust. Here, data is consid
ered out of date after 15 seconds and losses cannot be tolerated.
A smnmary of the simiilated api)hcations is presented in Table 4.3. All ap
plications s])ecify their data lifetime and reliability requirements, which are
used as ini)nts to the ranking procedure. Short data lifetimes and strict re
liability limits are chosen to determine the worst case scenario i)erforniance
of the overall system. As discussed in section 3.4.1, each service class defines
the importance of the ap])hcation requirements and weights these accord
ingly. The significance of the data lifetime and reliability })arameters for
ap])lications in each service category is defined in Tal)le 4.4.
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4.6

User Preference

User prefereiicte in relation to the willingness to pay (WTP) is modelled
based on data i)lans cnrrently offered by mobile operators. Three categories
of user are defined:
— All yon can eat (AYCE): users in this category have no limit on their
data usage. Therefore, they are not concerned with the cost of using
any ITS services.
— 2G limit: users on this plan have a moderate data usage plan and can
afford to rnn ITS services.
— 2()()MB limit: these users have limited data usage and will have a low
WTP.
The develoinnent of cellular cost models for cooperative vehicular a])phcations is outside the scoi)e of this thesis and the WTP is ex])ressed as a
value in the range [0,i]. A WTP of i indicates that the user has no cost
constraints while a WTP of 0 represents a user who does not want to ])ay
for services. On simulation startui), each vehicle randomly selects a data
])lan and the corres})onding WIT for each service class. The WTP-service
niap])ings for each user category are })resented in Tal)le 4.5. The cost of
rnnning the services for each data plan is also shown. The iiiaximum cost
that users are willing to pay for services is directly related to the WTP
value using the formula shown in E(piation 4.1 whete the miniinmn cost is
zero and iiiaximum is 1. This relationshi]) between the WTP and maxinmm
cost the user will tolerate is illustrated in Figure 4.5.

^costiwtp)

4.7

=

wtp—min \2
max—min '
wtp—max \2
max—min '

_
niin< = wtp< =
nnn+max^ ^

min+max
2

Wtp<= lUaX

(4.1

Conclusion

Coni])uter simulation is necessary in analysing mathematically intractable
systems and is used to investigate system i)erforniance, sup})ort system de-
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User Maximum Tolerated Cost

Figure 4.5: Maxiiiiiiiii cost tolerated by users based on their \\"TP

Data Plan
AYCE
2G

2()()MB

Service Category
all

WTP
1

Charged Cost
n/a

Safety
Subscriber
Personalised

[0.5, 1.0]
[0, 0.7]
[0,0.8]

[0.4,0.8]
[0.2, 0.5]
[0.3, 0.6]

Safety
Subscriber
Personalised

[0.5, 1.0]
[0, 0.4]
[0, 0.5]

[0.5,0.9]
[0.4, 0.8]
[0.4, 0.7]

Table 4.5: \\"TP value ranges for each service category
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sign choices and evaluate scalability prior to real-world deployinent. This
chapter has discussed computer simulation modelling and described the con
stituent models used to implement the stochastic discrete event vehicular
ad-hoc: simulator develo])cxl as j)art of this study. When designing a coml)uter simulation environment accurate modelling must be used, as crude
system modelling will not capture the significant characteristics of the real
system and will generate misleading performance evaluations. The CALMnet simulator developc'd as i)art of this work is a network centric simulation
environmcmt designed specific'ally for the evaluation of cooperative vehicular
systems. CALMnet is built using realistic modcds to underpin the accuracy
of the simulation environmcmt. Channel model parameters have beem esti
mated bascxl on enii)irical ineasurements c:aptureci in urban and motorway
enviromnemts using IEEE 802. llj) radio interfaces. Realistic mobility niodc'lling is c:ritical for the evaluation of VANET communication and overall
systenn j)cn formanc-e. To geiKuate mobility ])atterns that are reflec:tive of rc''alistic- movemcmt the mobility model ini])lementecl as i)art of the dcwelo])cxl
simulator is bascnl on real world niaj:) toi)C)logies. The OPNET network
simulator tool is the c'ore of the CALMnet environment which provides ex
tensive UMTS models for V2I c-omimmication and has bemn c^xtendcxl to
inc:c)rj)orate the relcwant feature's of the WAVE protocol stae:k to sup])errt
V2V communications. A number of ITS api)lie“-ations ine:e)ri)e)rating both
V2V and V2I exmiimmications and rexpiiring different levels of servie:e have
also l)een modelled. The following chapter ])resents simulation evaluations
of the ])re)posed SCM framework; selection of the transmission medium us
ing random, simi)le matching and GRA are examined and graded for both
constant and dynamic probing schemes. The performance of ASC and ABC
objectives is also diseaissed based on results obtained from CALMnet sim
ulations.
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Chapter 5
SCM Framework Evaluation
This cliai)ter j)reseiits analysis of the })i()])os('(l for SCM fraiiiework. The
oretical analysis of the resource consninption of the constant and (lynaniic
})rol)ing scheiiK's is carried ont. A coinj)rehensive conii)nter based siiniilation evaluation of the ])ro])osed SCM syst('in is also i)resent(Hl. The GRA
based selection algorithm (U'scribed in Chaptc'r 3 is conii)ared with random
and ])olicy-based simple matching approaches and system ])erforniance is
examined for both ASC and ABC objc'ctives.

5.1

SCM Overheads: Theoretical Analysis

Assessing the proposed SCM framework not only involves measiirement
of its ])erforniance in meeting user and service requirements: the cost of
achieving these results must also be examined. As discussed in section 3.5,
in an attem])t to determine the most snital)le (*ommimication interface for
ITS data transmission, the SCM ranking procedure must have knowledge of
the current network context. The communications network ])erformance is
determined through either constant or dynamic probing procedures. Both
network performance estimation schemes involve the transmission of ICMP
packets, thereby inducing overheads in the system. The resources consumed
by the network condition monitoring i)rocess can be expressed theoretically
and be used to under])in the results obtained from simulation.
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5.1.1

Constant Probing

Constant probing involves the i)eriodic exchange of ICMP echo request and
re])ly messages l)etween vehicles and their home agents (HA) on available
CIs. For each available Cl, the total overhead in bytes\second can be cal
culated by:

i

E-''^respvPtotali (2

-

Pio,,)

(5.1)

V=\

where
V
^req,,
n-espv

^loss

Ptotaiv

number of vehicles
size of the echo nxinest messages sent from vehicle v
size of the ('cho res])onse messages received by vehicle v
lifetime of vehicles cnrrent jonrney
})rol)ability of loss on the Cl
total nmnber of ICMP message exchanges that take ])lace on a

network interface for the diiration of the vehicles jonrney and is calculated
using:

(5.2)

Ihotalv
int

where

in the interval between successive beacon transmissions. The

resource consumi)tion associated with the constant probing technique, exI)ressed in bytes_second c;an therefore be expressed by:

E
v=l

5,.respv

(2 - P,„3s)

(5.3)

ini

The maximum theoretical overhead incurred by the constant j^robing scheme
on the \VAVE_SCH Cl is presented in Figure 5.1a. The minimum size if
an ICMPvG echo recpiest and the size of the probes in the SCM framework
is 56 bytes. However, taking into consideration the IP, GPSR and 802.lip
MAC headers for each ICMP message, Sreq^ and Sreq^
204 bytes, bn/
is set at 5 seconds and varying loss probabilities are examined. Assnming
a ])erfect system with zero losses, the theoretical maximum overhead for
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Constant Monitoring Overheads

Constant Monitoring Overheads

(a)
Figure 5.1:
scheme

(h)

SCM framework monitoring overheads for the constant prolong

the constant i)rol)iiig scheme is approximately 8kilo])ytes \secoiid (kB\s)
for iOO v('hicles. This c.oiisnmption of resources has a linear relatioiishii)
with the volume of vehicles as demonstrated in the })lot shown. Figure 5.11)
l)resents the overheads incurred on the WAVE.SCH for a sininlat(Hi scenario
with 100 vehicles with a mean lifetime,

ty,

of 362 seconds. Here, approx

imately 5kB\s is consumed, suggesting a high rate of ICMP message loss
on the SCH. This can be attributed to a number of factors in the VANET
network. Replies arriving after the timeout period are marked as losses;
in the highly mobile ITS environment, the VANET routing i)rotocols can
struggle to resolve a path to the HA and congestion and collisions on the
wireless medium in areas of high vehicle density can also result in data loss.

5.1.2

Dynamic Probing

Dynamic probing examines the quality of the end-to-end connection be
tween coimnimicating pairs. ICMP echo message exchange is initiated when
new application recpiests arrive at the CALM manager module. Here, cal
culation of the resources consumed is carried out using equation 5.4. The
total bytes consumed by the i)robing technicjue is directly related to the
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Dynamic Monitoring Overheads

Figure 5.2:
scheiiie

SCM fraiiienvork iiioiiitoriiig overheads for the dyiiainic jaobiiig

volume of ai)])hcatioii recjuests A , and the (jiiaiitity of ICMP messages,
sent to test the eoimeetion between the pair.

^

^reqa ) (^

^loss)

(5.4)

a= l

Taking .Secho,;
he 204 ])ytes and qa to l)e 4, the total theoretical over
head incurred by the dynamic i)rol)iiig scheme is })resented in Figure 5.2a.
Assuming a perfect system with zero losses, the theoretic:al maximum over
head for the constant ])robiiig scheme is approximately IGkilobytes (kB) for
100 service requests. This consnnii)tion of resources has a linear relationship
with the volume of service recpiests as demonstrated in the plot shown. Fig
ure 5.11) jnesents the overheads incurred on the WAVE_SCH for a simulated
scenario with 100 ap})lications. Here, a total of 9kB of data is exchanged
by the dynamic probing scheme for the entire simnlation. As exi)ected, this
is considerably less than that consumed by the constant probing ai)i)roach
where the total data consumption over the course of C is 1.8MB (Figure
5.1b). This overhead value is equivalent to 2000 ai)plication requests for
dynamic i)robing.
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Dynamic Probing Delay Overheads
7
6

^4
0)

■o 3
2
1
0
□ Simple Matching |ft)ASC-GRA

Figure 5.3: Delay overhead incurred by the dyiiaiiiic j^robiiig scheme
Ill contrast with the cxinstant prolhng scheme, (iyiiamic iiroliing has an
associated delay overhead. As outlined in section 3.5, apjilication rerpiests
arriving at the CALM managi'r inodiik' invoke the probing procedure. Echo
recpiests are transmitted and the soiirci' node must wait until a maxiimim of
tiiiieo'utfjyr, to receive rejilies. Tlu' maximum dynamic jnobing delay over
head is therefore cajiped at tiiDemitdy^ for each ICMP exchange. Referring
to Figure 5.3 the mean delay incurred by the dynamic probing scheme as
measured in the CALMiiet siimilation enviromnent lies at approximately 7
seconds.

5.2

SCM Performance Metrics

While there are many studies relating to network selection in heterogeneous
environments, no standard metrics to examine the performance of a proliosed solution have been ])ro]K)sed. This thesis classihes three categories
of statistic's which can be used to describe the performance of any projiosed solution in this problem sjiace. The first set describes scenario under
which the jiroposed solution was tested. For the coo])erative vehicular environnient considered in this study, this includes information regarding the
trans])ortation conditions and simulation j^arameters. The second category
jiresents the selection decisions taken by the jiroiioscxl solution, indicating
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the relative frequency of use for each candiciate. Tlie final set of statistics
describes the dc^gree to which the decisions made satisfy the olqectives of
the selection system.
For the SCM framework proi)osed in this thesis, the following metrics are
defined:
- Vehicle density - describes the traiisi)ortatioii sc;enario with respect
to the density of vehicles in the simulated sc.enario for the duration of
c^ach run. This highlights the traffic conditions c^xperienced and gives
an insight to the connectivity of vehicles in the VANET.
- Application breakdown - dc'scribes the ])ercentage of simnlatcxl ap
plications that are in the safety, subscriber and })ersonahscxl service
categoric's as prescmted in ('(^nation 5.5. This information givers insight
into the simnlatc'd scenario and is nxinired to inter])ret the system
j)(Tforniance statistics.
tc.

wlicne
fa
=
q{s) =
s

=

(5.5)

the total number of ap])hcations simulated
the cpiantity of a})])hcations of tyi)e s
the service catc'gory from the set {Safety, Subscriber, Personalised}

- User breakdown - calculatcxl using ecpiation (5.6), this identifies the
volume and types of user from the AYCE, 2GB and 200MB data plan
categories. The chosen data ])lan dictates the WTP user i)reference
value range and therefore has a direct influence on the candidate rank
ing i)rocess.

t

(5.6)

where
tu

=

the total number of users simulated

Qip)

=

the quantity of users of type p

= the user data plan, from the set {AYCE, 2GB, 200MB}
P
Decision breakdown - this (jualitative variable gives an insight
into the o])eration of the ranking i)rocedure, demonstrating the choices
made under the varying working conditions experienced. Here, the
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relative fie(|iieiicy of decisions is jn'eseiited for each Cl (Equation 5.7)
and service category (Equation 5.8).
(5.7)
td

td

(5.8)

wheix^

=

the total mnnber of decisions taken

q{x)

=

the (inantity of decisions which selected candidate x

.r

=

the set of candidate CIs {\\WE_CCH, WAVE.SCH, UMTS}

Satisfaction Index (SI) - Thronghont the literature, few studies exaniine the (|nality of the decisions made or coin])are the i)erforinance of
difl'ereait api)roaches with resjject to this. There are a niimher of rea
sons for this. Eew studies which j)ropose network selection solutions
carry ont packet level niodelhiig and analysis; no meaningfnl conclnsions can th('refore be made on the cjnality of the decisions in relation
to satisfying the system objective's. Secondly, analysing performance
with resi)ect to which approadi made the best decision is a non-trivial
task; as noted in [87], it is not j)ossible to accairately compare the per
formance of different ranking algorithms without the nse of another
ranking procexlnre. This thesis attenq^ts to bridge this analysis gap
and pro])oses the Satisfaction Index metric. This examines the degree
to which the chosen connmmications network satisfies the selection
objectives, indicating the impact and therefore quality of the decision
made. For the SCM framework, this represents the degree to which
the WTP user preference and the service data lifetime and reliability
requirements. The SI is calculated using GRA (equation 3.9) to de
termine each decisions’ distance from the ideally required solution as
dehned by the user and aj^plication requirements. To assess the ])erformance of the SCM framework, a set of utility functions related to
those outlined in section 3.6.1.2 (equations (3.11)-(3.17)) are defined
for each service class.
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Safety Services
Ill this thesis, safety services are considered to be successful when
all neigh])onrs have received the broadcast application message
within the data lifetime period. The delay and loss performance
of the safety services is quantified using the equations 3.11 and
3.12.
Subscriber Services
The delay performance for siil)scriber services is ])resented in ecpiation 5.9. The maxiimim utility value of 1 is achieved when the
delay experienced by the snbsciiber api)lication is within the niaximnni data lifetime threshold. For values exceeding the maxiimim
data lifetime, :r()(f/), the normalised value exiionentially decreases
at a rate of
The loss i)erfornianc*e is (piantified using ecpiation 3.14, ])resented in section 3.0.1.2.
■

Xi{d)

<=

Xo{d)

otherwise

(5.9)

Personalised Servic-es
The utility fnnction used to assess the data lifetime jierformance of
ajiiilications in the iiersonalisc'd category is shown in equation 5.10.
The delay experienced by jiersonalised apjilications falling in the
range [(),j,-o(d)] achieve the maxiinnm utility score of 1. Beyond the
data lifetime threshold, the utility score exponentially decays at a
rate of
The loss performance of personalised applications is
Tpers"^.

assessed using equation 3.16 in section sectiomnornialise.

x'{d) =

Xi{d) <= Xo(d)
,-(Xi(d)-Xo{d))*Tpeif

otherwise

(5.10)

SI Fails - a SI equal to 1 indicates that both the user preference and
ap])lication recinirements have been fully satisfied by the chosen CL In
cases where the SI adiieved is less than 1, it is im])ortant to examine
why this has occurred. The SI fail metric provides a breakdown of the
dissatisfied c:ases, identifying the proportion attributed to the cost, loss
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and delay ])erf()niiaii(‘e parameters and is calculated using Ecpiatioii
5.11.
<?(/)

(5.11)

where

f

5.3

=

the total miiuber of SI fails

=

the (piaiitity of SI fails attributed to parameter /

=

the SI performance parameter, from the set {Cost, Loss, Delay}

Simulation Analysis

Within the SCM framework, a GRA-based ranking technique following the
ASC objective is i)ro])osed. For meaningful analysis of these algorithms,
three contrasting ap])roaches are modelhal and simulated. Random selec
tion acts as the baseline for candidate ranking and selection against which
the ASC-GRA is benchmarked. A sinii)le matching apinoach imi)leniented
as part of the C'VIS i)roject examines the ])erforniance of a i)olicy-based
selection. A GRA-based ranking procedure following the “Always Best
Connected” (ABC) objective, reijresenting the o])tininm selection is also
examined.

5.3.1

Random Selection

Random selection, as the name suggests, chooses the carrier network for
the ITS ai)plication traffic at random from the list of available candidate
CIs. Condition monitoring is not carried out since random selection does
not re(iuire information regarding the quality of the communication on each
Cl. Safety services use broadcast comnmnications and can l)e carried over
any WAVE channel and UMTS. However, since the WAVE control channel
(CCH) is for non-IP traffic, this is not considered as a candidate for sub
scriber and ])ersonalised services. This selection })ohcy is presented in the
algorithm below.
1; function chooseCI(servic(e)
2:

if service == safety then
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3:
3:
5:
6:

choose randomly from {\\AVE_CCH, WAVE.SCH, UMTS}
else
choose randomly from {\VAVE_SCH, UMTS)
end if

7: end function

5.3.2

Simple Matching

The CVIS ini])leniented sim])le matching l)ased candidate ranking atteni])ts
to match ai)])lication and cost recinirements with a suitable Cl. EacT can
didate is scored with resi)ect to their ability to meet the application re(inirements for subscriber and i)ersonahsed services. The algorithm for this
api)roach is ])resented below.
1: function HANK_(’ANI)ll)A'rES(SEHVI(’E, AEl’JtEQ)(scoie)
2:

if rei)ortedDelay <= niax_data_lifetiniethen

3:
1:
5:

score-fd
end if
if re])ortedLoss <= (l-r('(jnired._reliability) then

(i:

sc:ore-|-d-

7:

end if

8:

if actnalCost <= max_cost then

9:
10:

score++
end if

11:
return score
12: end function
Here, the data lifetime and rehal)ility requirements are compared with the
network condition measurements reported by the SCM condition monitor
ing module in the CALM interface manager. A CIs overall score is incre
ments for every requirement that is matched. The Cl which achieves the
highest score is deemed the most snital)le alternative. Parameter matching
is a simple apj^roach to the candidate ranking problem which can easily
scale to sni)})ort additional coniimmication interfaces and requirements. In
case's where nniltii^le CIs achieve identical scores, the candidate which most
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closely matchers the most significant ])aranieter is chosen. This selection is
based on the a])])hcation rcxinirements when the \\"TP exceeds 0.5 since this
indicates that cost is of less ini})oitance to the user. Since subscriber ser
vices place a higher priority on data lifetime, the final selection is based on
the delay values reported for the com])eting CIs. For personalised services,
the reciuired reliability and corresponding Cl loss statistics are the deciding
fac tor.
if wtj) <0.5 then
choose Cl incurring lowest cost
else
if service == subscriber then
choose Cl with closc\st delay
else if service == ])ersonahsed then
choose Cl with closest loss
end if
end if

5.3.3

Always Best Connected Selection

As not(Hl in Chapter 2, tlu' concept of “Always Best Connected” is cited
regnlarly throughout the literature in relation to the goals of network se
lection. The goal of ABC is to select the oi)tinial candidate and dei)ending
on the context of the parameter will follow a smallest-is-best or largest-isbest normalisation policy. The j)ro])osed ASC objective is com])ared with
the notion of ABC. Here, both approaches use the GRA MADM technique
for ranking candidates; the major difference lies in how the input data
is normalised. While ASC uses utility curves proposed in section 3.6.1.2,
ABC assesses the input ])aranieters following a smaller-is-better approach.
Therefore, the “best” candidate in this case is the one which minimises the
cost, network delay and network loss, irrespective of the requesting applica
tions recjuirenients or user cost preference. Assuming the set of candidates,
{x]

and ini)ut ])arameters, {/I'l ,A’2,...,A:„}, the utility function for

ABC normalisation is i)resented in equation 5.12 and illustrated in Figure
5.4.
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ABC Utility Function

Figure 5.4; Utility cnirves following a siiiallest-is-hest i)oli(*y for iioriiialisatioii in
ABC’ ranking
Ill the next section, results from simnlatioii experiments are iireseiited and
the jierformaiKte of siiiijile matehiiig, random, GRA-based ASC and GRAbased ABC selection selu'ines are evaluated and eoniiiared for a highway
ITS (niviroiiment. The ])ro])osed SCM framework can operate under any
road conditions however; to confirm this, results from simnlatioii of the
urban scenario are iiresented in Aiipendix A.
u{k) - x^(k)
u{k) - v(k)
where
Xi{k)

the measured value for parameter k on candidate network i

u{k)

mox{x^(k), X2{k),...,x,n{k))

v{k)

mZ77(.Ti(A-), X2{k),...,Xrn{k))

5.4

(5.12)

Highway Simulation Scenario

A real lOkni stretch of the Cork-Fermoy highway with 3 lanes in each direc
tion is modelled. Vehicles move in each lane on the highway with varying
sjieeds that are restricted to a maximnm of 120kniph. The mean vehicle
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tri]) lifetime in the siimilatioii is 363 seconds, within which vehicles initiate
ai)])hcations defined for each of the service classes. The vehicle density in
the simulated scenario is illustrated in Figure 5.5. This identifies the vol
ume of vehicles recorded for 20ni distance bins in 10 second time intervals
over the entire duration of the simulation. The high density of vehicles seen
at aj)])roximately 3()0()m is caused by the presence of a toll plaza where the
maximmn speed is cai)ped at 5()kniph, resulting in a build up of vehicles
in this location and thus ensuring that both free flow and congested road
traffic conditions are o1)served.
N'ehicle Density

Position(m)

10000

0

Time(s)

Figure 5.5: Vehicle Density for simulated highway mobility scenario
In terms of the simulation parameters, Figure B.3a i)resents the breakdown
of user data plans where ecpial proi)ortions of AYCE, 2GB and 2()()MB data
plan users are modellexl. Similarly, one third of all apj)lication instances
simulated Irelong to one of the Safety, Subscriber or Personalised service
categories (Figure B.3b).
Modern 3G cellular networks have extensive infrastructure and ensure wide
area coverage. Therefore, with resi)ect to network connectivity in the sim
ulated scenario, the UMTS network provides nbicpiitous coverage to all
vehicles. VANET connectivity on the IEEE 802.lip WAVE network is re
liant on the nnmber of next-ho]) neighbours for V2V comimmication and
restricted by proximity to a local RSU for V2R/V2I data exchange. Tin
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User Data Plan Breakdown

Service Breakdown

[I

[Safety

] Subscriber

(a)

Personalised

(b)

Figiiu' 5.G: User data plan ])rotiles and breakdown of services for the highway
siinulatioii scenario
l)resence of RSUs in tli(' cooj)erative vehicular eiivironiiieiit can iini)rove
the overall system rr'liability; carefnl planning is rcHinired however. RSUs
activ('ly ])artic-ii)ate in the VANET rontiiig ])rocedur(' over a large c-overage
area, generating additional data transinission on tin' WAVE SCH. There
fore, there is a trade off hetwr'en tin' density of RSUs and volume of network
management/routiiig overhead traffic, as well as the initial equipment and
installation costs. In an effort to demonstrate the impact of RSU density
on service and connnunication management in cooi)erative vehicular eiivironmeiits, three RSU scenarios are considered as outlined in Table 5.1.
Inter-RSU distances of Ikni, 2km and 5kin are chosen based on the de})loyment strategies projected l)y industry leaders [130].
Scenario
1
2
3

#RSUs
10
5
1

Distance Between RSUs
Ikni
2kni
5km

Table 5.1: Density of RSUs in Highway Simnlation Scenario

In all scenarios, simnlation results were collected from 30 seeds with at least
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120 selection decisions (‘anied out for each seed. Analysis on the quantita
tive onti)nt data confirnied norinality and the corresi)onding performance
metrics values are analysed using mean and 95% confidence interval val
ues. The following section presents the results obtained from these tests in
the highway siniiilation environment, focusing on the decisions made and
corres])onding SI for each selection scheme and monitoring approach.

5.4.1

Experiment 1: 10 RSUs

10 RSU’s are i)laced 1km ai)art on the modelled highway and the selec
tion decision for every senvic'e recpiest is recorded for both constant and
dynamic })robing scenarios. Figure 5.7a jH'esents the breakdown of deci
sions for the four ranking and selection schemes using information ol)tained
from constant ])robing. As expected, the simple matching, ASC and ABC
schemes have identictal values for the WAVE CCH. This is due to the selec
tion ])olicy outlined in section 3.6, where all safety services are by default
transi)orted over this Cl. This is conhrmed in Figure 5.7b which illustrates
the j)ro])ortion of safety data transmitted over each Cl. For the random case,
a]:)l)roximately 10% of all api)lication data is transmitted over the WAVE
CCH while the remainder is ecpially distributed over the remaining candi
dates. Referring to 5.3.1, this is because the WAVE CCH is onl}" considered
as a candidate for safety services, which ac(*oimt for 33% of all simnlated
applications (B.3b). Examining Figure 5.7b confirms this, with all safety
services equally distributed over all three CIs.
Overall, simple matching deems the cellular connection to be the most suit
able for 11% of service requests while the WAVE SCH carries 56% of all
application traffic. The GRA based solution following the ASC objective
follows a similar trend, choosing the VANET network for 52% of subscriber
and personalised services. For the ABC scheme, the opposite is apparent
however; UMTS is the dominant technology for information transmission,
carrying 58% of all subscriber and ])ersonahsed data.
The decision breakdown for each scheme using the information provided by
dynamic monitoring is })resented in Figure 5.8a. Note the differences from
the constant ])rol)ing case; here, less data traffic is disseminated over the
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WAVE SCH. Since dyiianiic probing tests the the end-to-end connection
between the source and destination nodes, it provides a more accurate inter])retation of the quality of the comimmication path, particularly in the
VANET environment. This accounts for the decreased usage of the WAVE
SCH in all selection cases and is most apparent for the simple matching
scheme where UMTS is chosen on 31% of all service requests and W^VE
SCH for 36%.
Further examination of the decision outcomes for each ranking scheme gives
insight into the ])referred transmission medinm for each service c:lass. Fig
ure 5.7c demonstrates the breakdown for subscriber services using constant
l)robing. Both the simi)le matching and ASC predominantly use the WAVE
SCH (95% and 94% resi)ectively) while ABC chooses the c:elhilar (xjimection
in over 88% of c-ases. Results for the personalised service are less biased with
sim])le matching balancing this data over UMTS and WAVE with a ratio
of 29% to 71% (Figure 5.7d ). For ASC, this split is 39% to 61% for UMTS
and WAVE respectively. This is exjx'cted since personalis(xl services have
more stringent data lifetime and rehal)ihty requirements and demonstrates
solid decision making based on service characteristics and recpiirements.
As with the subscriber case, selection following the ABC objective routes
88% of i)ersonahsed data through the cellular network. For dynamic prob
ing, the breakdown of CIs carrying subscriber data is illustrated in 5.8c.
This is substantially different from the constant probing case; while the
ASC-based ai)])roach favours the WAVE VANET on over 70% of occasions,
sini})le matching and ABC choose the UMTS Cl for over half of the aj)])!!cation requests. Similar behaviour is observed for personalised services, as
demonstrated in Figure 5.8(1. In all cases for subscriber and i)ersonahsed
services, the random selection chooses each Cl in equal proportion.
The effectiveness of the SCM framework for selection and ranking of can
didate CIs in the cooperative vehicular environment is C|nantified using the
Satisfaction Index (SI). The overall SI for both constant and dynamic prob
ing are i)resented in Figures 5.9c and 5.10c respectively. For the constant
])robing scenario, the GRA-based ranking achieves the highest SI of 0.81,
with simple matching achieving 0.75.
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Safety Service Decision Breakdown
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Figure 5.7: Decision Breakdowns with constant pro])ing, 10 RSUs
For (iynainic i)rol)ing, the ASC approach again achieves the highest SI of
0.85. Simple matching has a SI of 0.72, lower than the ABC and ran
dom aj^iTroaches with 0.73 respectively. Comparing tlie SI for the constant
and dynamic i)rohing scheme, it is evident that simple matching selection
achieves the highest SI when constant probing is utilised. Conversely, both
the GRA-based ASC and ABC selection schemes achieve the highest SI
for the dynamic: i)robing scenario. The satisfaction index achieved for each
service is illustrated in Figure 5.9b for the constant probing scheme and
Figure 5.10b for dynamic probing. In both cases, ASC achieves the high-
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Safety Service Decision Breakdown
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Figure 5.8: Decision Breakdowns with dynamic probing, 10 RSUs
est SI for snbscril)er and peu'sonalised services (0.81 and 0.83 for constant
probing and .86 and .88 for dynamic probing respectively), thereby prov
ing that this selection and ranking approach chooses the candidate which
most closely meets the service requirements and user preference. Here also,
the random selection scheme achieves the highest SI (0.78) for the safety
service category, suggesting that balancing the broadcast load among all
candidates may be advantageous in the cooperative vehicular environment.
These ])lots also coiihrm that simple matching achieves better SI perfor
mance for all services with constant probing, while the oi)})osite is true for
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ABC. Figures 5.Da and 5.10a examine the SI performance in relation to
the candidate CIs. Here, the cellular connection achieves the highest SI
for all selection and ranking approaches with ASC outperforming simple
matching, random and ABC.
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Figure 5.9: Satisfaction Index with constant probing, 10 RSUs
A SI less than 1 indicates that the user i)reference and/or application re(juirenients have not been fully satisfied by the chosen CL Tal)le 5.2 presents
the proportion of decisions where the SI achieved was less than 1. Here, it
is evident that the ASC approach performs the best with 57% of SI fails
with constant monitoring and 55% with dynamic probing. All other selec-
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Figure 5.10: Satisfaction Index with dynamic ])robiiig, 10 RSUs
tion schemes have a fail percentage of over 60%. Figure 5.lid shows where
these SI fails occur, illustrating the j)roportion attributed to each Cl for
constant monitoring. Here, the majority of all SI fails occur on the WAVE
SCH; since there is no cost associated with this Cl, this means that the ap
plication refiuirements have not been satisfied. The VANET environment
is highly dynamic and ])rone to excessive delay and possible losses as in
formation is routed throughout the network and cannot always guarantee
successful delivery. The ABC scheme sees the majority of SI fails on the
UMTS Cl; this is because a majority of the application traffic is sent on
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10 RSUs
Simple Matching
Random
GRA-ABC
GRA-ASC

SI Fail Statistics
Constant Probing
60%
62%
66%
57%

Dynamic Probing
62%
62%
60%
55%

Table 5.2: The j)ioi)()itioii of SI failures for constant and dyiiaiiiic iiioiiitoriiig
this Cl: the increased loading results in less reliable coiniiinnicatioiis. For
dynamic probing, (Figure 5.12d), the VANET is resj)onsible for the major
ity of all SI fails; since the ABC scheme transfers more a])])lication data
over this C'l, there is an increased ])roportion of the failures here.
It is also im])ortant to examine the reasons for the SI dissatisfaction, de
termining whic'h criterion was the major factor in the overall SI fail. Each
user category has a defined n})per limit on the WTP value, inflnenciiig the
significance of each input })aranieter on the overall decision. Figure 5.11a
illustrates the reason for dissatisfaction among AYCE users. Here, cost is
of no imi)ortance and meeting the application recpiirements is the primary
objective. As shown, losses on the chosen Cl are resi)onsible for over 80%
of fail cases while excessive delay is the cause of dissatisfaction in aj^proxiniately 20% of these. The same trend can be observed for the dynamic
probing scenario, shown in Figure 5.12a. Losses occur when jiackets are
droi)])ed and are also assumed when the data lifetime expires and is there
fore directly relatcxl to delays. Relaxing the data lifetime requirements of
the ai)])lications would see an increase in the mean SI and overall decrease
in the SI fail statistics. For the 2G data plan users, cost is of moderate
inii)ortance in the selection of a suitable Cl while it is the dominant fac
tor for users on a 200AIB data plan. The source of dissatisfaction among
2G and 20()MB users is illustrated in Figures 5.11b and 5.11c for constant
})robing. For 2G users, ASC is the most successful scheme in satisfying user
l)refereuce, with the excei)tion of 5% of the fail cases. Simple matching
com])roniises the user i)refereuce on 6% of occasions with 15% and 27% for
random and ABC ai)i)roaches. SI failure in relation to the a])plication re(luirenients for 2()()IMB users is again dominated by losses ranging from 61%
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to 83%. For (lyiiainic probing, similar trends can be observed for the ASC
approach (Figure 5.12c). The simple matching scheme se^es an increased
l)roportion of user dissatisfaction to 19% further demonstrating that this
aj)proach works best in conjimction with constant probing. Similarly, ABC
shows an im])royed user satisfaction under the dynamic probing scheme.
For 20()MB users, ASC best satishes the user i^references when (‘ompared
to all other schemes with 5% of the all SI fails attributed to this for con
stant probing and zero for dynamic probing. Here, oyer 80% of all SI fails
are as a result of i)ac‘ket losses on the chosen Cl while excessiye delay is
responsible for ai)proximately 15% of all dissatisfaction for constant and
dynamic probing (Figures 5.11c and 5.12c). For the ABC scheme under
constant i)robing, 60% of all dissatisfaction cases comijromise the user cost
re(|nirenient. As shown in Figure 5.7a, 58% of all subscriber and person
alised services are transmitted over the UMTS Cl incairring a cost. For the
dynamic i)robing case, user dissatisfaction is the cause of 36% of the total
SI fails; this decax'ase is directly related to the increased usage of the WAVE
SCH (Figure 5.8a). In relation to ai)i)hcation re(piirenient failures, 33% of
these are attribntc'd to losses for c'oiistant i)rol)ing and 58% for dynamic
probing, while the remainder is claused by excessive delay.

5.4.2

Experiment 2: 5 RSUs

In this scenario, 5 RSUs are placed along the sinmlated highway, each 2kni
apart. The outcomes of selection and ranking for constant jiiobing is pre
sented in Figure 5.13a. Here, both simple matching and ASC favour the
WAVE SCH on a])i)roximately 51% of application requests respectively.
This is a decrease when com])ared to the WAVE SCH usage in the previous
test with doubled RSU density. On examination of these statistics, it can be
deduced that the overall quality of communications in the WAVE VANET
is lessened for decieasing RSU density. This is apparent from the decisions
taken with constant ])robing. This is not the case for the dynamic })robing scenario however (Figure 5.14a). For both simple matching and ASC
a])])roaches, the proportion of decisions oj)ting for the WAVE SCH sees an
increase for the 5 RSU scenario to 39% and 50% res])ectively. A reduction
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Figure 5.11: SI fails with constant })robing, 10 RSUs
in RSU density results in a decrease in the VANET loading, thereby im
proving the overall performance on the network without negatively affecting
the routing performance. In the ABC approach to ranking and selection,
an opposing trend is observed. For the constant ])robing scenario, increased
usage of the WAVE SCFt is apparent with 14% of the subscriber and per
sonalised data transmitted on this CL This is an increase of almost 6%
when coni])ared to the previous scenario with 10 RSUs. Conversely, for
the dynamic jTiobing scenario, ABC selects the WAVE SCH on 22% and
the UMTS Cl on 45% of occasions. Referring to section 5.3.3 ABC selects
the candidate which minimises the delay, loss and cost parameters, thereby
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Figure 5.12: SI fails with dyiiainic probing, 10 RSUs
coiifiriiiiiig the affect of RSU density on VANET performance.
Figures 5.13c and 5.13d show the breakdown of decisions for subscriber and
j)ersonalised services in the constant probing scenario. For ABC, UMTS is
the preferred Cl for both services, carrying 77% of snbscriber traffic and
81% of ])ersonahsed data. For simple matching and ASC, the WAVE SCH
is the dominant Cl, carrying 90% and 95% of all snbscriber data and 61%
and 58% of ])ersonahsed services. For the snbscriber services in the dynamic
probing scenario (Figure 5.14c), the WAVE SCH is the preferred Cl with
simi)le matching and ASC (62% and 81% respectively). With ABC, the
oi)})osite is api)arent, with 66% of snbscriber and 71% of personalised traffic
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traiisinitted on the UMTS CL For personalised services with ASC (Figure
5.14d), WAVE SCH is the dominant mediiiin (67%). Sim])le matching splits
personalised traffic over the VANET (53%) and cellular (47%) Cls.
Decision Breakdown
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Eigiire 5.13: Decision Breakdowns with constant probing, 5 RSUs
Examining the performance of the decisions, the overall SI for both constant
and dynamic probing are presented in Figures 5.15a and 5.16a respectively.
With constant ])robing, ASC achieves the highest SI of 0.79 with simple
matching (0.76), random (0.75) and ABC (0.69) following. The dynamic
])robing scenario shows an increase in the SI for ASC to 0.81 while that
achieved by ABC increases to 0.74. For sini])le matching, the SI decreases
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Figure 5.14: Decision Breakdowns with dynainic probing, 5 RSUs
to 0.74, further conhrniing that this selection and ranking approach is bet
ter matched with constant ])robing. Figures 5.15a and 5.16a examine the
SI i)erforniance in relation to the candidate CIs. In the constant i)robing
scenario, ASC achieves the highest SI for the WAVE SCH (0.76), with siml)le matching and ABC scoring 0.69 and 0.65 respectively. For the UMTS
Cl, ASC has the largest average SI of 0.83, ahead of ABC (0.80), random
(0.8) and simple matching (0.79). For the dynamic jH’obing case, ASC has
the highest SI on all CIs, 0.82 on UMTS and 0.80 on the WAVE SCH.
Here, both sinii)le matching and ABC perform equally. The measured SI
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for eac:h scheme in relation to the three service categories is highlighted in
Figures 5.161) and 5.151). In both cases, ASC-based ranking and selection
ont])erfornis simple matching, random and ABC achieving 0.80 and 0.82
for subscriber and personalised services with constant probing, and 0.84 in
the dynamic i)robing case.
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Figure 5.15: Satisfaction Index with constant probing, 5 RSUs
A SI less than 1 indicates that the user preference and/or application re(inirenients have not been fully satisfied by the chosen CL Table 5.2 presents
the j)ro])ortion of decisions where the SI achieved was less than 1. Here,
there is an increase in the total number of SI failures; this is largely due
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Figure 5.16: Satisfaction Index with dyiiaiiiic pro])iiig, 5 RSUs
to the decreased density which increases routing complexity and impacts
on the reliability on the VANET. Consistently, the ASC a])proach has the
lowest pro})ortion of fails, with 60% occurring with constant monitoring
and 59% with dynamic probing. ABC has the highest rate of SI failures
at 69% and 66% for both monitoring techniques. The breakdown of SI
fails for each Cl is illustrated in Figures 5.17(1 and 5.18(1 for constant and
dynamic probing respectively. Here again, it is evident that the majority
of SI fails take i)lace on the VANET. For random selection, 12% of all SI
fails occur on the WAVE CCH. This significantly lower than that recorded
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5 RSUs
Simple Matching
Random
GRA-ABC
GRA-ASC

SI Fail Statistics
Constant Probing
63%
66%
69%
60%

Dynamic Probing
65%
66%
66%
59%

Table 5.3: The pio])oition of SI failures for constant and dynamic monitoring
for the simple matching, ABC ami ASC approaches at 34% and 3G% for
constant and dynamic j^rohing resi)ectively. This difference is ex])lain(xl in
the decision breakdown; the random scheme distributes safety a])i)lications
over all three CIs and therefore uses the WAVE CCH less. This reduces the
safety broadcast load on the VANET. For the ABC scheme with dynamic
inobing, a higher i)roportion of t he SI fails occur on the WAVE SCH (30%))
when comi)ared to the constant probing scheme (5%). Analysis of the deci
sion breakdown shows that th(' WAVE SCH is chosen as a suitable Cl more
often in the dynamic j)robing case, explaining this difference.
Analysis of th(' ai)i)hcation r('qnirement fails for AYCE users shows that
over 80% of these occur as a result of excessive j^acket losses while the
remainder is due to delays on the chosen Cl for constant probing (Figure
5.17a). The data lifetime limits defined for subscriber and j)ersonahsed
servi(‘es have a major ini})act oil these; when the delay exceeds these values,
a loss is assumed. Relaxing the data lifetime requirements and improving
the underlying VAENT routing would see a signihcant increase in the SI
})erforniance and fewer fails. Examining the SI fail performance for 2G users
gives further insight into the ASC selection performance. Here again, the
dissatisfaction is primarily due to ])acket losses; for the ASC aiiproach this
accounts for 85% of all fails for both the constant and dynamic probing,
shown in Figures 5.17b and 5.17b. Excessive delay account for 10% of all
dissatished cases while 5% represent compromised user preferences. For the
random aiijiroach, 20% of dissatisfied cases are due to user preferences, with
74% attributed to loss and 7% for breaking the delay bounds. The simple
matching and ABC ajiiiroaches have opposing trends for loss and cost fails.
For (‘oustant probing, simple matching fails the user cost preference for 8%
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and exceeds the loss requirement for 82%: for dynamic probing, the user
])references are com})roniised for 20% of all fails while the 72% are attributed
to loss and 9%' to delay. With ABC selection under constant probing, 26%
of all dissatisfied selections exceed the cost i)reference, 66% are as a result
of loss and 8% for excessive delay. With dynamic probing, the fails related
to cost reduce to 18% ; this is a direct result more application traffic being
sent over the cost-free WAVE SCH (Figure 5.14a). With 2()0MB users, the
ASC aiq)roach })erforms the best, satisfying all user requirements with zero
fails related to cost for both dynamic and constant monitoring, shown in
Figures 5.1Tc- and 5.18c. Here, the delay is exceeded for 13% of SI failures
while ])acket losses re])resent account for 87% of all dissatisfied selections.
The random ai)i)roach conii)romises the (‘ost recjnirenient for 33% of total
SI fails with 37% attributed to losses and 6% to dela3^s. ABC performs the
worst in relation to satisfying user i)references, ac(toimting for 50% and 33%
of all SI fails for c'onstant and dynamic i)robing resjaxhively.

5.4.3

Experiment 3: 1 RSU

In this scenario, 1 RSU is ])laced in the centre of the simulated higliway.
Therefore, vehiclc^s are a maximinn of 5km from the gateway RSU device.
Figure 5.19a illustrates the breakdown of decisions for each scheme under
constant probing. Following the trends observed in ])revious scenarios, ABC
selects the cellular UMTS Cl on 64% of occasions and the WAVE SCH 3%.
Simple matching and ABC predominantly select the WAVE SCH for 47%
and 51% of all subscriber and personalised services.

As is evident, the

proportion of application data transmitted on the VANET decreases with
decreasing RSU density. In the dynamic probing case, as shown in Figure
5.2()a differences in the decision breakdown can be observed. For ASC, the
WAVE SCH remains the dominant Cl carrying 48% of subscriber and per
sonalised data. The remaining schemes divide the data traffic on a more
ecpial footing with sinqde matching following a 31%-36% split and ABC
32%-34% for the WAVE SCH and UMTS CIs respectively. Figure 5.19c
illustrates the j^referred Cl for subscriber services based on the decisions
made under constant ])robing. The WAVE SCH disseminates 84% and 96%
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Figure 5.17: SI fails with constant iHobing, 5 RSUs
of snl)scril)er data for sini])le matching and ASC res])ectively. ABC selects
the cellular Cl in 95% of cases. The breakdown for dynamic i)robing is no
ticeably different. This is particularly apparent for sim])le matching where
UMTS is now deemed the more appropriate Cl for 54% of the subscriber
services. The UMTS Cl also has increased subscriber traffic for the ASC
ap])roach, now disseminating 29% of the subscriber data. For ])ersonahsed
services, a similar trend is observed (Figures 5.19d and 5.20d). The WAVE
SCH is the preferred Cl with ASC, selecting the VANET for 57% and 72%
of all ])ersonalised a])plication requests with constant and dynamic prob
ing. The ABC-based ranking is heavily affected by the jirobing scheme in
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Figure 5.18: SI fails with dynainic probing, 5 RSUs
use, selecting UMTS for 97% of cases with constant probing and 52% with
the dynainic version. The preferred Cl under the simple matching selec
tion changes with the probing scheme, with UMTS favoured with dynamic
l)rol)ing (54%) and the VANET favoured with constant probing (55%).
In relation to the performance of the decisions undertaken, the mean SI for
both monitoring schemes is presented in Figures 5.21c and 5.22c. Again,
ASC ontiierforms all others for both constant and dynamic probing, achiev
ing 0.77 and 0.78 respectively. ABC shows the weakest SI, reaching 0.67 for
constant probing and 0.71 for dynamic probing, while simple matching ontj)erfornis random selection in the constant and dynamic cases respectively.
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Decision Breakdown
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Figure 5.19: Decision Breakdowns with constant probing, 1 RSU
As has been observed in the })revious test scenarios, the highest SI values
are ol)tained with dynamic prol^ing with the exce])tion of sini})le matching.
The SI achieved with res])ect to each Cl is illustrated in 5.2Ia and 5.22a for
both monitoring approaches. Here, the highest SI values are obtained on
the cellular Cl, with ASC achieving the inaximum for both constant and dy
namic probing. Simple matching and ABC are out])erformed by the random
selection in the dynamic probing scenario indicating that these ranking and
selection solutions made ])oor decisions in the test eiiviromnent. The SI for
each service (Figures 5.21 b and 5.22b) illustrates the mean SI recorded for
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Decision Breakdown

Safety Service Decision Breakdown
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Figure 5.20: Decision Breakdowns with dynaniic i)robing, 1 RSU
each service category, with ASC strongly ontperforniing all other schemes.
In the constant ])robing scheme, simple matching i)erfornis well, achieving
0.75 for subscriber services and 0.74 for personalised. For dynamic i)robing, the recorded SI for subscriber services decreases to 0.71 and increases
to 0.75 for personalised services res])ectively. For ABC, the opposite holds
true; with constant jTiobing the SI for subscriber services reaches 0.62 while
personalised services earn 0.75. In the dynamic probing scenario however,
significant imj^rovements are ol)served for subscriber services with the SI
reaching 0.71 while ])ersonahsed services hold steady; this is on a par with
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the simple matching performance. As previously stated, ASC earns the
highest SI in all cases with 0.79 and 0.8 for subscriber and personalised in
the constant j)robing case and 0.84 for dynamic probing.
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Figure 5.21: Satisfaction Index with constant probing, 1 RSU
Table 5.4 j^resents the SI fail percentage. Here again, there is an increase in
the total ninnber of SI failures with the lowest pro])ortion of fails for ASC
(64% and 63%.i with constant and dynamic probing res})ectively). Sinn)le
matching sees a fail rate of 69%. for constant probing and an increase in
this to 72%: for dynamic jTrobing. This is in line with the trend observed for
the SI scores in the jTievious section where this selection scheme performs
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Figure 5.22: Satisfaction Index with dynamic i)rohing, 1 RSU
better with constant probing. Similarly, ABC has a smaller ratio of SI fails
and higher SI sc:ore for dynamic probing. The random scheme performs well
in conij)arison to simple matching, ABC and ASC which all have a higher
overhead. It should be noted that the performance would decrease as the
numl)er of candidate CIs increases. Figure 5.23d presents the proportion
of SI fails which occur on each Cl for the constant i)robing case. For the
constant probing scenario, the VANET records the majority of dissatisfiexl
selections with 33% of all SI fails occurring on the CCH for simple match
ing, ABC and ASC, and 11% for random selection. a])proxiniately 50% of
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1 RSU
Simi)le Matching
Random
GRA-ABC
GRA-ASC

SI Fail Statistics
Constant Probing
69%
70%.
71%
64%

Dynamic Probing
72%
70%
69%
63%

Ta])le 5.4: The ])roi)orti()ii of SI failures for constant and dynainic monitoring
these take j)laee on the SCH for the simple matching, ASC and random
a])j)roaehes. For ABC, the majority of snhseriher and personalised a])})lications are transmitted over the UMTS Cl and so 04% of fails occur here. For
dynamic i)rol)ing, these ])roportions do change: as shown in Figure 5.24d,
the ABC ai)i)roach sees 31%i of all SI fails occurring on the WAVE SCH
with 34% on the UMTS Cl. This difference can he directly related to the
change in selection decisions for the ABC scheme. For sim})le matching the
ma jority of snhseriher and personalised services SI fails occur on the WAVE
SCH (35%) with 29% attributed to the UMTS Cl.
For AYCE users, the l)reakdown of the SI fails with respect to the cost, loss
and delay performance preferenc:es and ])aranieters are illustrated in Figures
5.23(1 and 5.24d for constant and dynamic probing respectiv(4y. Here, for
both monitoring schemes, loss is the major fail factor with ap})roximately
80% of all api)hcations dissatisfied with the reliability of the chosen Cl.
The further absence of RSUs creates longer mnlti-hop routes within the
VANET environment, increasing delays, the prol)abihty of loss and desti
nation nnreachabihty. For 2GB users, losses are the predominant cause of
SI failure for both constant and dynamic ])robing as shown in Figures 5.23b
and 5.24b. For ASC this lies at ai)proxiniately 80% of all fails, while exces
sive delays account for ap])roxiniately 14%. As expected, ASC best satisfies
the user i)references with the minimnm pro])ortion of fails attributed to this
when coni])ared to all other api)roaches. The ABC approach, in contrast,
fails to satisfy user preferences on 28% for constant probing and 14% with
dynamic })robing. This decrease is directly related to the increascxl usage
of the no cost WAVE SCH by the ABC scheme. The SI fails for users
in the 200MB category is presentcM in Figures 5.23c and 5.23c. Here, the
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SI fails are identical for l)oth condition monitoring scenarios for the ASC
selection scheme, satisfying the cost preferences of every user; this implies
that all snl)scril)er and personalised services for the 200MB users are rnn
over the WAVE SCH Cl where the lack of RSU leads to a more volatile
comimmication environment. Here, 84% of the dissatished selections occur
as a result of j^acket losses. For simple matching, l)est satisfies the user
l)reference for the constant monitoring scenario, where the WAVE SCH is
selected more often. The ABC ap])roach shows the least favonrable ])erformance in relation to meeting user ])references, with 59% and 36% of all
fails attrihnted to Irreaching the cost requirement for constant and dynamic
l)rol)ing resi)ectively.

5.5

SCM Performance Summary

Tables 5.5 and 5.6 ])resent a smninary of the decision breakdown and satis
faction index performance' metrics presented in the i)revious section. Anal
ysis of the performance of the' SCM framework under all tested scenarios
yield some interesting findings from which a number of conclusions can be
drawn.
Ini{)act of condition monitoring a])])roach
From the results presented, it is evident that the choice of condition
monitoring approach has a notable effexd, on the candidate ranking pro
cedure with the i)roportions of Cl selection differing for both i)robing
schemes in all test scenarios. This is most evident for ABC selection
and ranking. Recall, this approach chooses that Cl which minimises
the delay, loss and cost. For constant probing in the 10 RSU test sce
nario, ABC chose the cellular connection for 88% of non-safety related
data, while the WAVE SCH was deemed the best solution on 12% of
occasions. In the dynamic prolring case, this breakdown is 53% to
47%. Since all sinmlation sets are run with the same seeds for both
monitoring schemes, the user preference and cost constraints are con
stant. It can be concluded therefore that the difference is down to the
information rei)orted by the condition monitoring module.
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Figure 5.23: SI fails with constant ])r()biiig, 1 RSU
Constant i)iobing rei)orts on the averaged perforniance of the Cl over
time and is perliaps more suited for more consistent and stable commnnication technologies such as UMTS: conditions must persist for a
notable change in the reported quality of coinmnnications. Dynamic
probing, on the other hand, advises on the instantaneons condition of
the path l)etween connnnnicating pairs and is perhaps more represen
tative of the commimication (inality for the dynamic and flnctnating
VANET environment.
— Im])act of RSU density
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Figure 5.24: SI fails with dynamic pro))iiig, 1 RSU
RSUs are local data stores which partake in the VANET routing pro
cess act as gateways to the backbone network. The density of RSUs in
the coo])erative vehicular environment can affect reliability and con
nectivity in the VANET and therefore also impacts the selection and
ranking iTrocedure. Analysis of the decision breakdowns (Table 5.5)
conhrms this, with the i)roportion of subscriber and personalised traffic
disseminated on the WAVE SCH varying for the different RSU den
sities. For sim])le matching with constant probing, the pro])ortion of
subscriber and ])ersonalised traffic transmitted over the WAVE SCH
decreases with the RSU density. This trend is not wholly apiTarent
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liowever. In the 5 RSU test for the {lynainic probing scenario, ASC
selects the WAVE SCH as the most suitable Cl on 49.5% of occasions
- a higher pro])ortion than that recorded in the 10 RSU test case.
Doubling the distance between RSUs halves the management traffic,
including routing updates and WSAs etc. transmitted in the VANET.
This leads to a decrease in the network load, thereby imi)roving the
overall i)erformance. It should be noted that a trade-off does exist be
tween the density of RSUs and the VANET routing performance; too
few RSUs can extend the length of the imiltihop route between two
nodes which affects the overall reliability of the system. Too many
RSUs results in a high level of overlaj) in coverage areas causing inter
ference and an increast' in the inaiiagement traffic transmit ted. This
might acc-onnt for the increase in the selection of the WAVE SCH for
the 5 RSU test case and highlights the need for careful planning of
RSU placement in the coo])erative vehicular environment.
Decision Performance
R('ferring to Table 5.G, it is clear that the ASC approach has the best
overall })erformance in tennis of satisfying user and ap])lication con
straints. While the breakdown of decisions varies with every scenario,
ASC maintains the SI value at a minimnm value of 0.77, well above the
maxinnnn achieved by all other selection and ranking i)rocednres. Eor
this ai)i)roach, the strongest results are achieved with dyiiamic probing.
This is also the case for the other GRA-I)ased approach; ABC achieves
its highest SI under this monitoring scheme. Random selection yields
a mean SI of 0.73, performing more strongly than simple matching
and ABC. This study has chosen a subset of the conmmnication tech
nologies cited by the CALM standard which is the more realistic and
viable dejiloyment strategy during system introduction. As cooper
ative vehicular systems evolve and more technologies are introduced
and deployed however, random selection will be inadequate for SCM.
As the nmnber of candidate CIs grow however the probability of a
correct decision decreases which would signihcantly affect the overall
satisfaction statistics. From the table, it is clear that simple matching
ranking and selection is best i)aired with constant ])robing; the highest
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SI for this ai)})roach is achieved under this monitoring technique.
Examining the SI fail rates of each scheme for each user category fur
ther proves the superiority of the ASC approach. For both constant
and dynamic probing, ASC has the lowest proportion of SI fails and
best satisfies the user and application requirements. ABC is shown to
perform best for AYCE users where the cost of service is of no im])ortance and see an increasing amount of SI fails for 2G and 200MB
users further highlighting the importance of the user ])references in the
decision making })rocess.
Analysis of the results presented in this thesis coiihrm that the SCM apj.noach outperforms all r)ther schemes and most adeciuately satisfies the ap
plication reciuirements and user i)references in the CALM-l)ased cooi)erative
vehicnilar ('iivironment. This i)erfornianc;e does come at a cost however; as
mentioned in section 5.1, dynamic ])robing also constant and dynamic prob
ing consumes resources on each Cl and dynamic j)robing also incnirs a tenil)oral overlu'ad. The random api)roach incairs zero overhead and ])erfornis
at the same level as sini])le matching and ABC. It should be noted however
that the (}uality of the dec'isioiis taken by random selection is closely tied
to the cpiantity of candidates; as the number of available CIs increases as is
planned and i)redicted by the ISO CALM standard, the })erforniance of ran
dom selection will not maintain the high performance standards achieved
in this thesis.
The performance of the ])roposed SCM framework as {)resented in this chap
ter is l)ased upon the configuration ])aranieter values outline in section 3.2.
SCM performance is de})endent on these parameters; major changes in the
criteria normalisation decay constants could result in an ABC selection apI)roach for exam])le. The SCM framework is not sensitive to changes in any
one parameter, however would l)e affected if all of the configured j^arameters listed were changed. It should also be noted that these values are also
used for the urban simulation scenarios presented in Ai)pendix B.
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5.6

Conclusions

This chapter })ieseiite(i a theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation of
the SCM framework using the CALMnet simulation environment. Both the
constant and dynamic probing techniques were examined in section 5.1 with
res])ect to the overheads incurred. Both schemes consume bandwidth on
all candidate CIs, with constant monitoring having the largest requirement.
Dynamic probing incurs time overheads however which can have an impact
on delay sensitive aj)])lication in the cooi)erative vehicular environment.
The Satisfaction Index (SI) i^erformance metric, used to evaluate the cpiality
of the decisions taken by the SCM selection and ranking module, was also
introduced. The simi)le matching and GRA-based ASC ranking and selec
tion i)rocedures were compared with that recorded for random selection and
a GRA a})proach with an “Always Best Cbnnected” objective. Three RSU
coiihgurations were considered and tested for both constant and dynamic
l)robing sc‘hem('s. Results highlight the imi)act of the condition monitoring
scheme and RSU density on the decisions taken and the resulting SI. The
proj)ortions of subscriber and personalised traffic transmitted over each of
the CIs varies for each test scenario in the constant and dynamic probing
cases. ASC ])erfornis consistently well, adaj^ting to changing conditions in
the VANET environment with minor impact on the recorded SI regardless
of the monitoring technique. Sinij)le matching clearly performs best with
constant prol)ing; the SI suffers a notable decrease when dynamic prob
ing is em])loyed. The opj^osite is true for the GRA-based ABC api)roach,
where the (piality of decisions in relation to satisfying application and user
nxiuirements increases for the dynamic i)robing scenario.
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Constant
10 RSUs

5 RSUs

1 RSU
Dynamic
10 RSUs

5 RSUs

1 RSU

Decision Outcomes
Probing
WAVE CCH WAVE SCH
Simple Matching
33.2%
55.6%
Random
46.1%
9.5%
33.2%
8.4%
GRA-ABC
33.2%,
52%
GRA-ASC
Sini])le Matching
33.2%.
50.5%
Random
9.5%
46.1%
33.2%
GRA-ABC
14.1%
33.2%
GRA-ASC
51.3%
Simple Matching
33.2%)
44.2%
Random
9.5%
45.6%
33.2%)
GRA-ABC
2.8%
GRA-ASC
33.2%)
51.8%
Probing
Sinii)le Matching
33.2%
35.5%
Random
40.1%
9.5%
GRA-ABC
33.2%)
31.1%
GRA-ASC
33.2%
48%
Simple Matching
33.2%.
38.8%
Random
9.5%
46.1%
32%
GRA-ABC
33.2%
33.2%
GRA-ASC
49.5%
Sim})le Matching
33.2%
30.6%
Random
46.1%
9.5%
GRA-ABC
33.2%
21.9%
33.2%
GRA-ASC
47.7%
Table 5.5: Siiiiiinarv of SCM decision statistics
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UMTS
11.2%
44.4%
58.4%
16%
14.5%
44.4%
52.7%.
15.5%
19.6%
44.3%.
64%.
16%
31.3%
44.4%
37.7%
18.8%
28%
44.4%
34.8%
17.3%
36.2%
44.4%
44.9%
19.1%

5.6 Conclusions

Satisfaction Index
Constant Probing
Satisfaction Index
Simple Matching
0.75
Random
0.73
10 RSUs
GRA-ABC
0.67
GRA-ASC
0.81
Sini])le Matching
0.76
Ranciom
0.71
5 RSUs
GRA-ABC
0.69
GRA-ASC
0.79
0.74
Sim])le Matching
Random
0.70
1 RSU
GRA-ABC
0.67
0.77
GRA-ASC
Satisfaction Index
Dynamic Probing
0.72
Sim])le Matching
Random
0.73
10 RSUs
0.73
GRA-ABC
0.85
GRA-ASC
0.74
Sim])le Matching
Random
0.71
5 RSUs
0.74
GRA-ABC
0.81
GRA-ASC
Sim])le iVIatching
0.72
Random
0.70
1 RSU
0.71
GRA-ABC
GRA-ASC
0.78
Tal)le 5.G: Summary of SCAI performance statistics
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Chapter 6
Conclusions & Outlook
The eoiieei)t of Intelligent Transi)()rtation Systems (ITS) i)iesents new RfcD
eliallenges in the trans])()rtati()n and ICT sectors and is enrrently receiving
considerable interest from the research commmiity. Basic vehicle and road
side infrastrnctnre collaboration allow for an increase' in efficiency and safety
and acts as the' foundation for an extensive ap])hcation set to achieve ITS
goals. Allowing coo])eration among ITS entities to the degree envisioned
recgiires a j)ersistent, stable' anel reliable nnelerlying e-omninnications serviex'. The ITS ex)nimunity are we)rking tenvarels a full-scale syste'in sohitie)n
for the prewisie)!! of valne-adeleel servietes, all of which are fimdamentally
based on the vehie-le-te>ve'hicle (V2V) anel vehicle-te)-infrastrnctiire (V2I)
inforniatie)!! e'xchange paraeligni.
CooiK'iative ITS is roe)teel in the rich service ])latfe)rm concept, offering a
truly eliverse mixture of services, all oi)erating in parallel. Correct oper
ation anel satisfae:te)ry performance e)f i)rojecteel cooperative services must
be ensnreel. In the heterogemeons commimications solution proposed for
cooi)erative ITS, it is i)ossible that at any one time there are multiple and
eh verse transmission e)ptions available. leientification of the most appropri
ate transmission strategy is a fimelamentally important element of any ITS
coimmmie-ation solution and directly imj^acts the perceiveel system perfor
mance. The primary research objective of this thesis aelelresses the issue of
Service anel Conminnicatie)n Alanagenient (SCM) in ce)e)i)erative vehicular
netwe)rks whereby the underlying communications capability is sufficiently
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exploited to assure satisfactory operation of deployed ITS applications.

6.1

Review of Contributions

This section sinninarises the contributions that the work presented in this
thesis has made while also reviewing the findings and conclusions that can
be drawn from the evaluations undertaken.

6.1.1

Service and Communication Management

The SCM framework is a coni])lete solution for service and coimnimication
management in (too])erative vehicular systems. Designed for dei)loyment in
the management ])lane of CALAI-based communication enviionment, the
framework is modnlar and inc'dia indc'ixuident, allowing flexible locoiihgnration to adapt to changing service and network landscapes. The SCM
solution incorporatc's a nuinbcn- of individnal (omponents ncxossary for se
lection of an aj)i)ro})riate transmission on the heterogeneous connnunication
network.
6.1.1.1

Selection Objectives

This thc^sis j^roposes an “Always Satisfactorily Connected” (ASC) objective
for the selection of an a])i)roi)riate dissemination technology. In contrast
with an “Always Best Connected” (ABC) a])proach, here the “best” solntion
is defined as that candidate which most closely satisfies user preference and
the o])erational recpiirements of the requesting services rather than that
which maximises these. This ensures that the mobile terminal chooses the
most suitable network instead of the best ])ossible one, thereby obtaining a
balance between i)erformance and resource usage. The results presented in
Cha])ter 5 show that the i)roposed ASC objective better satisfies the user
preference and application requirements in all tested scenarios.
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6.1.1.2

Condition Monitoring

Two tecliiiiques to monitor and report on the current quality of each comniimication interface are examined. Constant probing periodically transmits
ICMP echo retiuests to the NEMO Home Agent and records the delay and
loss i)erforniance using a weighted sliding average. Therefore, it reports on
the general i)erforniance of each candidate network over time. Dynamic
I)rol)ing tests the direct communication path between source and destina
tion endi)oints and initiates an ICMP echo exchange when an ai)])lication
nxpiest is received by the CALM management entity. As shown in 5.1,
both schemes consume resources on each candidate Cl, with constant prob
ing having the highest overheads. Dynamic probing also induces a delay
overhead where the (luality of the connection on each Cl is determined.
Analysis of the sinmlation results in Chajder 5 proved that the monitoring
ap])roach has a notable affect on the ranking and selection of suitable CIs.
It Wfis also evident that dynamic ])robing is the preferred monitoring techiiicpie in the highly dynamic VANET environment, achieving the highest
satisfaction index scores for the proi)osed scheme. Constant probing was
found to work well with a simple matching selection approach.

6.1.1.3

Service Differentiation

Application are categorised into three service classes. This differentiation
of services is used in deterniining the significance of the data lifetime and
reliability iiq)iit ])arameters in the ranking procedure. These weightings are
fixed for each service class, however, the overall impact of the apj)hcation
l)arameters is determined from the users willingness to pay. Therefore, the
signiffcance of each parameter is customised to each individual users pref
erence. Safety services encompass a variety of applications necessary for
improved safety and traffic management and require broadcast communi
cation. Information has short data lifetimes and must be received by all
neighbouring vehicles. Subscriber services include a number of commercial
and informational services to which a traveller can subscribe. Personalised
services cater for individual traveller requirements and have strict data life-
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time and loss requirements.
6.1.1.4

Medium Selection

This thesis proposes })olicy based medimn selection using the Grey-Relational
Analysis (GRA) MADM technique for the ranking of candidate networks.
This was evaluated against random and simple matching based selection.
Comi^arison with a second GRA-based ranking approach designed to sat
isfy an “Always Best Connected” olqective was also carried out. Analysis of
the results recorded for all test scenarios in Chai^ter 5 showed that the pro
posed GRA-based ranking ai)i)roach performs best in relation to the cinality
of the decisions made. Tested in different RSU density scenarios and for
both condition monitoring schemes, the proi)o.sed ASC ai)proach exhib
ited an ability to adai)t to changing network conditions while maintaining
the highest satisfaction index (SI). The highest SI value was achieved for
dynamic monitoring and therefon' it can be concluded that the proposed
ai)i)roach works best with this monitoring ai)i)roach.

6.1.2

CALMnet Simulation Environment

CALMiiet is a siimilation tool j^riniarily imj)leniented for the examination of
lower layer protocol i^erformaiKte in the CALM ITS environment. Realistic
eiivironmental modelling is therefore vital. The CALMnet simnlation environnient was developed in the conjunction with the work presented within
this thesis and is a significant research contribution. Creating a realistic
test bed for ITS is a difficult and complex task that requires the implemen
tation of the necessary elements such as modelling of radio propagation,
vehicle mobility and networking with IEEE8()2.11p and IEEE 1609 stan
dards. CALMnet is the only complete simulation tool for CALM-based
systems and one of the few which models cooperative vehicular systems at
microscoj)ic gramilarity.
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6.1.3

Satisfaction Index

This thesis iiitrodiiceci the Satisfaction Index metric (SI). This a standard
indicative measure whicli lias been used extensively thronghont this thesis
to determine the effectiveness of the tested decision algorithms. The SI gives
an indication of the quality of the decisions made by each ranking algorithm
in relation to the selection objective. In this study, it is designed to measure
the degree to which user jneference and service ojierational recinirements are
achieved as part of the ASC objective.

6.2

Discussion

The results jnesented in this thesis have comiiomided the ikhxI for service
and coinmimication inanagement in coojierative vehicular enviromnents.
Motivated by the desire to improve road safety, the last decade has seen sub
stantial R(k:D investment in Intelligi'iit Transiiort Systems by govermnent
authorities and the automotive industry. The iiotential of ITS is immense
however; the reality of vehicde and roadside infrastrnctnre coojieration and
the iiromise of a nbicpiitons conmnmications subsystem is reshaping the au
tomotive indnstry. Collaborative transportation networks offer large scope
for service deiiloynient. With the ever increasing dominance of the mobile
apj) market, OEMs and content jnoviders are now looking towards forged
j)artnershii)s in an effort to broaden and solidify their customer base [15; 16];
the extension of the aj)]) market to inside the vehicle has the potential to
imjiact ])nrchase decisions, reinforce brand loyalty and increase download
revenue for the key stakeholders. BMWs ConnectedDrive, Mercedes-Benz
DriveStyle apj) and Fords SYNC ApjiLink are examples of this, providing
a hist generation connected car experience [131; 132; 133].
The current wave of solutions providing the in-car connectivity experience
rely solely on cellular networks providing V2I coimmmication. Dedicated
short range coinmnnications (DSRC) for V2V data exchanges based on
the IEEE 802.11]) WAVE and IEEE 1609 standards are currently being
deployed in jiilot tests worldwide [10; 134] and estimates suggest that 90%
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of new ears will come with emloedded V2V solutions by 2025 [135]. With
the choice of multiple commnnication technologies, the issue of choosing
the most a})j)ropriate to transmit the application data for a given set of
conditions becomes increasingly important.
A review of network selection solutions in Chapter 2 showed that various
protocols and studies previously proposed for general purpose heterogeneous
network environments are unsatisfactory for use in the vehicular conminnication scenario where both V2V and V2I coimecdivity modes are possible.
While many articles rate the need for efl’ective resolution of the desired
transi)ort carrier for each data exchange in cooi)erative ITS, few offer any
solutions to this problem. This thesis has investigated the issue of service
and coiiimnnication management for coo})erative vehicular systems whereby
the nnderlying commnnications caijability is snfhcieiitly exi)loited to assure
satisfactory oj)eration of deployed ITS ai)plications while also meeting user
preferences. The pro])osed SC AI framework is designed to be conij)hant
with th(' ISO TC2()4 WCIO CALM standard however its modular design
ensures that it can be a])i)hed in any heterogeneous network architecture.
While two communication technologies have been considered in this study,
the SCM framework can sn])i)ort any iinmber of commnnication interfaces
(CIs). The selection of an adecpiate Cl for application data follows an “Al
ways Satisfactorily Connectt'd” objective whereby the user preference and
data lifetime and reliability of ai)plications in the safety, subscriber and
l)ersonalised service classes must Ire achieved.
On analysis of the results presented in Chapter 5 it is apirarent that the
ASC ajrproach is superior to the simple matching, random and ABC se
lection schemes, achieving an average SI of 0.81 and 0.85 for constant and
dynamic jrrobing in the 10 RSU scenario. This is also confirmed by ex
amining the ratio of SI fails for all schemes; the proposed ASC selection
strategy satisfies the highest cpiantity of user application requests with fails
of 57% and 55% for constant and dynamic probing respectively. Of the
other tested apjrroaches, the next Irest performance sees a fail rate of 60%
for sini])le matching and ABC in the constant and dynamic probing scenar
ios res]:)ectively. The SCM framework is also capable of adai^ting to varying
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user preferences and inaiiitaiiiiiig these with less than 5% of users left dissatished in all simulated scenarios. This is in stark contrast to the simple
matching, random and ABC api)roaches where this number is upwards of
50% for 2()0MB users.
While the SCAI Framework has been shown to exhibit good performance
across a range of test conditions it does however have some limitations.
The condition monitoring module incurs both resource and temporal over
heads. The constant probing scheme requires vehicles to periodically gener
ate ])robe messages and wait for replies on all CIs. Therefore, the resource
consumption increases with the volume of vehicles. This could result in net
work congestion issues in areas of high vehicle density. While the dynamic
l)robing scheme consumes significantly fewer resources as shown in Chapter
5, it does incur uotal)le delays since the (luality of the connnunication link
cannot be calculatc'd until ])robe rei)lies have been received or the timeout
has expired. This can be an issue in the vehicular setting where informa
tion has a limit(Hl lifetime. The j)roi)os('d CRA-based ranking scheme rates
candidates based on their distance from the ideally required solution as dictat(Hl by the a])i)hcation reciuirements and user j^references. The candidate
with the highest GRC is always chosen regardless of the final score achieved.
This can be problematic in situations where no Cl can provide satisfactory
ixnforiiiance and both score very poorly.

6.3

Outlook

This study has ])resented a solution for service and connnunication manage
ment in coo])erative vehicular environments. While the ])erforniance of the
system has been demonstrated and evaluated, there is also large potential
for further work in this area. The primary motivation for development of
cooj)erative vehicular systems is for ini])rovcxl safety and traffic efficiency.
In this thesis, the performance of safety servic.es was calculated based on the
l)roi)ortion of one-hop neighbours who received the broadcast information
within its lifetime. The rc'sults in Chai)ter 5 yield a SI of approximately
0.73 for safety services in the tc^sted scenarios. The problem of safety data
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(lisse^miiiatioii in vehicular networks is a widely studied topic and niinierous ai)i)roaclies for iinj^roving the delivery ratio of safety-related broadcasts
have been i)roi)osed [136; 137]. The SCM framework could be extended to
inchide the selection of an a])pro])riate dissemination algorithm for safety
services in the vehicular network based on the context of the information
and si)ecihc a})i)hcation broadcast requirements.
As noted in section 6.2, in the proposed ranking scheme, the candidate
which achieved the highest GRG is selected regardless of its distance from
the “ideal’’ solution. In scenarios where both candidates score j)oorly in
the ranking algorithm, this will likely result in unsatisfactory application
l)erforniance and negatively im})act system performance.

The i)roposed

selection scheme could be extended to include a store-and-forward dissem
ination oj^tion, where if api)licable, the ai)j)lication data is buffered until
a more satisfactory transmission solution is confirmed. A second oi)tion
here could include service elasticity; ap])lications can dcTiie the proportion
by whic'h their re(juirements can be relaxed in situations where poor per
formance is rei)ort('d on each Cl and thereby dynamically adai)ting to the
current radio environment conditions.
Th(' i)roi)os(Hl SCM framework focuses on the selection of an a])])ro])riatc
coinmnnication interface for ITS a})i)lication data exchanges. Once selected,
no monitoring of the connnunication session takes i)lace to ensure apidication C^oS requirements are being satisfied.

This would be of i)articular

inii)ortance for subscriber applications with connection lifetimes spanning
the duration of entire journeys for exani})le.

An extension of the work

l)resented in this thesis would be the development of a vertical handover al
gorithm which would ensure satisfactory service for the duration of each ap})hcation. Comi)atible with the IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover
(MIH) standard, the main tasks here he in monitoring the current ongoing
coinmnnications and determining if a handover is required. Selection of
the new Cl can be carried out using the ASC ranking procedure proi)osed
in this study. Vertical handover must ensure continued and uninterrupted
coinmunication for the applications. Dynamic probing has associated de
lays and is not a suitable condition monitoring scheme in this case. Future
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work ill this area could consider a hybrid iiioiiitoriiig ap])roach based on
the constant jirobing scheme whereby probes are transmitted aperiodically
at a dynamic rate which adajits according to the stability of measured perforniaiK^e. Networks which are found to have a consistent level of service
would generate probes less frequently than those whose iierforniance varies
greatly. This would reduce the overall resource consuni})tion while also
jiroviding a more accurate measure of performance in highly dynamic environnients. This hybrid aiiproach could also piggyl)ack onto content delivery
or network iiianagement exchanges such as that })roposed in [47].
As discussed in Chajiter 3, extensive simulation was required to tune system
])aranieters for condition monitoring, parameter signihcance and parameter
norniahsation. This is perhajis not the most scalable aiqiroach to (piantify these variables in ])rototyj)e or real system ini])lenientation. Further
work should investigate alternative approaches to (luantifying these system
liarameters.
As (h'lnonst rated in Chapter 5, network (•onfiguration with a high density of
RSUs does not lu'cessarily provide the best possible })erforniance. The issue
of RSU i)lac(mient to ensure oi)tinial iierforniance is an inqiortant research
(luestion and is a to])ic that warrants further study.
The work jiresented in this thesis thus offers much scojie for further research
in the area of service and (^omiiiimication inanagement for cooperative ve
hicular environments.
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Appendix A
SCM GRA-based ASC
Selection
This ai)])eii(lix pi t\seiit s some working exami^les of the proi)os(xl GRA based
selection i)n)cediire to achieve the ASC objective as described in Chapter 3.
Since the j)ro])os(Hl ])ohcy dictates t hat all safety-related data is transmitted
ov(n’ the WAVE CCH, safety services are not considered. Examples ontlining the workings of the selection for individual subscriber and i)ersonahsed
applications are presented for eacR of the three user categories.

A.l

AYCE Data plan Users

Users on an AYCE data plan have no restrictions on their data usage
and are not concerned with the cost of services.

Here, the W^TP is 1;

referring to Equation 3.1, this inii)lies that only the a])plication reqnirements/i)erforniance are considered in the selection decision and satisfaction
index calculation respectively. Table A.l })resents the reported delay and
loss performance indicators for each Cl, as well as their normalistxl values
according to section 3.6.1.2 for a single individual CVAS and TUS applica
tion. The load on the VANET for each decision is also represented by the
nnmber of one-hoj) neighbours.
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For the CVAS personalised service, the WAVE SCH achieves the highest
GRG score and is selected as the data carrier. Here, the reported delay
is well below the data lifetime requirement of ISseconds and there
fore has a low normalised value according to ecpiation 3.15, favouring the
ASC objective. No losses are rei)orted on the WAVE SCH and so the maxiniimi normalised value of 1 is achieved. In this scenario, the vehicle has 7
one-hoj) neighbonrs with whom the mediiim is being shared. On the UMTS
Cl, a 100% loss rate is reported by the dynamic i)robing module, resulting
in an inhnite delay value of 31 seconds. Following equations 3.15 and 3.16,
the normalised delay value is 0.62 and normalised loss value is 0. Calcu
lating the GRG using ecination 3.9 yields the final rank of each candidate.
Here, the WAVE SCH is deemed the most suitable Cl. As shown in Table
.4.2, both the data lifetime and reliability recinirements are met and the
maxiimnn SI value of 1 is achiev('d.
For the TUS application, UMTS achieves the highest GRG. Here, the dy
namic' probing mochile r(q)orts 100%' loss on the WAVE SCH, automatically
setting the delay to ‘’infinity‘’ at 31. Eciuations 3.14 and 3.13 calculate the
normahsc'd values for calculation of the final ranking. Note that a delay
value of 31 yicdds different normalised values in both examjdes. This is
bcx'ause the delay constant defined for personalised services is greater than
that for subscriber servicers (Table 3.2). The SI j^erformance of the TUS
application over the UMTS Cl is shown in Table A.2. Here, it is evident
that the data lifetime requirement of 30 seconds has not been achieved.
This is a direct result of the losses ex])eri(aic(xl and a total SI value of 0.686
is achieved.

A.2

2GB Data plan Users

Users on the 2GB data j)lan have a moderate data usage and s])ecify WTP
values in the range [0.0,0.7] and [0.0,0.8] for subscriber and personalised ser
vices rt^s])ectively. This im])lies that fulfilling the ap])lication requirements
is more inii)ortant than the overall cost of rnnning the ap])lication. Table
.4.3 presents the re])ort(xl delay and loss })erformance indicators for each
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Sample Decision, AYCE User
xJ{d)
xJ'{d)
xji{l) xJ'{l)
CVAS Personalised Service
\VAVE_SCH 0.0133 0.000551
0.0
1.0
0.62
UMTS
31.0
1.0
0.0
TUS Subscriber Service
WAVE_SCH
31.0
0.97
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
UMTS
0.00415
0.0
Cl

xJ'(c)

Neighbours

GRG

1.0
1.0

10

0.825
0.48
0.675
0.725

1.0
1.0

Tal)lo A.l: Siiiiiiiiary of SCM decision statist ics
Satisfaction Index, AYCE users
Application x i{d) xJ{d)
xJ'{})
1.0
0.0
CVAS
1.0
0.028
0.81
0.33 0.00083
TUS
30.25

xJ'iO
1
1

SI
1
0.69

Ta])le A.2: Satisfaction Index calciilation l)ase(l on actual a])])lication perfonnance
Cl, as well as their nonnalised values according to that described in section
3.6.1.2 for a single individual platoon and ])arking reservation ai)plication.
The user WTP, inaxiinuin tolerated cost, charged cost and nonnalised cost
values are also inclnded.
UMTS is the highest rank'd Cl for the parking reservation personalised
service. In this exanii)le, both CIs rei)ort delays within the data lifetime
rt'qnireinents. Following the ASC objective, the WAVE SCH achieves a
slightly greater normalised score, :rJ'(d), since the re})orted delay most
closely matches the 10 second recpiirement (equation 3.15). Both candidates
also succeed in satisfying the user cost preference. The loss statistics are
the deciding factor in this scenario with UMTS reporting 100% reliability in
comparison with 50% losses on the WAVE SCH. The actual performance of
the ai)])lication is detailed in Table A.4 where a SI of 0.85 is achieved. While
the data lifetime and user cost requirements were satisfied, some losses
were ex])erienced. Referring to the api)hcation specifications presented in
Talde 4.3, zero losses are tolerated for the parking reservation application.
Therefore, the overall SI reflects this.
For the ])latooning ai)plication, the WAVE SCH is deemed the most suitable
candidate. Here, high delay and 100% loss is rei)orted for both CIs and the
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resulting decision is based on the user preference. In this example, the WTP
is 0.465, giving the cost i^arameter the most significance on the decision.
Since the WAVE SCH has no associated cost, it will always achieve the
maximnm :rJ'(c), 1. Conversely, the UMTS Cl has a charge quantified as
0.78 in this exami)le. Since the maximnm tolerate cost is set at 0.67, xJ'{c)
is close to zero. The WAVE SCH therefore has the highest GRG. The actual
ai^plication performance on the WAVE SCH yields a SI of 0.87 and does not
satisfy all of the user ])reference and ai)i)hc,ation recinirements completely.
Similar to the reported statistics, there are losses on the chosen Cl which
penalises the hnal SI scoring.

A.3

200MB Data plan Users

Users on the 200MB data plan have limited data usage and specify WTP
values in the rang(' [0.0,0.4] and [0.0,0.5] for subscriber and personalised
services respectively. This implic’s that the cost of rnnning ai)])lications is a
significant consid(''ration whcni selecting a Cl. Table A.5 jn’C'sents the cEtails
of the ranking calcnlation for the two candidates, showing the rejxortcxi
l)erformance and their norniahsc'd values.
Eor the CVAS i)ersonahsed service, the WAVE SCH is deemed the most
suitable CL This example highlights the impact of the users WTP in the
overall ranking j)rocediire. Here, the reported i)erforniance of the UMTS
Cl is strong, showing small delay and zero loss. This is in stark contrast
with the WAVE SCH where the condition monitoring module has seen a
100% loss rate. The WTP in this scenario is 0.43 however, indicating that
cost is a more significant factor than the a])plication reciuirements with a
ratio of 0.57:0.43. The WAVE SCH has no associated cost and xJ'{c) is the
maximum value of I. The UMTS network oj^erator is charging more than
the user is willing to i)ay and therefore .rJ'(c) is set to zero, significantly
inii)acting the overall GRG for this Cl. As shown in Table A.6, the SI for
the CVAS api^lication is 0.79, having endured significant delay and losses
thronghont its operation.
The WAVE SCH is again chosen as the most suitable Cl for the j)latoon
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A.3 200MB Data plan Users

Satisfaction Index, AYCE users
Application
xJ{d) X-i'{d) xji{l) X-i'{l) xJ{c)
Parking Reservation 16.32
1.0
0.2
0.0067
1
Platoon
14.46
1.0
0.18 0.183
1

xJ,'{c)
0.85
0.87

SI

Table A.4; Satisfaction Index calculation based on actual a])plication perforinance
apjdication scenario shown in Table A.5. Here, the WTP is 0.27, favouring
the least ex])ensive candidates. As shown in Table A.6, both the application
recpiireinents and user cost ])reference were satisfied by the WAVE SCH in
this exanij^le yielding a SI of 1.
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A.3 200MB Data plan Users

Application
CVAS
Platoon

Satisfaction Index, AYCE users
xJ(d} :r/'(d) :r)(0 xJ'(/)
25.72
0.0
0.4
0.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
8.53

.T/'(c)
0.79
1.0

SI

Table A.G: Satisfaction Index calculation bast'd on actual ai)})lication perforinance
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Appendix B
SCM in the Urban
Environment
Exteiisivo analysis and detailod discnssion on the peifonnanee of the pro
posed SCM framework in a highway eiivironment was j)resented in Chap
ter 5. Uiis aj)pendix ])resents and evaluates the i)erformanee of the SCM
framework in urban environments.

B.l

Urban Simulation Scenario

The urban environment is represented by a real road network in Cork city
with an area of 5()0ni x 5()()ni illustrated in Figure B.l. The traffic model
contains one and two lanes in each direction and dynamically moving ve
hicles with varying speeds restricted to a maximum sj)eed of SOkmph. The
mean vehicle tri]) lifetime in the simulation is 123 seconds, within which
vehicles initiate a subset of the applications defined for each of the service
classes. Four bus routes are configured; buses stop at a number of des
ignated set down areas within the scenario for approximately 30 seconds
before re-accelerating. The vehicle density in the simulated scenario is il
lustrated in Figure B.2. This identifies the volume of vehicles recorded for
lOnixlOm bins in 10 second time intervals over the entire duration of the
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Figure B.i: The urban siiiuilatioii scenario: red markings represent the locations
ofRSU
siiiinlatioii, with increased density at jnnctions and traffic lights resulting
in intermittent driving ixniods.
The ])laceni('nt of RSUs in the simulated urban environment is i)resented
in Figure B.l. 16 RSUs are placed at significant and lighted junctions to
l)rovide gateway access to the backbone network.
In terms of the simulation ])aranieters, Figure B.3a presents the breakdown
of user data plans where equal proi^ortioiis of AYCE, 2GB and 200MB data
l)lan users are modelled. Similarly, one third of all application instances
simulated belong to one of the Safety, Subscril)er or Personalised service
categories (Figure B.3b).
In all scenarios, simulation results were collected from 30 seeds with at least
120 selection decisions carried out for each seed. Analysis on the quantita
tive outi)ut data confirmed normality and the corres])onding performance
metrics values are analysed using mean and standard deviation. The fol
lowing section })resents the results obtained from these tests in the highway
simulation environment, focusing on the decisions made and corresponding
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Vehicle Density

Density
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Figure B.2; Density of vehicles for the iirhaii scenario
SI for each sek'ct ion scheme and monitoring a])j)roach.

B.1.1

Evaluation

Figure B.4a presents the breakdown of decisions for the four ranking and
selection schemes using information obtained from constant probing. As exl)ected, the simple matching, ASC and ABC schemes have identical values
for the WAVE CCH. This is due to the selection policy outlined in section
3.G, where all safety services are by default transported over this CL This
is confirmed in Figure B.4b which illustrates the proportion of safety data
transmitted over each Cl. For the random case, approximately 10% of all
a})])lication data is transmitted over the WAVE CCH while the remainder
is equally distributed over the remaining candidates. Referring to 5.3.1,
this is l)ecause the WAVE CCH is only considered as a candidate for safety
services, which account for 33% of all simulated applications (B.3b). Exam
ining Figure B.4b confirms this, with all safety services equally distributed
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User Data Plan Breakdown

Service Breakdown

I

I Safety |

(a)

] Subscriber

(h)

Figure B.3: FIser data i)laii j)rofiles and breakdown of services for the highway
siinnlation se<uiario
over all three CIs.
Overall, sinii)le inatehing deems the cellular connection to be the most suit
able for 17% of service re(|uests while the WAVE SCH carries 49% of all
ai)i)lication traffic. The GRA based solution following the ASC objective
follows a similar trend, choosing the VANET network for 49% of subscriber
and ])ersonalised services. For the ABC scheme, the op])osite is ai)i)arent
however; UMTS is the dominant technology for information transmission,
carrying 53% of all subscriber and })ersonahsed data.
The decision breakdown for each scheme using the iiiformation })rovided
by dynamic monitoring is ju’esented in Figure B.5a. In contrast with the
constant probing case, the simple matching and ABC schemes show similar
performance with UMTS chosen on 20% of all service requests and WAVE
SCH for 42%. This is a significant change for the ABC scheme, with UMTS
now being selected on only 20% of occasions with 43% of subscriber and
personalised data transmitted on the WAVE SCH. This suggests that ABC
is highly sensitive to the condition monitoring technique being employed;
the decisions taken vary dramatically for both the constant and dynamic
l)robing scenarios. The ASC ai)i)roach under dynamic probing sees an in
crease in the pro])ortion of data traffic carried on the WAVE SCH Cl to
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53%, with UMTS selected for 14% of application requests.
Further exaiiiiiiatioii of the decision outcomes for each ranking scheme gives
insight into the preferred transmission medium for each service class. Fig
ure B.4c demonstrates the breakdown for subscriber services using con
stant jH’obing. ASC predominant 1}^ uses the WAVE SCH (90%) with simple
matching also choosing this Cl for 64% of subscriber requests. ABC chooses
the cellular connection in almost 80% of cases. Results for the ])ersonalised
service are less l)iased with ASC balancing this data over UMTS and WAVE
with a ratio of 43%. to 57% (Figure B.4d ). For sinijde matching, this bias
is more ai)parent, with a si)ht of 11% to 89% for UMTS and WAVE resi)ectively. As with the subscril)er case, selection following the ABC objective
routes 80%. of i)ersonahsed data through the cellular network. For (lyiiamic
probing, the breakdown of CIs carrying subscriber data is illustrated in
B.5c. Here, the sini])le matching api)roach favours the WAVE VANET on
66%. of occasions, showing a decrease in the proportion of sul)scriber traffic
caiiTnl on tlu' cellular connection to 34%). An opposing trend is api)arent
for the ASC scheme however; UMTS is deemed the most suitable Cl on
18% of occasions, a notable increase from that observed in the constant
probing case. A signihcant change in decision outcomes is ai)i)arent for the
ABC ai)proach where two thirds of all subscriber requests are now serviced
by tlu' WAVE SCH, further highlighting the affect of condition monitor
ing on the selection i)rocess. Similar behaviour is observed for personalised
services, as demonstrated in Figure B.5d. In all cases for subscril)er and
l)ersonalised services, as expected, the random selection chooses each Cl in
(X|ual i)roportion.
The effectiveness of the SCM framework for selection and ranking of candi
date CIs in the urban vehicular environment is quantified using the Satisfac
tion Index (SI). The overall SI for both constant and dynamic probing are
presented in Figures B.6c and B.7c respectively. For the constant probing
scenario, the GRA-based ranking achieves the highest SI of 0.69, with simple
matching achieving 0.64. ABC has the poorest SI of 0.58. Here, the random
selection of candidates has a SI of 0.66, ])erforming more strongly than both
ABC and sinii)le matching. For dynamic probing, the ASC a})proach again
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Figure B.4; Decision Breakdowns with constant probing
achieves the highest SI of 0.7 and has the smallest deviation from the mean
value, indicating that this approach is the most stable and consistent in its
decision making. The simple matching and random a])proaches retain their
SI at 0.65 and 0.66 resi)ectively. The ABC ai)proach ex])eriences the largest
change in the SI under dynamic ])rol)ing with an increase to 0.65, confirming
that ABC oiTcrates most snccessfnlly with dynamic })robing. The satisfac
tion index achieved for eac-li service is illustrated in Figure B.6b for the
constant inobing scheme and Figure B.7b for dynamic ])robing. In both
cases. ASC achieves the highest SI for subscril)er and })ersonalised services
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Figure B.5: Decision Breakdowns with dynamic jirobing
(0.69 and 0.76 respectively), thereby proving that this selection and rank
ing ai)])roach chooses the candidate which most closely meets the service
requirements and user preference. Here also, the random selection scheme
achieves the highest SI (0.74) for the safety service category, suggesting that
balancing the broadcast load among all candidates may be advantageons in
the coo])erative vehicular environment. These ])lots also confirm that sinil)le matching achieves better SI ])erformance for all services with constant
l)robing, while the opposite is true for ABC. Figures B.6a and B.7a exam
ine the SI i)erforniance in relation to the candidate CIs. Here, the cellular
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coniKKition achieves the highest SI for all selection and ranking approaches
with ASC ontperforining siinjhe inatching, random and ABC.
Service Satisfaction Index

Cl Satisfaction Index

11

WAVE CCH
UMTS
I Simple Matching jSlP^ndom

WAVE SCH

Safety

^^|ASC-GRa|

Subscriber

Personalised

|r -tsimple Matching ^jRandom ^^|ABC-GRA ^^|ASC-GRa|

(»d

(a)
Overall Satisfaction Index

|i

I Simple Matching BBRandom ^JaBC-GRA BjASC-CRd

Figure B.6: Satisfaction Index with constant jTiobing
Analysis of the SCM performance in the urban environment once again con
firms that the j)roi)osed GRA-based ASC approach is the most suitable for
SCM in the cooperative vehicnlar environment. ASC ])erfornis consistently
well, adai)ting to changing conditions in the VANET environment with mi
nor ini])act on the recorded SI regardless of the monitoring technique. This
approach is also the most stable, showing the smallest deviation from the
mean SI \^ahies and therefore making consistently siiital)le decisions. The
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Cl Satisfaction Index

WAVE CCH
I
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Service Satisfaction Index
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Figure B.7: Satisfaction Index with dynainic probing
ABC ai)])roacli deinoiistrates a high sensitivity in relation to the condi
tion iiioiiitoring technique employed with the decision outcomes changing
dramatically with constant and dynamic probing schemes.
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